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'
' Early in the seventeenth centur}-,

'

' we are told,
'

' the great Mr. Boyle,

Bishop Wilkins, and several other" learned men proposed to leave Eng-

land and establish a societ}' for promoting knowledge in the new colon}'

[of Connecticut] , of which Mr. Winthrop,"" their intimate friend and a.sso-

ciate, was appointed governor."

"Such men," wrote the historian, "were too valuable to lose from

Great Britain, and Charles the Second having taken them under his pro-

tection in 1 66 1, the society was there established, and received the title

of The Royal Society of London." ^

For more than a hundred years this society' was for our country what

it still is for the British colonies throughout the world—a central and

national .scientiiic organization. All Americans eminent in science were

on its list of Fellows, among them Cotton Mather, the three Winthrops,

Iiowdoin, and Paul Dudle}^ in New England; Franklin, Rittenhou.se, and

Morgan, in Penns3dvania; Banister, Clayton, Mitchell, and Byrd, in Vir-

ginia; and Garden and Williamson in the Carolinas, while in its Philo-

sophical Transactions were published the only records of American

research."

'A paper presented before the American Historical Societj' at the meeting held in

Washington in 1889, and revi.sed and corrected by the author to July 15, 1890.

^John Winthrop, 1". R. S. [1606-1676], elected governor of Connecticut in 1657.

3john Eliot, Biographical Dictionary of Kminent Characters in New P^ngland.

Boston, 1809.

•The first meetings of the body of men afterwards organized as the Royal Society

appear to have taken place during the Revolution and in the time of Cromwell; and

as early as 1645, we are told by Wallace, weekly meetings were held of "divers

worthy persons inquisitive into natural pliilosoi)hy and other parts of human learn-

ing, and particularly of what has been called the new philosoj^hy, or experimental

])hilosoph3%" and it is more than probable that this assembly of philosophers was

identical with the Invisible College, of which Bo3de spoke in sundry letters writ-

ten in 1646 and 1647. The.se meetings continued to be held, sometimes at the Bull-
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It was not until long after the middle of the last century that any scien-

tific society was permanently established in North America, although

serious but fruitless efforts were made in this direction as early as 1743,

when Benjamin Franklin issued his circular entitled A proposal for pro-

moting useful knowledge among the British plantations in America, in

which it was urged '

' that a societ)' should be formed of virtuosi or ingeni-

ous men residing in the several colonies, to be called Tlic American Philo-

sophical Society.
'

'

There is still in existence, in the possession of the Philosphical Society

in Philadelphia, a most interesting letter from Franklin to Governor Cad-

wallader Colden, of New York, in which he tells of the steps which had

already been taken for the formation of a scientific society in Philadelphia,

and of the means by which he hoped to make it of great importance to

the colonies.

Our forefathers were not yet prepared for the society, nor for the Amer-

ican Philosophical Miscellany which Franklin proposed to issue, either

monthly or quarterly. There is no reason to believe that the society ever

did anything of importance. Franklin's own attention was soon directed

exclusively to his electrical researches, and his society languished and

died.

Some twenty years later, in 1766, a new organization was attempted

under the title of The American Society held at Philadelphia for Pro-

moting Useful Knowledge. ' Franklin, although absent in England,

was elected its president, and the association entered upon a very prom-

ising career.

In the meantime the few surviving members of the first American

Philosophical Society formed, under the old name, an organization

which in many particulars was so luilike that proposed in 1743 that it

might almost be regarded as new rather than a revival. Its membership

included many of the most influential and wealthy colonists, ^ and the

spirited manner in which it organized a plan for the observation of the

transit of Venus in 1769 gave it at once a respectable standing at home

and abroad.

In 1769, after negotiations which occupied nearl)- a year, the two

societies were united,'' and The American Philosophical Society held at

Philadelphia for Promoting Useful Knowledge has from that time until

Head Tavern, in Clieapside, biit more frequently at Gresham College, until 1660,

when the first record book of this society was opened. Among the first entries is a

reference to a design then entertained "of founding a college for the promoting of

physico-mathematicall experimental! learning." Doctor Wilkins was appointed

chairman of the society, and shortly after, the King, Charles II, having become a

member, its regular meeting place was appointed to be in Gresham College.

•This name was adopted in 1768 to replace that first adopted in 1766, which was

The American Society for Promoting and Propagating Useful Knowledge, held in

Philadelphia.
" Some insight into the scientific politics of the time may be gained hy reading the

following extract from a letter addressed to Franklin by Doctor Thomas Bond, June
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now maintained an lionoral)le position among' the scientific organizations

of the world.

The society at once l)egan the pubhcation of a vohnne of memoirs,

which appeared in 1771 under the name of The American Philosophical

Transactions.

'

From 1773 to 1779 its operations were often interrupted. In the min-

utes of the meeting for December, 1774, appears the following remarkable

note iu the handwriting of Doctor Benjamin Rush, one of the secretaries,

soon after to be one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence

:

The act of the ]5ritisli Parliament for shultiiii^ up the port of Rostoii, for aUcring

the charters, and for the more impartial administration of justice in the Province

of Massachusetts Iki}-, together with a 1)ill for establishing Poper}' and arbitrary

power in Quebec, having alarmed the whole of the American colony, the members
of the American Philosophical Society, partaking with their countrymen in the

distress and labors brought upon their country, were obliged to discontinue their

meetings for some months until a mode of opposition to the said acts of Parliament

was established, which we hope may restore the former harmony and maintain a

perpetual union between Great Britain and the Americas.

This entry is especially interesting because it emphasizes the fact that

among the members of this infant scientific societ}- were many of the

men wdiowere most active in the organization of the Repul)lic, and who,

tinder the stress of the times, abandoned the qtiiet pursuits of science

and devoted themselves to the national interests which were just coming

into being.

Franklin was president from its organization tmtil his death, in 1790.

He was at the same time president of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-

vania and a member of the Constittitional Convention, and the eminence

of its leader probably secured for the body greater prestige than would

otherwise have been attainable. The society, in fact, soon assumed

national importance, for, during the last decade of the century and for

7, 1769: I long meditated a revival of our American Philosophical Society, and at

length thought I saw my way clear in doing it; but the old party leaven split us for

a time. We are now united, and with your presence may make a figure; but till

that happy event I fear nmch will not be done. The assemljly have countenanced

and encouraged us generously and kindly; and we are much o])liged to you for your

care in procuring the telescope which was used in the late observations of the transit

of Venus.
' A copy of the finished volume of the Transactions was presented to each member

of the Pennsylvania assembly, accompanied by an address as follows: As the vari-

ous societies which have of late years been instituted in P^urope have confessedly

contributed much to the more general propagation of knowledge and useful arts, it

is hoped it will give satisfaction to the members of the honorable house to find that

the province which they represent can boast of the first society and the first publi-

cation of a volume of Transactions for the advancement of the useful knowledge of

this .side of the Atlantic—a volume which is wholly American in composition, print-

ing, and paper, and which, w^e flatter ourselves, may not be thought altogether

unworthy of the attention of men of letters in the most improved parts of the

world.
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main- j^ears after, Philadelphia was the inetroj)olis of American science

and literature.

Directly after the Revolution a similar institution was established in

Boston, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, which was incor-

porated by the legislature of Massachusetts in 1780, and published its

first memoirs in 1785. This, like the Philadelphia society, owed its

origin to the efforts of a great statesman. We find the whole histor>^ in

the memoirs of John Adams, a man who believed, with Washington, that

scientific institutions are the best and most lasting protection of a popular

government.

In a memorandum written in 1809 Mr. Adams gave h-is recollections

of the circumstances which led to his deep and lasting interest in scien-

tific foundations

:

In traveling from Boston to Philadelphia, in 1774-75-76-77, I had several times

aniiised myself at Norwalk, in Connecticut, with the very curious collection of birds

and insects of American production made by Mr. Arnold;' a collection which he

afterwards sold to Governor Tryon, who sold it to Sir Ashton Lever, in whose apart-

ments in London I afterwards viewed it again. This collection was so singular a

thing that it made a deep impression iipon me, and I could not but consider it a

reproach to my country that so little was known, even to herself, of her natural

history.

When I was in Europe, in the years 1778-79 in the commission to the King of

France, with Doctor Franklin and Mr. Arthur Lee, I had opportunities to see the

King's collection and man}^ others, which increased my wishes that nature might
]je examined and studied in my own country as it was in others.

In France, among the academicians and other men of science and letters, I was
freqiTcntl}^ entertained with inquiries concerning the Philosophical Society of Phila-

delphia, and wi*h eulogiums on the wisdom of that institution, and encomiimis on

some publications in their transactions. These conversations suggested to me the

idea of such an es^^ablishment in Boston, where I knew there was as much love of

science, and as many gentlemen who were capable of pursuing it, as in any other

city of its size.

In 1779 I returned to Boston on the French frigate La Sensible, with the Chevalier

de la Luzerne and M. Marbois.^ The corporation of Harvard College gave a i:)ublic

dinner in honor of the French ambassador and his suite, and did me the honor of an

invitation to dine with them. At table in the Philosoph}' Chamber, I chanced to sit

next to Doctor Cooper.3 I entertained him during the whole of the time we were

' Some local antiquary may make an interesting contribution to the literature of

Atnerican museimi work by looking up the history of this collection.

= The Chevalier Anne Cesar de la Luzerne [1741-1821] was French minister to the

United States from 1779 to 1783, afterwards minister to England. M. Francois de

Barbe Marbois [1745-1837] was his secretary of legation, and after the return of his

chief to France, was chargd d'affaires until 1785. For many interesting facts, not

elsewhere accessible, concerning the career of these men in the United States, and
their acquaintance with Adams, see John Durand's admirable New Materials for a

History of the American Revolution. New York: Henrj' Holt & Co., 1889. i2mo,

pp. i-vi, 1-3 10.

'^ Rev. Samuel Cooper, D. I), [i 725-1 783], an eminent patriot, long pastor of Brattle

vStrcet Church, in Boston, and a leading member of the corporation of Harvard. He
was the first vice-president of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

The first president of the academy was James Bowdoin, afterwards governor of
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together \\ithan account of Arnold's collections, the collection I had seen in lunope,

the compliments I had heard in I'-rance upon the Philosophical vSociety of Phila-

delphia, and concluded with proposing that the future legislature of IMassachnsetts

should institute an Academy of Arts and vSciences.

The doctor at first hesitated; thought it would be diflicult to find members who
would attend to it; but the principal objection was that it would injure Harvard

College by setting up a rival to it that might draw the attention and affections of the

public in some degree from it. To this I answere<l, first, that there were certainly

men of learning enough that might compose a society sufficiently numerous; and

secondly, tliat instead of being a rival to the university it would be an honor and an

advantage to it. That the president and principal professors would, no doubt, be

always members of it; and the meetings might be ordered, wholly or in part, at the

college and in that room. The doctor at length appeared better satisfied, and I

entreated him to propagate the idea and the plan as far and as soon as his discretion

would justif}-. The doctor did accordingly diffuse the project so judicioush^ and

effectually that the first legislature mider the new constitution adopted and estab-

lished it by law. Afterwards, when attending the convention for forming the con-

stitution, I mentioned the subject to several of the members, and when I was

appointed by the subcommittee to make a draft of a project of a constitution to be

laid before the convention, m}' mind and heart was so full of this subject that I

inserted the provision for the encouragement of literature in chapter 5, section 2.

I was. somewhat apprehensi\e that criticism and objections would be made to the

section, and particularly that the "natural history" and the "good humor" would

be stricken out; but the whole was received very kindly, and passed the convention

unanimously, without amendment.'

Massachusetts, and the friend of Washington and I'ranklin, and a member of the

Ro3-al Society. He held the presidency from 17S0 until his death in 1790. His

descendant, the Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, was chosen to deliver the oration at the

centennial anniversary of the organization of the society.

' The provision in the vState constitution of which Mr. Adams speaks, was the

following:

The encouragement of literature, etc. Wisdom and knowledge, as well as virtue

diffused generally among the body of the people, being necessar}- for the preservation

of their rights and liberties, and as these depend on spreading the opportunities and
advantages of education in the various parts of the country, and among the different

orders of the people, it shall be the duty of legislators and magistrates in all future

periods of the Commonwealth, to cheri.sh the interests of literature and the .sciences,

and all seminaries of them, especially the university at Cambridge, public schools,

and grammar schools in the towns, to encourage private societies and public in.sti-

tutions, rewards and immunities for the promotion of agriculture, arts, .sciences,

conmierce, trades, manufactures, anda natural hi.story of the country; to countenance

and inculcate the principles of humanity and general benevolence, public and private

charity, industry and frugality, honest}- and punctuality in their dealings, sincerity,

good humor, and all .social affections and generous .sentiments among the people.

This feature of the constitution of Ma.s.sachu.setts, [writes Mr. Adams's biog-

rapher,] is peculiar, and in one .sense original with Mr. Adams. The recognition

of the obligation of a State to promote a higher and more extend*;d policy than is

embraced in the protection of the temporal interests and political rights of the indi-

vidual, however understood among enlightened minds, had not at that time been
formally made a part of the organic law. Those claiLses since in.serted in other State

con.stitutions, w-hich, with more or le.ss of fidlness, acknowledged the .same principle,

are all manifestly taken from this source.
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The two societies are still institutions of national importance, not only

because of a time-honored record and useful work, but on account of

important general trusts under their control. Although all their meet-

ings are held in the cities where the}- were founded, their membership is

not localized, and to be a Member of the American Philosophical Society

or a Fellow of the American Academy, is an honor highh" appreciated

by e^er>- American scientific man.

The Philosophical Societ}' (founded before the separation of the colo-

nies) copied the Rojal Societ}' of Great Britain in its corporate name, as

well as in that of its transactions, and in its ideals and methods of work
took it for a model.

The American Academy, on the other hand, had its origin " at a time

when Britain was regarded as an inveterate enem^- and France as a gen-

erous patron,"' ' and its founders have placed upon record the statement

that it was their intention
'

' to give it the air of France rather than that

of England, and to follow the Royal Academy rather than the Royal

Societ}-."^ And so in Boston the academy pubhshed Memoirs, while

conserA'ative Philadelphia continued to issue Philosophical Transactions.

In time, however, the prejudice against the motherland became less

intense, and the academy- in Boston followed the general tendency' of

American scientific workers, which has alwajs been more closely parallel

with that of England than that of continental Europe, contrasting

strongh' with the disposition of modem educational administrators to

build after German models.

It would have been strange indeed if the deep-.seated sympath}* with

France which otu- forefathers cherished had not led to still other attempts

to establish organizations after the model of the French Academy of

Sciences. The most ambitious of these was in connection with the

Academy of Arts and Sciences of the United States of America, whose

central seat was to have been in Richmond, \'irginia, and whose plan

was brought to America in 1788 b}- the Chevalier Quesnay de Beaure-

paire. This project, we are told, had been submitted to the King of France

and to the Royal Academy of Science, and had received an unquahfied

indorsement signed by many eminent men, among others b}' Lavoisier

and Condorcet, as well as a similar paper from the Royal Academ}' of

Paintings and Sculpture signed b)* Vemet and others. A large sum was

subscribed by the wealthy planters of Virginia and b\- the citizens of

Richmond, a building was erected, and one professor, Doctor Jean

RoueUe, was appointed, who was also commissioned mineralogist in

chief and instructed to make natural-histor>' collections in America and

Etu-ope.

The population of Virginia, it proved, was far too scattered and niral

to give^ny chance of success for a project which in its nature was only

'Letter of Manasseh Cutler to Doctor Jonathan Stokes, August 17, 1785.

'Idem.
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])nictical)le in a commercial and intellectual metropolis, and the academv

died almost -before it was born.

"Ouesnay's scheme was not altogether chimerical," writes H. B.

Adams, "but in the j^ear 1788 France was in no position, financial or

social, to push her educational system in ^^irginia. Tlic year Quesnay's

sng-f;esti\-e little tract was published was the year ])efore the French

Revolution, in which political maelstrom everything in France went
down. . . . If circum.stances had favored it, the Academy of the United

vStates of America, established at Richmond, would have become the cen-

ter of higher education not only for Virginia, but for the whole South,

and possibly for a large part of the North, if the academy had been

extended, as proposed, to the cities of Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New
York. vSupported by French capital, to which in large measure we owe
the success of our Revolutionar}' war, strengthened l)y French prestige,

l)y liberal scientific and artistic associations with Paris, then the intel-

lectual capital of the world, the academy at Richmond might have

become an educational stronghold, comparable in some degree to the

Jesuit influence in Canada, which has proved more lasting than French

dominion, more inipregnal)le than the fortress of Quebec." '

A scientific society was organized at Williamsburg during the Revolu-

tion, but in those trying times it failed for lack of attention on the part

of its founders.

' Copies of Quesnay's pamphlet are preserved in the Virjj^inia State library at

Richmond and in the Andrew 13. White Historical library of Cornell University,

as well as in a certain private library in Baltimore. A full account of this enterpri.se

ma}' be found in Herl)ert B. Adams's Thomas Jefferson and the University of Vir-

ginia, pp. 21-30, and other records occur in Mordecai's Richmond in By-gone Days
(2d edition, pp. 198-20S) and in Goode's Virginia Cousins, p. 57.

The building erected for the Academy of Sciences was the meeting place of the
convention of patriots and statesmen who ratified in 1788 the Constitution of the

United States, and su1)sequently was the principal theater of the city of Richmond.
The academy grounds, [writes R. A. Brock,] included the square lx)unded by

Broad and Marshall and Ivleventh and Twelfth streets, on the lower portion of which
stood the Monumental Church and the medical college. The academy .stood mid-
way in the square frontin,<r Broad .street. L'Academie des Ktats-Unis de I'Amerique
was an attempt, growing out of the French alliance with the United States, to plant

in Richmond a kind of French academy of the arts and .sciences, with branch acad-

emies in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York. The institution was to be at once
national and international. It was to be affiliated with the royal societies of I^on-

rlon, Paris, Brussels, and other learned bodies in Europe. It was to ])e compo.sed of

a president, vice-president, six counsellors, a treasurer-general, a .secretarj-, and a
recorder, an agent for taking Kuropean subscriptions, French profes.sors, masters,

artists in chief attached to the academy, 25 resident and 175 nonresident associates,

.selected from the best talent of the Old World and the New. The academy propo.sed
to publish yearly, from its own press in Paris, an almanac. The academy was to

show its zeal for science by comnmnicating to PVance and other European countries
a knowledge of the natural products of North America. The mu.seums and cabinets
of the Old World were to be enriched by the specimens of the flora and fauna of a
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Our forefathers in colonial times had their national universities beyond

the sea, and all of the 3'oung colonists, who were able to do so, went to

Oxford or Cambridge for their classical degrees, and to Edinburgh and I^on-

dou for training in medicine, for admission to the bar, or for clerical

orders. L<ocal colleges seemed as unnecessary as did local scientific

societies.

Many attempts were made to establish local societies before final results

were accomplished, and the beginnings of the national college system had

a similar history.

In 1 619 the Virginia Company of England made a grant of 10,000

acres of land for
'

' the foundation of a seminary of learning for the Eng-
lish in Virginia," and iu the same year the bishops of England, at the

suggestion of the King, raised the sum of ^1,500 for the encouragement

of Indian education in connection with the same foundation. A begin-

ning was made toward the occupation of the land, and George Thorpe, a

man of high standing in England, came out to be superintendent of the

university, but he and 340 other colonists (including all the tenants of

the university) were destroyed by the Indians in the massacre of 1622.

The story of this undertaking is told by Professor H. B. Adams in the

History of the College of William and Mar}^, in which also is given an

account of the Academia Virginiensis et Oxoniensis, which was to have

been founded on an island in the Susquehanna River, granted in 1624

for the founding and maintenance of a university, but was suspended on

country as yet undiscovered by men of science. The promoter of this brilliant

scheme was the Chevalier Alexander Maria Ouesnay de Beaurepaire, grandson of the

famous French philosopher and economist, Doctor Quesnay, who was the court

physician of Louis XV. Chevalier Ouesnay had served as a captain in Virginia, in

1777-78, in the war of the Revolution. The idea of founding the academy was sug-

gested to him in 1778 by John Page, of Rosewell, then lieutenant governor of

Virginia, and himself devoted to scientific investigation. Quesnay succeeded in

raising by subscription the sum of 60,000 francs, the subscribers in Virginia embracing

nearly 100 prominent names. The corner stone of the building, which was of wood,

was laid with Masonic ceremonies July 8, 1786. Having founded and organized this

academy under the most distinguished auspices, Quesnay returned to Paris and suc-

ceeded in enlisting in support of his plan many learned and distinguished men of

France and England. The French revolution, however, put an end to the scheme.

The academy building was early converted into a theater, which was destroyed by

fire, but a new theater was erected in the rear of the old. This new building was

also destroyed by fire on the night of December 26, 181 r, when 72 persons perished

in the flames. The Monumental church conmiemorates the disaster, and its portico

covers the tomb and ashes of most of its victims. A valuable sketch of Quesnay's

enlightened projection, chiefly drawn from his curious M^moire concernant I'Aca-

demie des Sciences et Beaux-Arts des Etats-Unis d'Amdrique, ^tablie a Richmond,

was published in The Academy, December, 1887, II, No. 9, pp. 403, 412, by Doctor

Herbert B. Adams, of Johns Hopkins University. A copy of Quesnay's rare

Memoire is in the library of the vState of Virginia. Quesnay complains bitterly

that all his letters relating to his service in the American Army had been stolen from

a pigeonhole iu Governor Henry's desk and his promotion thus prevented.
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account of the death of its i)rojector, and of Kiii.u' James I, and the fall

of the Virginia Company.

Soon after, in 1636, came the foundation of Harvard, then in 1660

William and Marj', Yale in 1701, the College of New Jersey in 1746, the

University of Pennsylvania in 1751, Columbia in 1754, Brown in 1764,

Dartmouth in 1769, the University of Maryland in 17<S4, that of North

Carolina in 17S9-1795, that of \'ermont in 1791, ;uid Bowdoin (the col-

lege of Maine) in 1794.

When Washington became President, one hundred years ago, there

were no scientific foundations within this Republic save the American

Academy in Boston ; and, in the American Philosophical Society, Bar-

tram's Botanic Garden, the private observatory of Rittenhouse, and

Peak's Natural History Museum, Philadelphia.

Washington's own inclinations were all favorable to the progress of

science ; and Franklin, who would have been Vice-President but tor his

age and weakness, Adams, the Vice-President, and JeiTerson, Secretary

of State, were all in thorough sympathy with the desire of their chief to

"promote as objects of primary importance institutions for the general

diffusion of knowledge." All of them were fellows of the American

Philosophical Society, and the President took much interest in its pro-

ceedings. The records of the society show that he nominated for foreign

membership the Earl of Buchan, president of the Society of Scottish

Antiquaries, and Doctor James Ander.son.

Washington's mind was scientific in its tendencies, and his letters to

the English agriculturists (Young, Sinclair, and Anderson) show him

to have been a close student of physical geography and climatology. He
sent out with his own hand, while President, a circular letter to the best

informed farmers in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland,

and\'irginia, and having received a considerable number of answers, pre-

pared a report on the resources of the Middle Atlantic States, which was

the first of the kind written in America, and was a worthy beginning of

the great library of agricultural science which has since emanated from

our Government press.

In a letter to Arthur Young, dated December 5, 1791, he manifested

great interest in the Hessian fly, an insect making frightful ravages in

the wheat fields of the Middle vStates, and so nuich dreaded in Great

Britain that the im])()rtation of wheat from America was prohibited.' It

was very possibly by his request that a committee of the Philosophical

vSociety prepared and printed an elal)orate and exhaustive report, and

since its chairman was Washington's Secretary of vState, it was practically

' In an article recently published by Professor C. V. Riley, he sustains the popular

belief and tradition that Cecidomya was introduced about the time of the Revolution,

and probably by Hessian troops. He gives interesting details concerning the work

of tlie committee of the American Philosophical Society, and a review of recent

controversies upon this subject. vSec Canadian Ivntomologist, XX, p. 121.

NAT MUS 97, PT 2 —18
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a governmental affair, the precursor of subsequent entomological com-

missions, and of our Department of Economic Entomology.'

The interest of Washington in the founding of a national university,

as manifested in the provisions of his last will and testament, are familiar

to all, and I have been interested to learn that his thoughts were earnestly'

fixed upon this great project during all the years of the Revolutionary

war. It is an inspiring thought that, during the long and doubtful strug-

gle for independence, the leader of the American arms was looking forward

to the return of peace, in anticipation of an opportunity to found in a

central part of the rising empire an institution for the completing of the

education of youths from all parts thereof, where they might at the same

time be enabled to free themselves in a proper degree from local preju-

dices and jealousies.

Samuel Blodget, in his Economica, relates the histor}' of the beginning

of a national university.

As the most minute circumstances ai-e sometimes interesting for their relation to

great events [he wrote] , we relate the first we ever heard of a national university

:

it was in the camp at Cambridge, in October 1775, when major William Blodget

went to the quarters of general Washington, to complain of the ruinous state of the

colleges, from the .conduct of the militia quartered therein. The writer of this being

in company with his friend and relation, and hearing general Greene join in lament-

ing the then ruinous state of the eldest seminary of Massachusetts, observed, merely

to console the company q/friejids, that to make amends for these injuries, after otir

war, he hoped, we should erect a noble national university, at which the youth of all

the world might be proud to receive instruction. What was thus pleasantly said,

Washington immediately replied to, with that inimitably expressive and truly

interesting look for which he was sometimes so remarkable :
" Young man you are a

p7^ophet! inspired to speak what Ifeel confident ivill one day be realized.

'

' He then

detailed to the company his impressions, that all North America would one day become
united; he said, that a colonel Byrd,= of Virginia, he believed, was the first man who
had pointed out the best central seat [for the capital city] , near to the present spot,

or about the falls of the Potomack. General Washington further said, that a Mr.

Evans 3 had expressed the same opinion, with many other gentlemen, who from a

' Before the organization of the Department of Agriculture, another step in eco-

nomic entomology was taken by the General Government in the publication of an

official document on isilk worms :

1828.
I

Mease, James.
|
20th Congress,

|
i8th Session

|

[Doc. No. 226] Ho. of

Reps.
I

Silk-worms.
|

| Letter
|
from

|

James Mease,
|
transmitting a treatise

on the rearing of silk-worms,
|
by Mr. De Hozze, of Munich,

|
with plates, etc., etc.

I I

February 2, 1828.—Read and referred to the Committee on Agriculture.

I I

Washington:
|
Printed by Gales and Seaton

|
1828.

|

8°. pp. 1-108.

^Probably the third William Byrd [1728-1777], the son of the author of Westover

Papers. He was colonel of the Second Virginia Regiment in 1756, and perhaps was
in camp with Washington on the present site of the capital, when he became so deeply

impressed with the eligibility of the site for a national cit}'.

3 Perhaps Lewis Evans, the geographer, who in 1749 jjublished a map of the central

colonies, including Virginia. Professor Winsor tells me that there are copies of this

map in the possession of Harvard University, in the liljrary of the Pennsylvania

Historical Society, and one in the Faden collection in the Library of Congress.

Professor Josiah D. Whitney says that the legend on it, "All great storms begin to

leeward," is, so far as he knows, the first expression of that scientific opinion.
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cursory view of a chart of North America, recei\e(l this natural and truly correct

impression. The look of general Washington, the energy of his mind, his noble

and irresistible eloquence, all conspired, so far to impress the writer with these sub-

jects, that if ever he should unfortunate!}- become insane, it zui7/])q from his anxiety

for thefederal city and national univp:rsitv.'

In another part of the same book Mr. Blo(ls;"et describes a conversation

with Washing-ton, which took place after the site of the capital had been

decided upon, in which the President " stated his opinion, that there were

four or five thousand inhabitants in the city of Washington, and until

congress were comfortably accommodated, it might be premature to com-

mence a seminary. * * -'^ He did not wish to see the work commenced

initil the city was prepared for it; btit he added, that he hoped he had

not omitted to take sttch measures as would at all events secure the entire

object in time, even if its merits shotild not draw forth from every quarter

the aid it would be fottnd to deserve," alluding, of course, to th^ provi-

sions in his own will. "He then," continues Blodget, "talked again

and again, on Tvlr. Ttirgot's and Doctor Price's calculations of the effect

of compound interest, at which, as he v^'as well versed in figures, he

could acquit himself in a masterly manner."''

Concerning the fate of the Potomac Compau}-, a portion of whose stock

was destined by Washington as a nucletts for the endowment of a univer-

sity, it is not necessar}^ now to speak. The value of the bequest was at the

time placed at /^5,ooo sterling, and it was computed by Blodget that had

Congress kept faith with Washington, as well as did the legislature of

Virginia in regard to the endowment of Washington College, his dona-

tion at compovmd interest would in twelve years (1815) have grown to

$50,000, and in twenty-fotir years (1827) to $100,000, an endowment
sttfhcient to establish one of the colleges in the proposed uni\'ersity.

Madi.son, when a member of the Constitutional Convention in 1787,

probabl}^ acting in harmony with the wishes of Washington, proposed

as among the powers proper to be added to tho.se of the General I,egis-

lature, the following:

To establish a univcrsit}'.

To encourage, by premiums and provisions, the advancement of useful knowl-

edge and the discussion of science.'

That he never lost his interest in the universitx' idea is shown by his

vigorotis appeal while President, in his nies.sage of December, 1810, in

which he urged the importance of an in.stitution at the capital which

would '

' contribute not less to strengthen the foundations than to adorn

the structure of our sy.stem of government."

Quite in accord with the spirit of Madison's me.s.sage was a letter in

the Pennsylvania Gazette of I788,'' in which it was argued that the new
form of government proposed by the framers of the Constitution could

not sticceed in a republic, unless the people were prepared for it by an

' Economica, p. 22. 3 jviadi.son Papers, I, ])]). 354, 577.
= Idem,, Appendix, p. ix. •• See Appendix A.
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education adapted to the new and peculiar situation of the country, the

most essential^ instrument for which should be a Federal university.

Indeed, the tone of this article, to which my attention has recently been

directed by President Welling, was so harmonious with that of the pre-

vious and subsequent utterances of Madison as to suggest the idea that

he, at that time a resident of Philadelphia, may have Ijeen its author.

It is more probable, however, that the writer was Benjamin Rush, who
in 1787 issued an Address to the people of the United States,' which

began with the remark that there is nothing more common than to con-

found the terms of American Revolution with those of the late Ameri-

can war. '

"The American war is over," he said, " but this is far from being the

case with the American Revolution. On the contrary, nothing but the

first act of the great drama is closed. It remains yet to establish and

perfect our new forms of government, and to prepare the principles,

morals, and maimers of our citizens for these forms of government after

they are established and brought to perfection.'""

And then he went on to propose a plan for a national university, of

the broadest scope, with post-graduate scholarships, a corps of traveling

correspondents, or fellows, in connection with the consular service, and

an educated civil service, organized in connection with the universit}^

work.

In Economica, the work just quoted, printed in 1806, the first work

on pohtical economy written in America, Blodget referred to the national

university project as an accepted idea, held in temporary abeyance by

legislative delays.

Blodget urged upon Congress various projects which he thought to

be of national importance, and among the first of these was To erect,

or at least to point out, the place for the statue of 1783, and either to

direct or permit the colleges of the university formed b}^ Washington

to commence around this statue after the manner of the Timoleonteon

of Syracuse.^

' See Appendix B.

= The Society of Sons of the American Revolution, recently organized, and com-

posed of descendants of Revolutionary soldiers and patriots, has for one of its

objects "to carry out \Va.shington's injunction 'to promote as objects of primary

importance institutions for the diffusion of knowledge,' and thus to create an

enlightened public opinion."

^ 1806 Blodget, Samuel, jr., Pyconomica : |
A vStatistical ManiTal

|
for the

|

United

States of America.
1
=

1
The legislature ought to make the people

happy
I

Aristotle on government
]
^=

|

" Felix qui potuit rerum cognos-

cere causas"
|

j
City of Washington :

;

Printed for the author.
|

: -
|
1806, 128

i-viii, 1-202 i-xiv.

The certificate of copyright is in this form:

Be it remembered that * * - Samuel Blodget, junior, hath deposited in this

office, the title of a book the right whereof he claims as author, but for the benefit in

trust for the free education fund of the imiversity founded by George Washington

in his last will, etc.
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lu intimate connection with his plan for a universit)- was that of

Washington for a military academy at West Point. He had found dur-

ing the Re\-()lution a great want of engineers, and this want cattsed

Congress to accept the services of numerous French engineers to aid our

countr}' in its struggle for independence.

At the close of the Revolution, Washington lost no time in commend-

ing to \'irginia the improvement of the Potomac and James rivers, the

junction by canal of Chesapeake Bay and Albemarle Sound of North

Carolina. He soon after proceeded to New York to see the plans of

General Schuyler to unite the Mohawk with the w^atersof L<ake Ontario,

and to Massachusetts to see the plans of the Merrimac Navigation

Company.

It was the want of educated engineers for w^ork of this kind that

induced Generals W^ashington, Lee, and Htmtington and Colonel Pick-

ering, in the year 1783, to select West Point as a suitable site for a mili-

tary academy, and at that place such an institution was essa^-ed, under

the law of Congress, in 1 794. But from the destruction of the build-

ing and its contained books and apparatus by fire, the academy was sus-

pended until the year 1801, when Mr. Jefferson renewed the action of

the law, and the following year, 1802, a United States Corps of Engi-

neers and Military Academy was organized by law and established at

West Point, with General Jonathan Williams, the nephew^ of Franklin

and one of the vice-presidents of the Philosophical Societ3% at its head,

and the United States Military Philosophical vSociety was established

with the whole Engineer Corps of the Arui}^ for a nucleus.

This society had for its object "the collecting and disseminating of

military .science." Its membership during the ten years of its existence

included most of the leading men in the country, civilians as well as

officers in the Army and Navy. Meetings were held in New York ar^d

Washington, as well as in West Point, and it seems to have been the

first national scientific .society.'

The Patent Office also began under Washington, the finst American

patent system having been founded b}' act of Congress April 10, 1790.

On the 8th of January, 1790, President Wa.shington entered the Sen-

ate Chamber, w^here both Hou.ses of Congress were as.sembled, and

addressed them on the state of the new nation. In the speech of a few

minutes, which thus constittited the first annual message to Congress,

' At least three fascicles of Extracts from the minutes of the United States Mili-

tary Society were printed—one for the stated meeting, October 6, 1806 [4°, 14 pp.];

one for an occasional meeting at Washington, January 30, 1808 [4°, pp. 1-23 (i)];

and one for an occasional meeting at New York, December 28, 1809 [4°, pp. 1-22].

The nuuuiscript records, in four volumes, are .said to l)e in the possession of the

New York Historical Society.

I am indebted to Colonel John M. Wilson, United States Army, Superintendent of

the Military Academy, and to General J. C. Kelton, United States Army, for court-

eous and valuable replies lo my letters of inquiry.
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about a third of tlie space was given to the promotion of intellectual

objects—science, literature, and arts. The following expression may
perhaps be regarded as the practical origination of oiir patent system:

I can not forbear intimating to you the expediency of giving effectual encourage-

ment, as well to the introduction of new and useful inventions from abroad, as to

the exertions of skill and genius in producing them at home.

This, of course, was in direct pursuance of the constitutional enact-

ment, bethought and inserted toward the closing days of the convention

in September, 1787, empowering Congress with such authority. Each

House, the Senate on the nth and the Representatives on the 12th, sent

a cordial response to the President's address, reciting the particulars of

his discourse, and promising, especially to his suggestions for encourage-

ment of science and arts, "such early attention as their respective

importance requires" and the lower House proceeded rapidly with the

work. January 15 it was resolved that the various measures indicated

by the President should be referred to select committees, respectivel}^

and on the 25th such a committee was formed to consider the encourage-

ment of the useful arts. It consisted of Kdanus Burke, of South Carolina,

a justice of the supreme court of that State, and native of Ireland; Ben-

jamin Huntington, of Connecticut, and Lambert Cadawalader, of New
Jersey. On the i6th of February Mr. Burke reported his bill, which

passed to its second reading the following day. It was copiously discussed

and amended in Committee of the Whole, particularly March 4, when
'

' the clause which gives a party a right to appeal to a jury from a decision

of referees, it was moved should be struck out." After a good deal of

pointed and profitable remark as to the true sphere and function of juries

the motion for striking out was carried.

The next day, March 5, the bill was ordered to be engrossed, and on

the loth, after third reading, it passed and was carried to the Senate.

Here, in a few days, it was referred to a committee of which Charles

Carroll, of Maryland, was chairman, and reported back the 2gth of

March, where it passed, with twelve amendments, on the 30th. On
the 8th of April it went forward with the signatures of Speaker and Vice-

President to the President, who approved it April 10, 1790.' The first

patent was granted on the 31st of the following July to Samuel Hopkins,

of Vermont, for making pot and pearl ashes; and two more during that

year.'"'

Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of State at this period, under which

Department especially the patent .sy.stem grew up for more than half its

first century, took so keen an interest in its aim and workings, and gave

such searching personal attention to the issue of the several patents, that

he has been quite naturally reputed as the father of our Patent Ofiice, and

'Statutes at Large, I, pp. 109-112.

= Among the treasures of the National Museum is a patent dated 1796, signed by

Washington as President and Pickering as Secretary of State.
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it seems to have been supposed that the bill itself creating it proceeded

from his own suggestion. But by a comparison of dates this appears

hardly possible. Jefferson returned from Europe to Norfolk and Monti-

cello toward the end of 1789, his mind deeply occupied with the stirring

movements of revolution abroad. During the winter months he was
debating whether he should accept the charge of the State Department,

offered him by Washington; making his wa}^ by slow stages from Vir-

ginia to New York; receiving innumeral:)le ovations; paying his last visit

to the dying Franklin, and he only reached the seat of government

March 21, when the legislative work on this act was practically finished.

More than to any other individual, probably, the American patent system

looks for its origin to the Father of the Country.'

Jefferson took great pride in it, and gave personal consideration to

every application that was made for patents during the years between 1790
and 1793, while the power of revision and rejection granted b}' that act

remained in force. It is a matter of tradition, handed down to us from

generation to generation, that when an application for a patent was
made he would summon Mr. Henry Knox, of Massachusetts, who was
Secretarj' of War, and Mr. Edmund Randolph, of Virginia, who was
Attorney-General, these officials being designated by the act, with the

Secretary of State, a tribunal to examine and grant patents; and that

these three distinguished officials would examine the application critic-

ally, scrutinizing each point of the specification and claims carefully and

vigoroush'. The result of this examination was that, during the first

year, a majority of the applications failed to pass the ordeal, and only three

patents were granted. Every step in the issuing of a patent was taken

with great care and caution, Mr. Jefi"erson thinking always to impress

upon the minds of his officers and the i^ublic that it was a matter of no

ordinary importance.

The subsequent history of the office is very interesting, especially

since it contains a record of Mr. Jefferson's vigorous opposition to the

change effected by the act of 1793, which, he held, by a i)romiscuous

granting of exclusive privileges would lead to the creation of monopoly
in the arts and industries, and was against the theory of a ]K)pular gov-

ernment, and would be pernicious in its effects.

In 1S12 a building was put up for the accommodation of the office,

but this was destroyed in 1836, and with it most of the records which
would be necessary for a proper understanding of the early history of

American in\-ention.

In the Patent Office building, and with it destroyed, there was gath-

ered a collection of models, which was sometimes by courtesy called the

Americaii Museum of Art, and which afforded a precedent for the

larger collection of models and natural products, which remained under

' The foregoiiiij^ para^a^raphs coiicerninjr the history of the Patent Ofiice were kiiidlv

supplied by Mr. Edward Farquhar, for many years its assistant librarian.
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the cu.stody of the Commissioner of Patents until 1858, when it was

transferred to the Smithsonian Institution, and became a part of the

present National Museum.

In 1836 the patent system was reorganized, and most of the methods

at present in use were put in operation. As it now stands, it is one of

the most perfect and effective in the world, and the Patent Ofl&ce, judged

by the character of the work it performs, although, perhaps, not strictl}'

to be classed among the scientific institutions, is nevertheless entitled

to such a place by reason of its large and admirable corps of trained

scientific experts serving on the staff of examiners."

The Administration of John Adams, beginning in 1797, was short and

turbulent. Political strife prevented him from making any impression

upon our scientific history ; but it requires iio research to discern the

attitude of the man who founded the American Academy and who drew

up the articles for the encouragement of literature and science in the

constitution of Massachusetts.

Jefferson, as Vice-President, taking little part in the affairs of the

Administration, was at liberty to cultivate the sciences. When he came

to Philadelphia to be inaugurated Vice-President, he brought with him

a collection of the fossilized bones of some large quadruped, and the

manuscript of a memoir upon them, which he read before the American

Philosophical Society, of which he had been elected president the pre-

ceding j^ear.

'

' The spectacle of an American statesman coming to take part as a

central figure in the greatest political ceremony of our country and

bringing with him an original contribution to science is certainly," as

Luther has said, "one we shall not soon see repeated." ""

In 1 801 began the Administration most memorable in the history of

American science. The President of the United States was, during the

eight years of his office, president of theAmerican Philosophical Society

as well, and was in touch with all the intellectual activities of the period.

He wrote to a correspondent, "Nature intended me for the tranquil

pursuits of science by rendering them my supreme delight;" and to

another he said,
'

' Your first letter gives me information in the line of

natural history, and the second promises political news ; the first is my
passion, the last is my duty, and therefore both desirable."

"At times of the fiercest party conflict," says Luther, "when less

happily constituted minds would scarcely have been able to attend to

' See Official Gazette, United States Patent Office, XII, No. 15, Tuesday, October

9, 1877; ^Iso articles in Appleton's and Johnson's Cyclopsedias.

The history of the Patent Office has never been written ; a fxill account of its

work and of its influence upon the progress of American invention is greatly to be

desired.

'" See Jefferson, A Memoir on the Discovery of Certain Bones of a Quadruped, of

the Clawed kind, in the Western Part of Virginia, in the American Philosophical

Transactions, IV, p. 246 (March 10, 1797); also F. B. Luther, Jefferson as a Natu-

ralist, in the Magazine of American History, April, 1SS5, pp. 379-390.
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the routine duties of lil'e, we find him yieldini^ to that subtle native

force which all through life was constantly drawing him awa}- from

politics to science."

Thus, during these exciting weeks in February, iSoi, when Congress

was vainly trying to untangle the difficulties arising from the tie vote

between Jefferson and Ihu'r, when every ])olitician at the capital was

busy with schemes and counterschemes, this man, whose ])olitical fate

was balanced on a razor's edge, was corresponding with Doctor Wistar

in regard to some bones of the nunnmoth which he had just prociu'cd

from Shawangunk, in New York. Again, in 1808, when the excitement

over the Embargo was highest, and when ever\' da\' brought fresh

denunciations of him and his ]x)licy, he was carrying on his geological

studies in the White House itself. Under his direction U])ward of 300

specimens of fossil bones had been brought from the famous Big Bone

Lick and sjM'ead in one of the large unfinished rooms of the Presidential

Mansion. Doctor Wistar was asked to come to Philadelphia and select

such as were needed to complete the collection of the Philosophical

Society. The exploration of the lick was made at the private expense

of Jefferson through the agency of General William Clarke, the western

explorer, and this ma}- fairly be regarded as the beginning of American

governmental work in paleontology.

His scientific tendencies led to nuich criticism, of which the well-

known lines by William Cullen Bryant, in The Embargo, afford a

very mild example.' He cast all calumny aside with the remark "that

he who had nothing to conceal from the press had nothing to fear from

it," and calmly w^ent on his way. The senior members of his Cabinet

were James Madison, a man of the most enlightened sympathy with sci-

ence, and Gallatin, one of the earliest American philologists; while one of

his strongest supporters in Congress was Sanuiel Latham Mitchill, a

mighty promoter of scientific interests in his native vState, whom Adams
wdttily describes as "chemist, botanist, naturali.st, phy.sician, and poli-

tician, wdio supported the Republican j)art\- Ijecause Jefferson was its

leader, and Jefferson because he was a philosopher.
'

'

During this admini.stration the project for a great national in.stitutiou

of learning w-as revived by Joel Barlow. In 1800, when Barlow was the

American minister in Paris, he said in a letter to Senator Baldwin :

I have been writing a long letter to Jefferson on quite another subject. . . . It is

about learned societies, universities, puljlic instruction, and the advantages you now
have for doing something great and good if you will take it up on proper principles.

If you will put nie at the head of the Institution there proposed, and give it that

Go, wretch, resign the Presidential chair;

Disclose thy secret measures, foul or fair.

Go, .search with curious eyes for horned frogs

'Mid the wild wastes of Louisianian bogs.

Or where the Ohio rolls his turbid .stream

Dig for huge l)ones, thy glory and thy theme.
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support which you ought to do, you can't imagine what a garden it would make of the

United States: I have great projects, and only want the time and means for carrying

them into effect.'

M. Dupont de Nemours was also corresponding with Jefferson upon
the same subject, and his work, Sur I'E^ducation Nationale dans les

Etats-Unis, pubHshed in Paris in 1800, was written at his request.''

Barlow returned to the American States in 1805, and almost his first

public act after his arrival, we are told, was to issue a prospectus in which

he forcibly and eloquently depicted the necessity and advantages of a

national scientific institution.

This was to consist of a central university at or near the seat of gov-

ernment, and, as far as might seem practicable or advisable, other uni-

versities, colleges, and schools of education, either in Washington or in

other parts of the United States, together with printing presses for the

use of the institution, laboratories, libraries, and apparatus for the sci-

ences and the arts, and gardens for botany and agricultural experiments.

The institution was to encourage science by all means in its power, by
correspondence, by premiums and by .scholarships, and to publish school-

books at cost of printing.

The Military and Naval Academies, the Mint, and the Patent Office

were to be connected with the university, and there was also to be a gen-

eral depository of the results of scientific research and of the discoveries

by voyages and travels, actually the equivalent of a national museum.
"In short," wrote Barlow, "no rudiment of knowledge should be

below its attention, no height of improvement above its ambition, no

corner of an empire beyond its vigilant activit}" for collecting and diffus-

ing information. '

'
^

The editor of the National Intelligencer, the organ of the Administra-

tion in 1806, commented favorably upon the plan of Barlow.

This gentleman [he wrote], whose mind has been enlarged by extensive observa-

tion, by contemplating man under almost ever}' variety of aspect in which he appears,

and whose sentiments have been characterized by an uniformly zealous devotion to

liberty, has most justly embraced the opinion that the duration as well as perfection

of republicanism in this country will depend upon the prevalence of correct informa-

tion, itself dependent upon the education of the great body of the people. Having
raised himself, as we understand, to a state of pecuniary independence, he has

returned to his native country, with a determination of devoting his whole attention

' Todd, Life and Letters of Joel Barlow, p. 20S.

" Adams, Jefferson and the University of Virginia, p. 49 ct scq.

3 See text of prospectus in Appendix C to this paper, or in National Intelligencer,

Washington, 1806, August i and November 24. The original publication, of which
there is a copy in the Congressional Library, recently brought to my notice by Mr.
Spofford, is a pamphlet, anonymously published, with the date of Washington, 24th

January, 1806.
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ami labors to those objects which arc best calculated to improve its state of society,

its science, literature, and education. The disinterested exertions of such a man
merit the national attention.'

Barlow's prospectus, we are told, was circulated throiighotit the cotintry,

and met with so favorable a response that in 1806 he drew up a bill for

the incorporation of the institution, which Mr. Logan, of Philadelphia,

introduced in the vSenate, which pa.ssed to a second reading, was referred

to a committee which never reported, and so was lost.

Barlow's National Instittition resembled more closely the House of

Salomon in The New Atlantis of Bacon than it did the eminently prac-

tical university project of Washington. It would be interesting to know
to what extent President Jefferson was in sympathy with Barlow. The
mind which a few years later directed the organization of the Univ'er-

sity of \'irginia could scarcely have approved all the features of the

Kalorama plan. He was tuidotil)tedly at this time anxious that a national

tmiversity shotild be founded, as is shown by his messages to Congress in

1806 and 1808," though it is probable that he wished it to be erected in

some convenient part of Virginia, rather than in the city of Washington.

The project for transplanting to America the faculty of the College of

Geneva, which, but for the opposition of Washington, wotild probably have

been attempted in 1794, had reference rather to the formation of a State

universit}-, national in infltience, than to a central Federal instittition.'

Although Barlow's plan was, in its details, nuicli too elaborate for the

times, the fundamental ideas were exceedingly attractive, and led to very

important and far-reaching results.

Barlow expected, of course, that his institution should be establi.shed

and maintained at Government cost. This was soon foiuul to be imprac-

ticable, and those who were interested in the intellectual advancement of

the capital soon had recourse to the idea of beginning the work at private

expense, relying upon Government aid for its ftiture advancement.

Barlow's classmate, Josiali Meigs, his friend and neighbor Thomas
L,aw, aided b}- I^dward Cutbush, Judge Cranch, and other citizens of

Washington, proceeded forthwith to attempt that which the politicians

dared not.

The essential feattires of Barlow's plan were:

( I ) The advancement of knowledge by associations of scientific men
;

and

(2) The dissemination of its rudiments l)y the instruction of youth.''

To meet the first of these requirements they organized the Columbian
Institute for the Promotion of Arts and Sciences, in 18 19 ; and for the sec-

ond, the Coltunbian College, incorporated in 182 1. Mo.st of the promi-

nent members of the Columbian Institute were also among the friends

' National Intellingencer, November 24, 1S06.

= Henry Adams, History of the I'nited States, 1805-1809, I, pp. 346, 347; II, p. 365.

3 Idem., pp. 45, 46.

*The Old Bachelor, by William Wirl, p. 1S6.
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and supporters of the college. Doctor Josiah Meigs, the friend and class-

mate of Barlow, the president of the institute from 1S19 to 1821, was an

incorporator and a member of the first faculty of the college.'

Doctor Edward Cutbush, the founder of the Columbian Institute, was
also a professor, as well as Doctor Thomas Sewall, Doctor Alexander

McWilliams, and Judge William Crancli, and in publications made at the

time these men distinctly proposed to realize the aspirations of Wash-
ington for the creation of a great national university at the seat of the

Federal Government. It was in this cause President Monroe gave to the

Columbian College his public support as President of the United States.

At a later day, when an hour of need overtook the college, John Ouinc}'

Adams became one of its saving benefactors."

The donation of |25,ooo made to the Cohnnbian College in 1S32 was preceded bj-a

report from the Committee in House of Representatives on the District of Columbia.

That report may be found in Reports of committees, first session Twenty-second
Congress (1831-32), III, Report No. 334.

After re<"iting the early history of the college the report proceeds as follows

:

Few institutions present as strong claims to the patronage of Government, as that,

in behalf of which the forementioned memorial has been presented. [The report is

made in answer to a memorial of the president and trustees of the college, a.sking

Congress to make a donation to the college ' from the sale of public lots or from such

other source as Congress may think proper to direct.'] Its location near the seat of

Government, its salubrious middle climate, and other advantages, and the commend-
able efforts of its present trustees and professors to sustain it, justly entitle it to

public benificence.

' I am indebted to Doctor James C. Welling, president of the Columbia University,

for much important information concerning this and other matters discussed in the

present paper.

= James C. Welling, The Columbian University, Washington, 1S89, p. I. The fol-

lowing letter, written by President Monroe in 1821, indicates that the public men
of the day were not unwilling that the institution should be regarded as one of

national scope

:

Washington, March 2S, 1821.

Sir : I avail myself of this mode of assuring you of my earnest desire that the

college which was incorporated by an act of Congress at the last session, by the title

of The Columbian College in the District of Columbia, may accomplish all the use-

ful purposes for which it was established; and I add, with great satisfaction, that

there is good reason to believe that the hopes of those who have so patriotically con-

tributed to advance it to its present stage will not be disappointed.

Its commencement will be under circumstances very favorable to its success. * * *

The act of incorporation is well digested, looks to the proper objects, and grants the

powers well adapted to their attainment. The establishment of the institution

within the Federal District, in the presence of Congress, and of all the departments

of the Government, will secure to the young men who may be educated in it many
important advantages; among which, the opportunity which it will afford them of

hearing the debates in Congress, and in the Supreme Court, on important subjects,

must be obvious to all.

With these peculiar advantages, this institution, if it receives hereafter the i)roj)er

encouragement, caniwt fail to be cniincntly useful to the nation. Under this im-

pression, I trust that such encouragement will not be withheld from it.

I am, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant,

Jamks Monroe.
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The Colunibirin Inslitulc was granted the use of rooms in the Capitol

building under the present Congressional L,i])rary Hall, which became a

center of the scientific and literary interests of Washington, and its

annual meetings were held in the Hall of the House of Representatives,

where Southard, Cla\-, Everett, Meigs, and Adams delivered addresses

upon matters of science and political economy to large assemblages of

public men. In 1819, Josiah Meigs, its president, writing to Doctor

Daniel Drake, of Cincinnati, said:

I have little doubt that this Congress will, before they rise, give the Institute a few

acres of ground for our building and for a Botanic Garden. Mr. Barlow made
great efforts to obtain this object eight or ten )'ears ago— he could do nothing—but

prejudices which then were of the density of a thunder cloud are now as tenuous as

the tail of a Comet.'

The supreme legislative power of the I'nited States over persons and property

within the District of Columbia, is unquestioned. Congress has repeatedly made
grants of portions of the public lands to seminaries of learning situated within the

limits of States and Territories, where such lands lie. The constitution having thus

confided to the care of the National Legislature, the rights and interests of the

people of the District of Columbia, and Congress having made liberal donations

out of the national domain to promote the great cause of education in all the other

districts within wliich the General Government has exclusive jurisdiction, it would

seem to be cruel injustice to refuse the small boon now recommended. These con-

siderations, induce the hope that the proposed donation will be exempt from all

opposition, not founded in doubts of the jiist claim to patronage of the institution

for the benefit of which it is designed. And these claims, it is fully believed, will

stand the test of the severest scrutiny.

The report from which the above extracts are taken was made February 27, 1832

(to accompany House bill No. 422), by Mr. Thomas, of Maryland (on behalf of

the Conmiittee on the District of Columbia), in answer to memorial of the trustees

and the president of the Columbian College.

On the ground granted by Congress, a botanical garden was established

by the society in 1822 or 1823 with the cooperation of the State Depart-

ment and the consular service. In 1829 the society applied to Congress

for pecuniary aid, which was not granted."

The Cokunbian University was also an applicant for Governmen.t aid,

which it received to the amount of $25,000 in 1832, on the ground that

' Life of Josiah Meigs, p. 102.

= The original members of the Colinnbi.in Institute were : Hon. John Ouincy

Adams; Colonel George Bomford, U. S. A.; Doctor John A. Brereton, U. S. A.;

Doctor Edward Cutbush, U. S. N.; Asbury Dickins, esq.; Joseph Gales, jr., esq.;

Doctor Henry Iluntt ; Thomas Law, esq.; Ednmnd Law, esq. ; Doctor George \V.

May; Alexander McWilliams, esq.; William Winston Seaton, esq.; Samuel II.

vSmith, esq.; William Thornton, esq.; Hon. Roger C. Weightman.

Among the later members were Doctor Joseph Lovell, U. S. A.; Colonel Isaac

Roberdeau; Doctor Thomas Sewell; Judge William Cranch; Hon. Henry Clay; Hon.

John McLean; Hon. Richard Rush; Hon. vS. L. Southard; Hon. William Wirt;

Doctor W. S. W. Ruschenberger, Y . S. X.; Hon. J. IM. Berrien; Hon. John C. Callior.ii;

Rev. Obadiah B. Brown, and Rev. William vStaughton.

The minutes of the Columbian Institute are not to be found. The treasurer's book

is in the National ]\Iuseum.
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it was an iustitution of national importance, organized by private indi-

viduals to do w<jrk legitimately within the domain of governmental

responsibilities.'

The Columbian College received nearly one-third of its original endow-

ment from the Government of the United States. Of the remainder,

perhaps one-half was contributed by men like President Adams, whose

sole interest in it was a patriotic one.

During Jackson's Presidency all ideas of centralization, even in scientific

matters, appear to have fallen into disfavor, and the Columbian Institute

and the Columbian College were forced to abandon their hopes for gov-

ernmental aid. The institute languished and dropped out of existence,

while the college, under the fostering care of a church organization (which

finally dropped it in 1S46), and through the beneficence of individuals,

one of whom, a citizen of Washington, gave it property to the value of

$200,000, has grown to be a university in name and scope, and is included

among the thirteen
'

' foundations comprising groups of related faculties,

colleges, or schools," enumerated in the Report of the Commissioner of

Education for 1886-87.

' This appropriation was made on the strength of a report by Senator Barbour, of

Virginia, chairman of the Committee on the District of Columbia, in which, after

alluding to the long-recognized " utility of a central literary establishment " and to

the failures of the recommendations of Washington and Madison, he gave a brief

history of the enterprise, which was as follows

:

At length a few enterprising and patriotic individuals attempted to achieve, by
voluntary donations, that which it had been supposed could be effected only by the

power of Congress.

Their efforts were crowned with distinguished success. One individual in par-

ticular, the Rev. Luther Rice, with an unwearied industry and an unyielding perse-

verance which prompted him to traverse every part of the Union in pursuit of aid to

this beneficent object, contributed principally to that success.

The funds thus acquired were faithfully and judiciously applied to the object.

* * * Application was made to Congress for an act of incorporation, which passed

February 9, 1821. This, however, was all the aid which Congress dispensed.

The accompanying document shows that there have been expended on this insti-

tution |8o,ooo, 1:50,000 only have been procured ; and, as a consequence, the institu-

tion is embarrassed with a debt to the amount of ^30,000. * * * Under these

circumstances, the individuals who have thus generously devoted themselves to the

promotion of this establishment, and who have disinterestedly pledged their inde-

pendence upon the success of the college, present themselves to Congress, with a

view to obtain their protection by a small pecuniary grant. * * *

The committee, in reviewing the peculiar circumstances which characterize the

origin of this establishment, its progress, and the great benefits it promises to society,

are of opinion that the application is reasonable. It cannot be doubted, had such

an establishment grown up, under similar circumstances, in either of the states, it

would receive the helping hand of its Legislature. Congress stands in the same
relation to this establishment, from its exclusive power of legislation within the

District.

Report of INIr. Barbour, from the Connnittee on the District of Colunil)ia, to whom
was referred the memorial of the trustees of the Columbian College. April 19, 1824.

Senate, Kighteenth Congress, first session (67). pp. 80-S3
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Although it has not since 1832 made any claims for Government aid,

nor assumed to be in any way a ward (jf the nation, its early history is

significant, on account of its connection with the project for a national

university, which has been for more than a centiu'v l)efore the people.

The Government has since established in Washington Cit}' the National

Deaf-Mute College, which it still maintains, and the Howard University,

intended primaril}' for the freedman but open to all.

The founders of the Columbian Institute and the Columbian University

were Iniilding better than they knew, for they were not only advancing

knowledge in their own da}- and generation, but they were educating

public opinion for a great opportunity, which .soon came in the form of a

gift to the nation from beyond the .sea in the form of the Smithson

bequest.

The story of the Smithsonian Institution is a remarkable one. Smith-

son was a graduate of the University of Oxford, a fellow of the Ro}-al

Society, a chemist and mineralogist of well-recognized position. The
friend and associate of many of the leading scientific men of England, he

found it advisable, for reasons connected -with his family history, to pass

most of his life upon the Continent. A man of ample fortune, he asso-

ciated with men of similar tastes, and died in 1829, leaving in trust to the

United States property now amounting in value to nearly three-quarters

of a million of dollars to establish" at the national capital
'

' an institution

for the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men." No one has

been able to explain why he did this. He had, so far as we know, no

friend or correspondent in the United States, and had made known to no

one his intention of establishing an institution of learning in the New
World.'

It is more than probable, however, that he knew Barlow when Ameri-

can minister in Paris, 'and that the prospectus of the National Institution

or the treatise by Dupont de Nemours ma}^ have attracted his attention.

He was aware of the failure of the attempts to obtain national support at

the start for scientific uses, and conceived the idea of founding, with his

own means, an organization which should, he fore.saw, grow into national

importance. Anyone who w'ill take the pains to compare the criticisms

and objections to Barlow's project, as set forth in Wirt's essay in The
Old Bachelor,* with tho.se which were urged in Congress and the public

press in opposition to the acceptance of the Smithson bequest thirty years

later, can not fail to be greatly impressed by the similarity of tone and

argument.

' The only suggestion which has ever been offered is that by Mr. W. J. Rhees, in

his historj' of James Smithson and his Bequest, in which he calls aUention to the fact

that in the library of Smithson was a copy of Travels through North America, ])ub-

lished in 1807 by Isaac \\'eld, secretary of the Royal vSociety, in which he describes

the city of Washington, and refers to it prophetically as likel}' .some time to betome
the intellectual and political center of one of the greatest nations of the world.

*The Old Bachelor, p. 171, Baltimore: F. Lucas, jr. Small 8vo, pp. 1-235.
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The Smithsonian Institution, with its dependencies and affiUations, cor-

responds perhaps more closely at the present time to Barlow's National

Institution than any organization existing elsewhere in the world. The
names of its three secretaries—Henry, the physicist (in office from 1846

to 1878); Baird, the naturalist (Assistant Secretary from 1850 to 1878,

Secretar}^ 1878-1887); and I,angley, the astronomer, suggest in a few

words the main features of its histor3\

Recurring to Jefferson's presidency, it should be noted that its most

important scientific features were the inception of the system of scientific

surveys of the public domain, and the organization of the Coast Survey.

The first was most peculiarly Jefferson's own, and w'as the outcome of

more than twenty 3'ears of earnest endeavor.

The apath}' of the British Government in colonial times in the matter

of explorations of the American continent is inexplicable. Halley, the

philosopher and mathematician, was in charge of a fruitless expedition in

1699; and Kllis, in 1746, explored Hudson Ba}' under Government

auspices, searching for a northwest passage.

The first inland exploring expedition under Government auspices seems

to have been that of Governor Spotsw'ood, of Virginia, who in 1 724, accom-

panied by a party of young colonists, made an excursion to the summit
of the Blue Ridge for the purpose of ascertaining what lay beyond.

Nothing else w"as done in colonial days, although it would appear that

Jefferson, and doubtless others as well as he, had in mind the importance

of exploring the great Northwest. In the recentl}' published life of Mat-

thew Fontaine Maury, the story is told of his grandfather, the Rev. James

Maury, an Episcopal clergyman and instructor of youth in Walker par-

ish, Albemarle County, Virginia, who numbered among his pupils three

boys who afterwards became Presidents of the United States and five

signers of the Declaration of Independence. He was a quiet thinker—

a

serene old man who gave the week to contemplative thought and to his

school, and Sunday to the service of the .sanctuary. In 1756 he was
already dazzled by the rising glory of the new country. He was intensely

interested in the great Northwest. The Missouri w^as a myth at that time.

Cox had ascended the Mississippi to the falls of St. Anthonj^, and reported

the existence of .such a .stream, but all beyond was .shrouded in mystery.

" But .see," .said the aged clergyman, pointing with trembling finger and eager eye

to the map of the North American Continent—"see, there must be a large river in that

direction: mountains are there, and beyond them there must be a stream to corre-

spond with the vast river on this side of the chain." And hy a process of reasoning

based on physical geography, he pointed out to his pupils ( Thomas Jeflfenson among
them) the exi, tence and line of the river as accurately as Le Verrier did the place

of Neptune in the firmament, and predicted that a great higlnvay to the West would
.some day be opened in this direction. '

It- would appear that Jefferson never forgot the .suggestion of his ven-

erable teacher. While minister of the United States in Paris, in 1785, he

'Life of Matthew Fontaine Maury," by Mrs. D. F. M. Cor1)in, London, 1888, p. 6.
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became acquainted with John I^edyard, of Connecticut, a man of genius,

of some science, and of fearless courage and enterprise, who had accom-

]')anied Captain Cook on his voyage to the Pacific.
'

' I suggested to him, '

'

writes Jefferson, "the enterprise of exploring the western part of our con-

tinent b}' passing through St. Petersburg to Kamchatka, and procuring

a passage thence in some of the Russian vessels to Nootka Sound, whence

he might make his w-ay across the continent to the United States." He
proceeded to within 200 miles of Kamchatka, and was there obliged to

take up his winter quarters, and when preparing in the spring to resume

his journey, he was arrested by an officer of the E^mpress of Russia, and

carried back in a closed carriage to Poland. "Thus," says Jefferson,
'

' failed the first attempt to explore the western part of our northern

continent."

In a letter to Bishop Madison, dated Paris, July 19, 17SS, Jefferson

tells the story of Ledyard's failure, and of his departure on an expedition

up the Nile. "He promises me," continues Jefferson, "if he escapes

through his journey, he will go to Kentucky and endeavor to penetrate

westwardly to the South Sea." Ledyard died in Africa.

The propo.sed expedition of Ledyard, though undertaken at the instance

of the American minister in Paris, can scarcely be regarded as a govern-

mental effort. It is of interest, however, as leading up to the second

attempt, which also was inspired and placed on foot b}' Jefferson.

In 1792, [writes Jefferson,] I j^roposed to the American Philosophical Society,

that we should set on foot a snl)scription to engage some competent person to explore

those regions in the opposite direction —that is, by ascending the Missouri, crossing

the Stony Mountains, and descending the nearest fiver to the Pacific'

Captain Meriwether Lewis, being then stationed at Charlottesville on the recruit-

ing service, warmh^ solicited me to ol)tain for him the execution of that object. I

told him that itw^as proposed that the person engaged should be attended by a single

companion only, to avoid exciting alarm among the Indians. This did not deter

him, but Mr. Andrd Michaux, a professed botanist, author of the Flora Boreali-

Americana, and of the Histoire des Chenes de I'Amerique, offering his services,

they wx-re accepted. He received his instructions, and when he had reached Ken-
tucky in the i^ro-secution of his journey he was overtaken ])y an order from the

minister of France, then at Philadelphia, to relincjuish the e\]K-dition and to ])ursue

elsewhere the botanical inquiries on which he was emploved bv the (Government,

and thus failed the second attempt to explore that region.
'

'Jefferson does not mention in this connectioii the well-known fact that he himself

became personally responsible for raising the sum of i,ocxj guineas from private

.sources to secure the sending out of this expedition.

-The late Doctor Asa Gray, in a letter written to me shortly before his death,

remarks: "I have reason to think that IMichaux suggested to Jefferson the expedi-

tion which the latter was active in sending over to the Pacific. I wonder if he put

off Michaux for the sake of having it in American hands."

I lliiiik it is sufficiently evident from what has been written, that the project had
been considered by Jeffenson long before jNIichaux came into America. A statement

parallel to that of Jefferson is found in the brief biography of Michaux prefixed by
Professor C. S. Sargent, to his reprint of the Journal of Andrd Michaux, publi.slied

NAT MUS 97, PT 2 19
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It is related b}^ Jefferson, in his Memoranda of Conversations, that

Judge Breckenridge, of Kentucky, told him in 1800, that Michaux was

not only a botanical agent of the French, but a political emissary, and

that he held a commission as commissary for an expedition against the

Spaniards, planned by Genet, in connection with a plot to gain posses-

sion of the eastern Mississippi Valley for France.'

In 1803, [continues Jefferson,] the act of establishing trading houses with the

Indian tribes being about to expire, some modifications of it were recommended

to Congress by a confidential message of January 18, and an extension of its views to

the Indians on the Missouri. In order to prepare the way, the message proposed

in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, XXVI, No. 129, p. 4:

The French government was anxious at this time to introduce into the royal planta-

tions the most valuable trees of eastern North America, and Michaux was selected

for this undertaking. He was instructed to explore the territory of the United

States, to gather seeds of trees, shrubs, and other plants, and to establish a nursery near

New York for their reception, and afterwards to send them to France, where they

were to be planted in the Park of Rambouillet. He was directed also to send game
birds from America with a view to their introduction into the plantations of Ameri-

can trees. Michaux, accompanied by his son, then fifteen years old, arrived in New
York in October, 1785. Here, during two years, he made his principal residence,

establishing a nurser}% of which all trace has now disappeared, and making a num-
ber of short botanical journeys into New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland.

The fruits of these preliminary explorations, including twelve boxes of seeds, five

thousand seedling trees, and a number of live partridges, were sent to Paris at the

end of the first year.

Michaux's first visit to South Carolina was made in September, 1787. He found

Charleston a more suitable place for his nurseries, and made that city his headquar-

ters during the rest of his stay in America.

Michaux's journeys in this country after his establishment in Charleston are

detailed in the Journal [printed in the place already referred to] . They cover the

territory of North America from Hudson's Bay to the Indian river in Florida, and from

the Bahama islands to the banks of the Mississippi river. His ambition to carry

out his instructions was equaled only by his courage and industry. The historj^ of

botanical exploration records no greater display of fortitude and enthusiam in the

pursuit of knowledge, than Michaux showed in his journey to the headwaters of

the Savannah river in December, 1788, when his zeal was rewarded by the discovery

of Shortia or in the return from his visit to Hudson's Ba}-. The hardship of his last

journey even did not satisfy his cravings for adventure and discovery; and shortly

after his return he laid before the American Philosophical Society a proposition to

explore the unknown region which extended beyond the Missouri. His proposition

was well received. The sum of five thousand dollars was raised by subscription to

meet the expenses of the journey; all arrangements were made and he was about to

start when he was called upon by the Minister of the French Republic, latelj' arrived

in New York, to proceed to Kentucky, to execute some business growing out of the

relations between France and Spain with regard to the transfer of L,ouisiana.

It was this suggestion of Michaux, no doubt, [says Sargent in concluding this

reference,] which led Mr. Jefferson, who had regarded it with great favor, to send a

few years later the first transcontinental expedition to the .shores of the Pacific.

Professor Sargent, like Doctor Gray, has evidently not been in possession of the his-

tory of Jefferson's early interest in this matter.

'Jefferson's Writings, ed. T. J. Randolph, IV, pp. 513, 514.
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sending an exploring party to trace the Missouri to its source, to cross the highlands,

and follow the best water communication which offered itself from thence to the

Pacific Ocean. Congress approved the proposition and voted a sum of money for

carrying it into execution. Captain Lewis, who had then been near two 3-ears with

me as private secretary, immediately renewed his solicitation to have the direction

of the party.

In his life of Lewis, prefixed to the history of the expedition, Jefferson

gives in full an account of Lewis's preparation for the expedition, inchtd-

ing his instruction in astronomical observation b}' Andrew Ellicott, and

also a ftiU text of the instructions, signed by him, addressed to Lewis and

his associate, Captain William Clarke. Captain Lewis left Washington

on the 5th of July, 1803, and proceeded to Pittsburg. Dela3-s of prepa-

ration, difficulties of navigation down the Ohio, and other obstructions

retarded his arrival at Cahoki until the season was so far advanced that

he was obliged to wait until the ice should break up in the beginning of

spring. His mis.sion accomplished, he retitrned to vSt. Louis on the 23d

of vSeptember, 1806.

Never, [saj-s Jefferson,] did a similar event excite more joy through the United

States. The humblest of its citizens had taken a lively interest in the issue of the

journey, and looked forward with impatience for the information it would furnish.

The anxiety, too, for the safet}- of the corps had been kept in a state of excitement

by lugubrious rumors circulated from time to time on uncertain authorities, and
uncontradicted by letters or other direct information, from the time they had left

the ^Nlandan towns on their ascent up the river in April of the preceding year, 1S05,

until their actual return to St. Louis.

The second expedition toward the West was also .sent out during Jef-

ferson's Administration, being that under the command of General Zebu-

Ion AL Pike, who was sent to explore the sources of the Missis.sippi River

and the wCvStern parts of Louisiana, continuing as far west as Pikes Peak,

the name of which .still remains as a memorial of this enterpri.se.'

The expedition of Lewis and Clarke was followed in due course and in

rapid succession by others, some geographical, some geological, some for

special researches, and .some more comprehensive in character.

To those who are in the least degree familiar witli the history of

American exploration the names of Long, Cass and Schoolcraft, Bonne-
ville, Nicollet, Fremont, vSitgreaves, Wizlizenus, Foster and Whitney,
Owen, Stansbury, Abert, Marcy, vStevens, Gunni.son, Beckwith, Whipple,

Williamson, Parke, Pope, Emory, Bartlett, Bryan, Magraw, Johnston,

Campbell, Warren, Twining, Ives, Beale, vSimpson, Lander, McClellan,

Mullan, Raynolds, Heap, Jones, Ruffner, Ludlow, Maguire, Macoml:),

and Stone will bring up the memory of nuicli adventurous exploration

' It is a matter of liistor}- that Alexander Wil.son, the ornithologist, was anxious
to be appointed the naturalist of Pike's expedition, and Jefferson has been warmly
abused for not gratifying his desire. It should be borne in mind that at this time
Wilson was a man who.se reputation had not yet been achieved, and also that it is

(juite pos.sible that in those days, as in the present, the projectors of such enterprises

were often hindered by lack of financial op]x>rtunity.
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and a vast amount of good scientific work ; while to mention Hayden,

Wheeler, King, and Powell is to leave the field of history and to call up

the early stages of the development of that magnificent organization, the

United States Geological Survey, which is still in the beginning of its

career of usefulness.'

The history of the Coast Survey began wdth the earliest years of the

century. It has been thought by some that the idea originated with

Albert Gallatin, and by others that it was due to Professor Robert Pat-

terson," while Hassler, whose name is so intimately associated with its

early history, seems to have supposed that it was suggested by his own

advent, in 1805, bringing with him from Switzerland a collection of math-

ematical books and instruments.^

Passing by the question as to who was the originator of the idea, with

the simple remark that it is doubtful Avhether such an enterprise should

not have for long years been in the minds of many Americans, it may be

'The United States Geological Survey was organized March 3, 1879, ^^"^1 Clarence

King was appointed its first director. Major J. W. Powell, his successor, was ap-

pointed March 18, 1S81.

= The committee of twenty, appointed in 1857 by the American Association for the

Advancement of Science t > report upon the histor}' and progress of the Coast Sur-

vey, made the following statement

:

It is believed that the honor of first suggesting a geodetic survey of the Ameri-

can coast, is due to the elder Professor Patterson, of Philadelphia; who, as early as

the year 1806, availed himself of his intimacy with the President, Mr. Jefferson, and

the gentlemen who formed his cabinet, to impress them with the feasibility and

policy of the measure. (Report on the History and Progress of the American

Coast Survey up to the year 1858, by the Committee of Twenty, appointed by the

Association for the Advancement of Science, at the Montreal meeting, August, 1S57

(pp. 1-126), p. 23.)

3 1 irrived in this country in October, 1805, having relinquished my public sta-

tion in my native country, Switzerland, foreseeing the turn of political events which

have since come to pass, and from a taste for a rural life with completely different

views and means quite sufficient for them, but which I have failed to claim. Hav-

ing arrived in Philadelphia, the late Professor Patterson, Mr. Garnet, of New Bruns-

wick, and several other gentlemen, on seeing the books, mathematical instruments,

etc., I had brought with me for my private enjoyment, were so kind as to show me
some attention. I had occasion to show them, in conversation, by the scientific

publications of Europe, that I had been engaged in an extensive survey of Switzer-

land, which was interrupted by the revolution. Professor Patterson sent to Presi-

dent Jefferson an account of my former life, which I furnished at his request ; and

Mr. Clay, the Representative to Congress from Philadelphia, before setting off for

Congress, in 1806, asked me if I should be willing to take a survey of the coast, to

which I assented. ( Letter published in the New York American, probably in Feb-

ruary, 1827. Principal Documents Relating to the Survey of the Coast of the United

vStates since 18 16, published by F. R. Hassler, vSuperintendent of the Sun^ey. New
York: William Van Norton, printer, 1834, Octavo, pp. 1-180, i-iii: folding map.

vSecond Volume of the Principal Documents Relating to the Survey of the Coast of

the United States, from October, 1834, to November, 1835. Published by F. R.

Hassler, Superintendent of the Survey. New York : William Van Norton, printer,

1835. Octavo, pp. 1-156, i-ili (l).)
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said that, without d()ul)t, the early organization of the survey was due

to the scientific wisdom and political foresight of Jefferson, who realized

that within a few years the country would be involved in a war with

Great Britain, and that a thorough knowledge of the coast was essential,

not only to the prosperity of the nation in time of peace, but still more

to its safety in case of invasion. At that time the only charts available

for our mariners were those in The Atlantic Neptune of Colonel Des

Barres, and the old hydrographic charts issued by the Dutch, French, and

English Governments. Jefferson realized that American seamen were

less familiar with man}' portions of their own coast than were the Euro-

pean navigators, and he appreciated fully the importance of having a

knowledge of this kind far more accurate than that wdiich was possessed

by any foreigner. "With the clear and bold perception which always

distinguishes men of genius when the}' are trusted in times of danger

with the destiny of nations, the President reconunended the survey of

the home coast with all the aid of the more recent discoveries in science
; '

'

and in his annual message to Congress, in the year 1807, proposed the

establishment of a national survey, for the purpose of making a complete

chart of the coast with the adjacent shoals and soundings.

In response to this recommendation, Congress made an appropriation

of $50,000 for the purpose of carrjdng out the provision of the follow-

ing law:

AN ACT to provide for surveying the Coasts of the United States.

Be it enacted, etc. , That the President of the United States shall Ijc, and he is

hereb}', authorized and recjiiested to cause a survej- to be taken of the coasts of the

United States, in which shall be designated the islands and shoals, with the roads or

places of anchorage, within twenty leagues of any part of the shores of the United

States ; and also the respective courses and distances between the principal capes,

or head lands, together with such other matters as he may deem proper for complet-

ing an accurate chart of every part of the coa.sts within tlie extent aforesaid. ( Act of

I'ebruary 10, 1S07.)

By the direction of the President, Albert Gallatin, Secretary of the

Treasury, addressed a circular letter to American men of science, request-

ing their opinion as to the character of the plan to be adopted.

In the circular of the Secretary of the Treasury, the work to be per-

formed was defined as consisting of three distinct parts, as follows:

(i) The ascertaiiunent l)y a series of astronomical o1)servations of the position of

a few remarkable points on the coast, and some of the light-houses ])laced on the

principal capes, or at the entrance of the principal harbors, appear to be the most
eligible places for that purpose, as being objects particularly interesting to naviga-

tors, visible at a great distance, and generally erected on spots on which similar

buildings will be continued so long as navigation exists.

(2) A trigonometrical survey of the coast between those points of which the posi-

tions shall have been astronomically ascertained; in the execution of which survey,

the position of every distinguishable permanent object should be carefully desig-

nated; and temporary beacons be erected at proper distances on these parts of the
coast on which such objects are really to be found.
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(3) A nautical survey of the shoals and soundings of the coast, of which the trig-

onometrical survey of the coast itself, and the ascertained position of the light-houses,

and other distinguishable objects, would be the basis ; and which would therefore

depend but little on any astronomical observations made on board the vessels

emploj-ed on that part of the work.

This circular letter was submitted to thirteen scientific men, and in

response thirteen plans were received at the Treasury Department. A
commission, composed of the experts from whom answers had been

received, was formed. They met at Professor Patterson's, in Philadelphia,

and the plan which they finally selected was then proposed by Ferdinand

Rudolph Hassler, at that time, and for several 3^ears thereafter, professor

in the Military Academy at West Point.

Nothing was done to secure definitely the execution of this plan until

181 1, when Hassler was .sent to Europe to procure the necessary instru-

ments and standards of measure for the proposed work. He was detained

as an alien in L,ondon during the entire war with England, and until

18 15, when he returned to the United States, having, as a matter of

course, far exceeded the limits of his appropriation, with a large claim

against the Government for indemnification.'

I have been unable to ascertain the exact date of the appointment of

Hassler as the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, although it was
thoroughly understood at the time of the acceptance of his plan in 1807

that it was to be carried out under his direction.

It was not until August, 18 16, that the contract was signed with the

Government which authorized Hassler to proceed with his work. In

18
1 7 a beginning was made in the bay and harbor of New York, but

Congress failed to provide for its continuance, and it was soon suspended,

and in 18 18, before the Superintendent had the opportunity to publish a

report upon the results of his last year's labor, Congress, on the plea
'

' that the little progress hitherto made in the work had caused general

dissatisfaction," ordered its discontinuance by repealing the law under

which the Superintendent had been appointed, and providing that no one

should be employed in the survey of the coast except ofiicers of the Army
and Navy. This w^as practically a discontinuance of the work, because

there was no one in America but Hassler who was capable of directing it.

'An interesting reminiscence of his career in this period is contained in the diar}'

of John Quincy Adams for July, 1S15, where there is described an interview by him-

self, with Mr. Gallatin, at that time United States minister in Ivondon, in which the

latter spoke of Hassler, who had just left them.

"That is a man of very great merit. He was sent b}' the Government to Europe
to procure the instruments for the general survey of our coast, but he has outrun his

time and his funds, and his instruments cost eight hundred pounds sterling more than

was appropriated for them; and he is embarrassed now about getting back to America.

I have engaged Messrs. Baring to advance the money for the instruments, and he is

to go for his own expenses upon his own credit. He has procured an excellent

set of instruments." Adams's Memoirs, HI, p. 248.

The circulars elicited by Hassler's plan are printed in the Transactions of the

American Philosophical Society for 1S12, II.
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Iiumcdialely after I)eiiii;" thus lei^islated out of office he was appoiuted

one of the astronomers to represent the United States in the settlement

of the Canadian l)oundary.

From 18 19 to 1.832 attempts were made at various times h}- the Navy
Department to stirvey several portions of the coast. A few detached sur-

veys were made, but no general S}'stematic work was attempted, and the

result was not on the whole creditable. In 1S28 the Hon. S. L,. Southard,

of New Jersey, at that time Secretary of the Navy, in response to resolu-

tions of inquiry from the House of Representatives, admitted that the

charts prodttced by the Navy were tinrelial)le and tmnecessaril}- expen-
sive, and declaring also that the plan which had been employed was
desultory and tmproductive, recommended that the provisions of the law
of 1807 shotild be restnned.

In 1832 Congress passed an act reorganizing the surveys on the okl

plan.

AN ACT to carry into effect the act to ])rovide for a survey of the Coasts of the United States.

[Skc. I.] Be it enacted, eie., That for carrying into effect the act entitled ".A.n act

to provide for surveying the coasts of the United States," approved on the loth day of

February, 1807, there .shall be, and hereby is, appropriated a sum not exceeding

twenty thousand dollars, to be paid out of any money in the Trea.sury not otherwise

appropriated; and the said act is hereby revived, and .shall be deemed to provide

for the survey of the coasts of Florida in the same manner as if the same had been
named therein.

[Sec 2.] That the President of the United vStates be, and he is hereby, authorized,

in and about the execution of the said act, to use all maps, charts, Ijooks, iiLstruments,

and apparatus, which now or hereafter may belong to the United States, and employ
all persons in the land and naval .service of the United States, and .such astronomers

and other persons as he .shall deem proper.

Hassler was now again appointed vSuperintendent of the Coast Stirvey,

and held his position until his death in 1843, the work for a short time,

at first, being a.s.signed to the Trea.sury Department, and in 1834 trans-

ferred to the Navy Department, and in 1836 again retransferred to the

Trea.sury, where it has since remained, its status being finally definitely

settled l)y act of Congress pa.s.sed in 1843, shortly before the appointment

of Alexander Dallas Bache, as the successor of the first vSuperintendent of

the Survey.

At the time of Ha.ssler's death the stirvey had been extended from New
York, where it was begun, eastward to Point Judith, and .southward to

Cape Henlopen.

It .should be mentioned that in 1825, during the period of the suspen-

sion of activit)^ Ha.ssler presented to the American Philo.sophical Society

a memoir on the subject of the survey, which contained a full account of

the plan which he had adopted, a description of his instruments, and a

hi.story of what had been accomplished up to 18 17. "This memoir,"

wrote Professor Henry in 1 845 ,

'

' was received with much favor by com-
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petent judges abroad, and the commendation bestowed upon it was of no

little importance in the wakening of sentiments of national pride, which

had considerable influence in assisting the passage of the act authorizing

the renewal of the .survey in 1832."

With the appointment of Bache as Superintendent in 1843, the Survey

entered upon a new period of prosperity, the discussion of which is not

within the province of this paper, and it seems appropriate to close this

notice of the origin and early history of the organization by quoting from

the first report of his successor an estimate of the value of Hassler's

services.

The coast survey [wrote Bache] owes its present form, and perhaps its existence,

to the zeal and scientific ability of the late superintendent, who devoted the energies

of a life to it; and who, but for its interruption at a perici when he was in the

prime of manhood, and its siispension for nearly fifteen years, might have seen its

completion. The difficult task of creating resources of practical science for carrying

on such a work upon a suitable scale, required no common zeal and per.severence for

its accomplishment, especially at a time ( 1807) when our countrj' was far from having

attained her present position in scientific acquirement, and when public opinion was
hardly sufficiently enlightened to see the full advantages of thoroughness in executing

the work. For his successful struggle against great difficulties, his adopted country

will, no doubt, honor his memory as the pioneer of a useful national undertaking.'

The history of the Coast Survey under the successive superintendent-

ships of Bache [1843-1867] , Peirce [1S67-1874] , Patterson [1874-1881]
,

and Hilgard [1881-1887], w^ould make a volume in itself. Under its

present Director, Professor Mendenhall, it is growing into renewed vigor

and efficiency.

The Coast Surve}^ was the last of the great .scientific enterprises begun
in JefTerson's Administration. If the Sage of Monticello were now
living, what delight he would feel in the manifold scientific activities of

the nation. The enlightened polic}- of our Government in regard to

.scientific and educational institutions is doubtless to a considerable degree

due to his abiding influence.

Nowhere in all the long course of Mr. Jefferson's great career [writes Henry
Adams] did he appear to better advantage than when in his message of 1806 he
held out to the country and the world that view of his ultimate hopes and aspira-

tions for natural development, which was, as he then trusted, to be his last bequest

to mankind. Having now reached the moment when he umst formally announce to

Congress that the great end of relieving the nation from debt was at length within

reach, and with it the duty of establi.sliing true republican government was fulfilled,

he pau.sed to ask what use was to be made of the splendid future thus displayed

])efore them. vShould they do away with the taxes? vShould they apply them to the

building up of armies and navies? Both relief from taxation and the means of

defence might be sufficiently obtained without exhausting their resources, and still

the great interests of humanity might be secured. These great interests were
economical and moral ; to supply the one, a system of internal improvement should
be created conmien.surate with the magnitude of the country ; "by these operations

new channels of communication will be opened between the States, the lines of

'Report of Alexander Dallas Bache, Sui)erintendent of the Coast vSurvey.
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separation will disappear, their interests will be identified, and their union cemented

by new and indissoluble ties.
'

' To provide for the other, the higher education should

be placed among the objects of public care ; "a public institution can alone supply

those sciences which, though rarely called for, are yet necessary to complete the

circle, all the parts of which contribute to the improvement of the country and
some of them to its preservation." A national university and a national system of

internal improvement were an essential part, and indeed the realization and fruit, of

the republican theories which I\Ir. Jefferson and his associates put in practice as their

ideal of government. '

^Nladi.son'.s Adniini.stration, \vliicli l)egaii in i8og, thotigh friendly to

science, was not charactei'ized l)y an}- reniarka])le advances (except that

the Coast vSnrvey was acttially organized for work tnider Has.sler, after

his rettirn from Etirope, in 1816). The war of 1812 and the unsettled

state of pttl)lic affairs were not propitiotis to the growth of learned

institutions.

Monroe became Chief Magistrate in 181 7. He, like Madison, was a

friend and follower of Jefferson, and in the atmosphere of national pros-

perity scientific work began to prosper, and there was a great accession

of popt;lar interest, and State geological sttrveys began to come into

existence. Schoolcraft and Long led Government expeditions into the

West; the American Geological Society and the American Jotu'nal of

Science were founded.

The city of Washington began to have intellectual interests, and
ptiblic-.spirited men organized the Coltnnbian Instittite and the Colum-
bian Universit}'.

Monroe was not acttially acquainted with science, but was in hearty

sympathy with it. When he visited New York, in 1817, he visited the

New York Institution, and was received as an honorar}^ member of the

Literary and Philosophical Society, and in his reply to the address of

Governor Clinton, its president, he remarked that "the honor, glory,

and prosperit}' of the country were intimately connected witl: its literature

and science, and that the promotion of knowledge \vould always be an

object of his attention and solicitude."

'Adams's Life of Gallatin, pp. 349, 350. Henry Adams in this admirable biog-

raphy has .shown that Gallatin was one of Jefferson's strongest supporters in plans

for the public enlightenment, and that he had an ambition of his own for the edu-

cation of all citizens, without distinction of classes.

I had another favorite object in view [Gallatin writes], in which I have failed.

IMy wish was to devote what may remain of life to the establishment, in this immense
and fast-growing city [New York], of a general system of rational and practical

education fitted for all and gratuitously opened to all. For it appeared to me
impossible to preserve our democratic institutions and the right of universal suffrage

uidess we could rai.se the standard oi general education and the mind of the la])oring

classes nearer to a level with those born under more favorable circumstances. I

became accordingly the president of the council of a new university, originally

established on the mo.st liberal principles. But finding that the object was no longer
the same, that a certain portion of the clergy had obtained the control, and that
their object, though laudable, was .special and quite di.stinct from mine, I resigned

at the end of one j-ear rather than to struggle, probably in vain, for what was nearly

unattainable. Life of Gallatin, p. 648.
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The most important new enterprise was in the direction of organizing

a national meteorological service.

The first move was made by Josiah Meigs, who was in 1814 appointed

Commissioner of the General L,and Office. With the exception of

Franklin/ he was perhaps the earliest scientific meteorologist in America,

having, while living in the Bermudas from 1789 to 1794, made a series

of observations which he communicated to the Royal Society.*

In 18 17, or before he began to advocate Congressional action for the

establishment of meteorological registers in connection with the Land
Office, writing to Doctor Daniel Drake, in 18 17, he said:

If my plan be adopted, and the Registers be furnished with the requisite Instru-

ments for Ti'w/t'ra/wt', Prt'^^z/rt', i*?;?/';/, IVind, etc., . . . we may in a course of

years know more than we shall be able to know on any other plan (p. 82).

Without some system of this kind, our Country ma}' be occupied for ages, and We
the people of the United States be as ignorant on this subject as the Kickapoos now
are, who have occupied a part of it for ages past (p. 82).

In 18 1 7 he also issued a circular to the registrars of the land offices of

the several States calling upon them to take regularl}^ certain observations

and make monthl}- official reports upon all meteorological phenomena.

In 18 19 a cooperative movement was begun under the direction of

Doctor Joseph lyovell, Surgeon-General of the Army, in connection with

the medical officers at the principal military posts, by whom reports were

made at the end of each month upon the temperature, pressure, and

moisture of the air, the amount of rain, the direction and force of the

wind, the appearance of the sk}^ and other phenomena.

The Land Office circular was a remarkable one, and led to the extensive

system of Patent Office observations, the results of which, published in

connection with those of the War Department and the Smithsonian in

1859, formed the foundation of scientific meteorology in the United States.

In 1839 a most admirable paper by the French geologist, J. N. Nicollet,

an Essay on Meteorological Observations, was published under the direc-

tion of the Bureau of Topographical Engineers. Some years later the

lake system of meteorological observations was established by the Engi-

neer Department, under the direction of Captain (afterwards General)

George G. Meade. This included a line of stations extending from the

western part of Lake Superior to the eastern part of Lake Ontario.

In 1835 a system of observations had been established under the direc-

tion of the board of regents of the Universit}^ of the State of New York,

the points of observation being at the academies of the State; and in 1837

the legislature of Pennsylvania made an appropriation of $4,000 for instru-

'See Benjamin Franklin's Meteorological Imaginations and Conjectures, in the

Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Mansfield.

Comnmnications made at Passy (France), in 1784, and reported in the Pennsyl-

vania Packet (in Congressional Library) of July 18, 1786.

^Life of Josiah Meigs, p. 27.
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incuts for use iu meteorological observatious, which were coutiuued until

about 1S47. Those of New York were kept up until 1865 or later.

In the meantime the idea of the preannoiuicement of storms by tele-

graph was vsuggested in 1847 b}- W. C Rcdfield, the discoverer of the

law of storms, while Lieutenant Maur^', from 1851 onward, and especiall}^

at the International Meteorological Conference ( held at his instance in

Belgium iu 1853), was promoting the estaljlishmeut of a system of agri-

cultural meteorology for farmers and of daily weather reports l)y tele-

graph.'

In February, 1855, lycverrier ol)tained the sanction of the Emperor of

France for the creation of an extensive organization for the purpose of

distributing weather intelligence, though it was not till i860 that he felt

justified in making his work international.-' In 1861 and in 1862 a similar

organization was begun in England, luider Admiral Fitzroy, which was
extended a little later to India.

In the meantime all the essential features for the prediction of meteoro-

logical phenomena were in existence in the vSmithsonian Institution as

earl}- as 1856, having growni up as the result of an extensive series of

tabulations of obser^'ations recorded by volunteer observers in all parts

of the country.

The following historical notes on weather telegraphy, prepared by Pro-

fessor Cleveland Abbe in 1871,^ give a»summary of the progress of this

work

:

However frequent]}^ the idea may have been suggested of iitilizing our knowledge
by the employment of the electric tele.sjraph, it is to Professor Henr}- and his assist-

ants in the Smithsonian Institution that the credit is due of haviuij; first actual!}'

realized this suggestion.

The practical utilization of the results of scientific study is well known to have
been in general greatly furthered by the labors of this noble Institution, and from
the ver)' beginning Professor Henry has successfulh^ advocated the feasibility of tele-

graphic .storm warnings. The agitation of this subject in the Ihiited vStates during the

years 1S30-1855, may be safely presumed to have stimulated the subsequent action of

the European meteorologists. It will be interesting to trace the gradual realization

of the earlier .suggestions of Redfield and Loomis, in the following extracts from the
annual vSmithsonian Reports of the respective years:

1847. The extended lines of telegraph will furnish a readv means of warning the

more northern and eastern observers to be on the watch for the first appearance of

an advancing storm.

1848. As a part of the .system of mcteoroloj^v, it is ])roposed to emplo}-, as far as

our funds will permit, the magnetic telegraph in the investis^^ition of atmospherical

phenomena. . . . The advantage to agriculture and commerce to be derived

from a knowledge of the approach of a storm by means of the telegraph, has been
frequently referred to of late in the public journals; and this we think is a subject

deserving the attention of the Government.

' Maury's Life, p. 77.

'vScott, Storm Warnings, London, 1S83.

•^American Journal of Science, July, 187 1.
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1849. Successful applications have been made to the presidents of a number of

telegraph lines to allow us at a certain period of the day the use of the wires for the

transmission of meteorological intelligence. ... as soon as they [certain

instructions, etc.] are completed, the transmission of observations will commence.

[It was contemplated to constitute the telegraph operators the observers.]

1850. This map [an outline wall map] is intended to be used for presenting the

successive phases of the sky over the whole country at different points of time, as

far as reported.

1 85 1. vSince the date of the last report the S3'steni particularly intended to inves-

tigate the nature of American storms immediately under the care of the Institution,

has been continued and improved.

The system of weather reports thus inaugurated continued in regular operation

until 1861, when the disturbed condition of the country rendered impossible its

further continuance. Meanwhile, however, the study of these daily morning reports

had led to such a knowledge of the progress of our storms, that in the Report for

1S57, Professor Henrj^ writes:

1857. We are indebted to the National Telegraph Ivine for a series of observa-

tions from New Orleans to New York and as far westward as Cincinnati, which have

been published in the Evening Star of this city.

We hope in the course of another year to make such an arrangement with the

telegraph lines as to be able to give warnings on the eastern coast of the approach

of storms, since the investigations which have been made at the Institution fully

indicate the fact that as a general rule the storms of our latitude pursue a definite

course.

It would seem, therefore, that nothing but the disturbances of the late war pre-

vented our having had ten years ago a valuable S3-stem of practical storm warnings.

Even before peace had been proclaimed. Professor Henry sought to revive the sys-

tematic daily weather reports, and in August, 1864, at the meeting of the North

American Telegraph Association (see their published Report of Proceedings), a paper

was presented by Professor Baird, on behalf of the Smithsonian Institution, request-

ing the privilege of the use of the telegraph lines, and more especially in order to

enable Professor Henry "to resume and extend the Weather Bulletin, and to give

warning of important atmospheric changes to our .seaboard." In response to this

communication it was resolved, " That this Association recommend
to pass free of charge, . . . brief meteorological reports, . . . for the use

and benefit of the Institution."

On the communication of this generous response, preparations were at once made
for the laborious undertaking, and the inauguration of the enterprise was fixed for

the year 1865. In January of that year, however, occurred the disastrous fire which

so seriously embarrassed the labors of the Smithsonian Institution for several follow-

ing years: it became necessary to indefinitely postpone this meteorological work,

which indeed had through its whole history been carried on with most limited

financial means, and was quite dependent upon the liberal cooperation of the differ-

ent telegraph companies.

It will thus be .seen that without material aid from the Government, but through

the enlightened policy of the telegraph companies, and with the assistance of the

munificent bequest of James Smithson, "for the increase and diffusion of knowl-

edge," the Smith,sonian Institution, first in the world, organized a comprehen.sive

sy.stem of telegraphic meteorology, and has thus given first to Europe and Asia,

and now to the United States, that most beneficent national application of modern
science, the Storm Warnings.

In the report of the vSmithsonian In.stitntion for 1858 it i.s .stated:

An object of nuich interest at the Smithsonian building is a daily exhibition on

a large map of the condition of the weather over a considerable portion of the
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United vStatcs. The reports are received about ten o'clock in the morning, and the

changes on the maps are made by temporarily attaching to the several stations pieces

of card of different colors to denote different conditions of the weather as to clear-

ness, cloudiness, rain, or snow. This map is not only of interest to visitors in exhib-

iting the kind of weather which their friends at a distance are experiencing, but is

also of importance in determining at a glance the probable changes which may

soon be expected.'

In a still earlier report Professor Henrj' said;

We are indebted to the National Telegraph line for a series of observations from

New Orleans to New York, and as far westward as Cincinnati, Ohio, which have

been published in the '
' Evening Star,

'

' of this city. These reports have excited much

interest, and could they be extended farther north, and more generally to the west-

ward, they would furnish important information as to the approach of storms. We
hope in the course of another year to make such an arrangement with the telegraph

lines as to be able to give warning on the eastern coast of the approach of storms,

since the investigations which have been made at the Institution fully indicate the

fact that as a general rule the storms of our latitude jjursue a definite course.-'

In 1868, Cleveland Abbe, then director of the Cincinnati Observatory,

revived the vSniithsonian idea of meteorological forecasts, and suggested

to the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce that Cincinnati should l)e made

the headquarters of meteorological observation for the United States,
'

' for

the purpose of collecting and comparing telegraphic weather reports from

all parts of the land and making dedtictions therefrom." His proposals

were favorably received, and he began, September i, 1869, to is,site the

Weather Bulletin of the Cincinnati Observatory, which he contintied

until, in Jantiary, 1871, he was summoned to Wa.shington to assist in

organizing the national meteorological service, with which he has ever

since been identified.

The Smith.sonian meteorological sy.stem continued its fiuictions tintil

it was finally consigned to the custody of the Chief Sigual Officer of the

Army. Lite all the efforts of this Institution, this work was in the direc-

tion of supplementing and harmonizing the work of all others, and atten-

tion was especially devoted to preparing and distributing blank forms in

this direction, calculating and publi.shing extensive papers for systema-

tizing ob.servations, introducing standard instrtunents, collecting all public

doctiments, printed matter, and mantiscript records bearing on the meteor-

ology of the American Continent, submitting these materials for scien-

tific discti-ssion, and publi.shing their rcsttlts. The Smith.sonian work was,

during its whole exi.stence, tnider the immediate personal direction of

Professor Henry, a.s.si.sted by Professor Arnold Guyot, who, in 1850, pre-

pared and publi.shed an exhaustive .series of directions for meteorological

ob.servations, intended for the first-class observers cooperating with the

SmitlLsonian Institution.

'Thirteenth Annual Report of the vSecretary of the Smithsonian Institution, p. 32.

(1S58.)

"Twelfth Annual Report of the Secretary of the Smith.sonian Institution, JS57,

p. 26 ; also Twentieth Annual Report of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, 1S65, pp. 54-57.
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The seeds planted by the armj^ in 1819 began to bear perfect fruit fifty

years later, when, by act of Congress, in 1870, the Secretary of War was
authorized to carry into effect a scheme for

'

' giving notice by telegraph

and signals of the approach and force of storms," and the organization

of a meteorological bureau adequate to the investigation of American

storms, and their preannouncement along the Northern lakes and the

seacoast was, under the auspices of the War Department, intrusted to the

Chief Signal Officer of the Army, Brigadier-General Albert J. M^'er, and
a division, created in his office, was designated as the Division of tele-

grams and reports for the benefit of commerce.

By a subsequent act of Congress, approved June 10, 1872, the Signal

Service was charged with the duty of providing such stations, signals,

and reports as might be found necessar}^ for extending its research in the

interest of agriculture. In 1873, the work of the bureau of the division

having been eminently successful, and its successes having been recog-

nized abroad as well as in this country. Congress, b}- a further act,

authorized the establishment of signal-service stations at the light-houses

and life-saving stations on the lake seacoasts, and made provision for

connecting them with telegraph lines or cables, " to be constructed, main-

tained, and worked under the direction of a chief signal officer of the

Army, or the Secretarj^ of War and the Secretary of the Treasur}-," and
in this year also was begun the publication of a monthly Weather
Review, summarizing in a popular way all its data showing the result

of its investigations, as well as presenting these in graphic weather

charts.

In 1874 the entire system of Smithsonian weather observation in all

parts of the United States was transferred by Professor Henry to the

Signal Service. A few months previously, at the proposal of the Chief

Signal Officer, in the International Congress of Meteorologists convened

at Vienna, the system of world-wide cooperative simultaneous weather

observations, since then so extensively developed, was inaugurated, and

began to contribute its data to the Signal Office records. It is unneces-

.sary to trace further the history of the beginning of the meteorological

work of the Signal Service, but I doubt not that everyone at all familiar

with its subsequent history, under the leadership of Generals Hazen and

Greely, will agree with the opinion of Judge Daly, the president of the

American Geographical Society, when he said that "nothing in the

nature of scientific investigation by the National Government has proved

so acceptable to the people, or has been so productive in so short a time

of such important results, as the establishment of the Signal vService

Bureau." '

The sixth President, John Quincy Adams, a man of culture broad and

deep, found the presidency of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences

' 1883, History of the United States Sij^nal Service, with catalogue of its exhibit as

the International Fisheries Exhibition. I^ondon, 1883; Washington City, 1883;

octavo, pp. 1-28.
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so congenial to his tastes and sympathies tliat he (hd not hesitate to sa}'

that he prized it more highly than the chief magistracy of the nation.

He considered his most important achievement to be the Report on

\\' eights and Measures, prepared for Congress in 18 iS, and was justly

proud of it, for it was a very admirable piece of scientific work, and is

still considered the most important treatise on the sul)ject ever written.

John Quincy Adams revived Washington's national university project,

and made battle valiantly for an astronomical ol)servatory.

In his first message to Congress afterwards, he said:

Among the first, perhaps the very first, instrument for the imjirovement of the

condition of men is knowledge, and to the acqiiisition of much of tlie knowledge
adapted to the wants, the comforts, and enjoyments of human life public institu-

tions and seminaries of learning are essential. vSo convinced of this was the first of

my predecessors in this oflice, now first in the niemorj', as, living, he was first in the

hearts, of our countr}', that once and again in his addresses to the Congresses with

whom he cooperated in the public service he earnestly recommended the establish-

ment of seminaries of learning, to prepare for all the emergencies of peace and war

—

a national university and a militar}^ academy. With respect to the latter, had he
lived to the present day, in turning his eyes to the institution at West Point he
would have enjo3'ed the gratification of his most earnest wishes; but in surveying

the city which has been honored with his name he would have seen the spot of earth

which he had destined and bequeathed to the use and 1)enefit cjf his country as the

site for an university still bare and barren.'

And again:

Connected with the establishment of an university, or separate from it, might be

undertaken the erection of an astronomical observatory, with j)rovision for the'sup-

' John Ouincy Adams, in his diary for November, 1S25, describes an interview with

his Cabinet, and the discussion which followed the reading of his message before it

\vas finally revised for sending to Congress.

"Mr. Clay wished to have the recommendations of a National University .

struck out . . . The University, Mr. Clay said, was entirely hopeless, and he

thought there was something in the constitutional objection to it. . . . I con-

curred entirely in the opinion that no projects absolutely impractical)le ought to be

reconnnended; but I would look to a practicability of a longer range than a simple

session of Congress. General Washington had recommended the jMilitary Academy
more than ten years before it was obtained. The plant may come late, though the

seed should be .sown early. And 1 had not recommended a University— I had referred

to Washington's reconmiendations, ami observed they had not been carried into

effect."

vSuch opinions as these of Mr. Clay were evidently very much at variance with

those of John Quincy Adams and of his illustrious father, whose action in the con-

stitutional convention of Massachu.setts has alreadj-been referred to, and at vari.ance

as well, it would .seem, with the opinion of the early Republicans, as with those of

the Federalists. The views of Washington and Madison, as well as those of Jeffer-

.son and Barlow, on these subjects have already been referred to.

Mr. Adams, in commenting upon an address delivered by ICdward Ivverett ])efore

the Columbian Institute, Jaiuiary 16, 1S30, remarks:

I regretted to hear ... a seeming admission that the power of giving

encouragement t(j literature and science was much greater at lea.st in the vState

Governments than in that of the Union. Memoirs of John Ouincy Adams VIII, p. 171.
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port of an astronomer, to be in constant attendance of observation upon the phe-

nomena of the heavens, and for the periodical publications of his observations. It

is with no feeling of pride as an American that the remark may be made that on

the comparatively small territorial surface of Europe there are existing upward of

130 of these light-houses of the skies, while throughout the whole American hemi-

sphere there is not one. If we reflect a moment upon the discoveries which in the

last iovcc centuries have been made in the physical constitution of the universe by
the means of these buildings and of observers stationed in them, shall we doubt of

their usefulness to every nation ? And while scarcely a year passes over our heads

without bringing some new astronomical discovery to light, which we must fain

receive at second hand from Europe, are we not cutting ourselves off from the means
of returning light for light while we have neither observatory nor observer upon
our half of the globe and the earth revolves in perpetual darkness to our unsearch-

ing eyes?

This appeal was received with shotits of ridicule; and the proposal

"to establish a light-liou,se in the skies" became a common byword

which has scarcely yet ceased to be familiar. So strong was public feel-

ing that, in the year 1832, in reviving an act for the continuance of the

survey of the coast, Congress made a proviso, that "nothing in the act

should be construed to authorize the construction or maintenance of a

permanent astronomical observatory.'

Nothing daunted, Mr. Adams continued the struggle, and while a

member of the House of Representatives, after his presidential term had

expired, he battled for the observatory continually and furiously. An
oration delivered by him in Cincinnati in 1843, closed with these words:

Is there one tower erected to enable the keen-eyed observer of the heavenl}- vavilt

to watch from night to night through the circling year the movement t)f the

starry heavens and their unnumbered worlds? Look arovmd you; look from the St.

John to the Sabine; look from the mouth of the Neversink to the mouth of the

Columbia, and you will find not one! or if one, not of our creation.

A correspondent of the L,ondon Athenaeum, writing from Boston in

May, 1840, spoke at length of the dearth of observatories in the United

States, and of the efforts of John Quinc}- Adams to form a national

astronomical establishment in connection with the Smithson l^equest.

The letter is of great interest as showing the state of opinion on scientific

matters in America just half a century ago.

Boston, I\Ta\\ iS.fo

.

One of the prominent subjects of discussion among our saz'ans ... is the

establishment of Observatories of a character suitable to our standing as a civilized

nati(jn, and still more to our exigencies as a practical, and especially as a conmiercial

community. I verily believe that the yearly damage and destruction along our coast,

' It is interesting to know that in 1827, Mr. James Courtenay, of Charleston, pub-
lished a pamphlet, an urgent plea for the establishment of a naval observatory. I

am indebted to Mr. William A. Courtenay for the opportunity to examine this rare

tract, which has the following title :

1827. Courtenay, James. An
|
Inquiry

|

into
|
the Propriety

j

of
|

esta1)lishing
|

a
I

National Observatory.
|
=:

|
By James Courtenay,

|
of Charleston, South Caro-

lina
I

=
I

—
i

Charleston, Printed by W. Kiley, J25 Church street
|

—
|
1S27. 8°

pp. 1-24.
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for want of the securities which such inslilulions would supply, ()ut-l)alauces, beyoud
comparison, all it would cost to establish and maintain them in every principal city

of the land. It is partly a sort of electioneerings economy which leaves things thus,

and which has heretofore refused or neglected to fit out Exploring Ivxpeditions; to

accunuilate natiomal treasures of art and science, and facilities fcjr their prosecution
;

and generally to pursue a system of "in-breeding and cherishing," as Milton has

it, "in a great people, the seeds of virtue and public civilit}-;" excepting alwaj-s

what is done for the diffusion of elementary popular eflucation. Tliis education, to

be sure, and this diffusion of it, we arc taught to regard as necessaries in our moral
and social being,—the "staff of public life" among us. And we are right. It is so.

But there are many other things which we have not been taught to appreciate as

they deserve, and the value of which we have gradually to grope our way to. Their

day, however, will come ; though it cannot be expected that either a government
or a people, so youthful, so hurried, so fluctuating, can reach at once to the graces

and the "fair humanities" of the old world. Rememljcr that "The United States"

are only some half-century old ; and remember what ^ve have been obliged to do and
to suffer meanwhile, and under what circumstances. P.ut, as I said before, the time
is coming, if not come, when the heart of the nation shall acknowledge what is the

high (hity and destiny of a country like this; and thoi, I need not tell you, all is

accomplished. Congress and the government must always represent the general, as

well as the political character of the nation. It will l)e refined, scientific, public-

s])irited, or otherwise, as are the people. At this moment, as at all times, the repre-

sentative and the represented, bear this relation to each other as intimately as might
be expected from the nature of our institutions: and hence, from the signs which
have appeared in the legislative bodies, I derive hope, and feel authorized to sa}'

what I have said of the advance, throughout our community, of what may be called

the graceful and genial system of civilization, as distinguished from the ])ractical

and hard. This subject of observatories is quite in point. True, nothing has yet

been done, but then a good deal has been said; and that is much: it is, in fact, doing-

much, in a case like this. It was something for Congress to bear l^eing told what
they had neglected, and patiently to discuss the subject.

The principal agent in 1)ringing the subject forward has been Ivx-Prcsident Adams,
who, as you may be aware, is still an M. C.,at the age of between seventy and
eighty, and one of the halest and hardiest men in that body. His spirit is equal to

his iron con.stitution. He spares himself no labour. So well is this understood, that

it has been of late rather a practice to select the old gentleman for special burthens;

and there are many matters of. legislative action, which he really understands better,

or knows better at least how to explore and determine, than any member of the

House. Thus the Observatory business came iipon him, at least indirectly; for, to

some extent, he brought it on himself. You are, no doubt, familiar with the historj'

of the great Smithsonian Ik-quest. When that business came before Congress, and
especially as it was not a party one, all eyes were turned on ]\Ir. Adams, and he was
appointed Chairman of tlie Committee. In this capacity he has made sundry

Reports: the last and aljlest reviews the whole subject. In this he labours to show
what general ap])ropriation ought to be made of the fund- for that is not yet deter-

mined—and then to sustain a special recommendation, which is, to devote the

income for about ten years to an Ol)Scrvatory, to be founded on national land, at

Washington, " adapted to the most effective and continual observations of the phe-

nomena of the heavens, and to be provided with the necessary, be.st, and most jicr-

fect instruments and books, for the periodical pul)lication of the said observations,

and for the annual compo.sition and ])ublication of a Nautical Almanack." The
details of the plan may be omitted. Many, however, of the statistics connected with

them, are new to us here, and of interest, including a Report on the British establi.sh-

ineiits, furnished on request by the Astronomer Airy. To a greater extent these

NAT ]MUS 97, PT 2 20
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may be familiar to Bnglisli readers, but perhaps not wholly so. I hope they do not

know, for example, how much we deserve, as compared with other nations, the

caustic strictures and lectures of Mr. Adams, who really gives us no quarter, being

resolved not to .spoil the child by sparing the rod, but rather to provoke us to find a

remedy for the evils he describes. You yovirself adverted, not long since, to the state

of things among us, but only in general terms. The facts are these:—They have a

small Observatory in process of erection at Tuscaloosa, Alabama, for the use of the

University in that place. Professor Hopkins, of Williams' College, Massachusetts,

has a little establishment of the sort, and this is about all in that State,—all in New
England ! The only other establishment in the United sStates, known to me, is that

in the Western Reserve College, Ohio, under the charge of Professor Uoomis.

Nothing of the kind at our national seat of government, or anywhere near it

!

Even Harvard Univer-sity, "with all its antiquity, revenue, science, and renown,"

has thus far failed, though it appears that the}- are breaking ground at Cambridge;

a house or houses having been purchased and fitted up, and one of our "savans" is

already engaged in a series of magnetic and other observations. Now, how stands

the case on your side the water? Why, in the Briti.sh islands alone, there are observ-

atories at the Universities of Cambridge and Oxford— at Edinburgh and Glasgow,

in Scotland—and at Dublin and Armagh, in Irela^id,—all receiving some patronage

from the government—to say nothing of an observatory at the Cape of Good Hope;

or of the establishments on the various remote and widel}- separated dependencies

of the British Empire, including Van Diemen's Uand, for the furnishing of which,

we understand, arrangements have been made, in connexion with Captain Ross's

expedition. In France, I believe, the provision is not less ample. On this part of

the subject, Mr. Adams merely remarks, that the history of the Ro3-al Obserratory of

that country would show the benefits conferred on mankind by the slightest notice

bestowed by the rulers on the pursuit of knowledge: and that "the names of the

four Cassinis would range in honourable distinction by the side of Flamsteed, Brad-

ley, and Maskelyne."

Special reference is of course made to Greenwich, and Mr. Adams takes nmch-

pains to show howmuch that institution has done for science and for man. After

recapitulating how by preserving observations we are indebted for a fixed standard for

the measurement of tiinL\—how, by the same science, man has acquired, so far as he

possesses it, a standard for the measurement of space,— \\<i observes, that the minutest

of these observations contribute to the "increase and diffusion of knowledge " (the

expressed object in Smithson's bequest ) . As to the more hrilliaiit, we are reminded of

an observation of Voltaire, that if the whole human race could be assembled from

the creation of man to liis time, in the gradation of genius, Isaac Xcictoii 7vouId

stand at their head; and the discoveries of Newton were the results of calculations,

founded on the observations of others—of Copernicus, T^-cho Brahe, Kepler, and

l-'lamsteed. Greenwich has been considered rather an expensive establishment

(among us), but Mr. Adams shows that, though costly, it has not been profitless.

Not to enter further into details of European countries, it appears that there are

about one hundred and twenty Observatories in continental Europe; and that the

most magnificent of them all has been lately founded by the Czar in the vicinity

of his capital; an enterprise sufficiently glorious, Mr. Adams ob.serves, for the

sovereign of such an empire; but the merit of which is vastly enhanced by the fact

of its being undertaken and accomplished in such a latitude and climate:—"a region

so near the pole, that it offers to the inspection of the human eye only a scanty por-

tion of the northern hemisphere, with an atmosphere so chilled with cold and

obscured with vapours, that it yields .scarcely sixty days in the year when observa-

tion of the heavenly bodies is practicable." This la.st fact, it must be allowed, is

rather an aggravation, or ought to be, to us republicans, soDie among whom affect

to be special despi.sers of the bigoted Nicholas, and all his works. It seems, too, that

3Ieheinet ylli has come forward as the patron of philosophical inquiry.
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Thus matters stand at present, and ^Ir. Adams strongly urges prompt, practical

action; and this scheme, with some modifications, and after our customary delaj's

and discussions (in Congress) will be carried into execution, at least to a respectable

extent. I am the more inclined tu the opinion as it has Ijeeu made clear in the

])rogress of discussion that the estal)lishments referretl to }iccd not be so enormously

expensive as the}' generally are. In this matter we have been misled and discour-

aged by your own example, among others. We found that Cambridge Observatory

cost ^20,000, and that, among the instruments, the price of the mural circle alone

was over ^"r,ooo, to say nothing of an equatorial telescope at ^750, or a transit instru-

ment at ^"600, and that as to Greenwich, the annual expenses, including salaries,

repairs, and printing, exceeded ^3,000. Now, this may be "sport for you," btit it

knocked our calculations on the head. Our ideas are not yet enlarged to that extreme

point. To l)e sure, we can spend money for Florida wars; nay, for better things

—

for internal improvements—for bridges t)ver the Ohio river (St. Louis), or for market-

houses and meeting-houses of most liberal dimensions—for whatever, in a word, is

practicable—as 'U'e understand it -and especially so much of it as private enterprise

can execute without calling in government aid: — but ask for the adornments and

nmniments of art and science, in the ornamental or even in the scholar-like way, and

it nuist be acknowledged the ".sovereign people" move vslow: they biitton their

breeches" pockets and begin to "calculate." As to the Observatories, however, the

ca.se is better, for we find that much can be done at small e.Kpense. An establish-

ment,of the merely useful kind, may be set up for a trille. Not that Mr. .Idams pro-

])oses to establish the National Ob.servatory on such a scale. On the contrar-s', he

thinks the Smithson Fund should be devoted to it for the present, and that not less

than ten years of the income will l)e required. A more explicit estimate is al.so

added, l)ut it will be sufficient to observe that it comprises, besides a salary of |;3,6oo

for the astronomer, funds for the compensation of four assistants, at $\,^oo each, and

two labourers, each at |;6cx): for the purchase and procurement of instruments,

130,000; of which >f2o,ooo might be applied for an assortment of the best instruments

to be procured, and |.io,ooo for a fund, from the interest of which other in.struments

may be from time to time procmx'd, and for repairs: for the library, f3cj,ooo, being

|io,ooo for fir.st .supply, and ^20,000 for a fund for an income of f r,200 a year: and
finally ^30, ocjo for a fund, from the income of which, |r,8oc3a year, .shall go to defray

the expcn.se of the %-early publication of the observations and of a Nautical .Vlmanac.

It was the idea of Mr. Adams, in his later daws, that the vSinithsou

l)equest, or at least its income for ten years, should be ap'plied to the

fotiiidation of a national ob.servatory and the ptil)lication of the Nauti-

cal Almanac, alid he only abandoned it when an ol),servatory had aclu-

alh' 1)een estal)li.shed under the Navy Dei)artment in coiuiection witli the

department of charts and in.strttments.

The establishment of an olxservatorv had indeed been prominent in the

minds of Washington and Jefferson, and was defuiitely proposed in Bar-

low's plan for a national institution, as w-ell as in the project for a coast

survey, submitted in 1837, in which it was proposed that there .should

be two ob.servatories, formed at a fixed ])oint, arotuid which the survey,

and jxirticularlythenatitical part of it, .should be referred; their sittiation

])referably to be in the vState of Maine or lower Ivouisiana, .since from

them every celestial ol)ject observable, from the Tropics to the Arctic Cir-

cle and within about 20 degrees of longittide could be ob.served. Still,

however, since variotis considerations might occasion the desire of placing

one of the.se obser\-atories in the city of Washington, just as oljservato-
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ries had been placed in the principal capitals of Europe, as a national

object of scientific ornament, as well as a means for nourishing science in

general, Hassler conceded that it might there be placed, since it would

then be the proper place for the deposit of the standards of weights and

measures, which also makes a special part the collection of instruments.

James Monroe, when Secretar}' of State, in 1812, strongly urged upon

Congress the establishment of an observatory, urging, first, the necessity

of establishing a first meridian for the continent, and, in the second

place, the fact that every enlightened nation had already established such

an institution of learning. The immediate occasion for the intervention

of the Secretary of State was the memorial of William lyambert, of Vir-

ginia, which was presented at various times from 18 10 to 182 1, and was

accompanied by an elaborate report in 1822.

The action of Congress during the Adams Administration has been

referred to. In 1830 Mr. Branch, of North Carolina, Secretary of the

Navy under Jackson, strongly urged the establishment of an observatory

for general astronomical purposes.

The beginning of the observatory seems to have beeii actually made

on Capitol Hill during Mr. Adams's Administration, imder instruction

of Astronomers I^ambert and Elliott, employed by Congress to determine

the longitude of Washington. The President, in his diary of 1825,

described a visit to Capitol Hill in company with Colonel Roberdeau, and

spoke of witnessing an observation of the passage of the sun over the

meridian, made with a small transit instrument. This instrument was

very probably the one obtained by Hassler in Europe in 18 15, which he

never was permitted to use in connection with the Coast Survey work,

and which passed into the hands of Eieutenant Wilkes in 1834, when it

was placed in the small observatory, erected at his own expense, about

a thousand feet north of the Dome of the Capitol.

It was at this establishment, which was known as the Naval Depot of

Instruments, that the 5 -foot transit was used, mainh- for the purpose of

reading the naval chronometer. When Wilkes went to sea with his

expedition in 1837, Lieutenant James M. Gilliss became superintendent of

the depot, and having obtained a 42-inch astronomical telescope, com-

menced a series of observations on the culmination of the moon aiid stars.

In 1842 the establishment of a permanent depot of charts and instruments

was authorized by Congress, and although the establishment of an observ-

atory was not authorized in the bill, every effort was made by Lieuten-

ant Gilliss and others interested in his work to secure suitable acconuno-

dations for astronomical work, and his plans having been approved by

President Tyler, work was begun on the Naval Observatory, now known

as the National Observator5^

There can be little doubt that the excellence of the work done by Gil-

liss himself, with his limited opportunrties, did nuich to hasten the estab-

lishment of the observatory, and there is in this connection a traditional
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history. Ivnckc's ccMuet appeared in 1S42, and was prom ] illy ()l)served l)y

him. He read a paper concerning it before the National Institute. vSen-

ator Preston, an enthusiastic member of that organization, was present

at the meeting. When Oilhss, still a very young man, .shortly afterw'ards

made a visit to the Senate conunittee room, the vSenator remarked to him :

"If you are the one who gave us notice of the comet, I will do all I can

to help 3X)U."

A week afterwards a bill pa,s.sed the Senate and House without formal

discussion. The appropriation was $25,000, and although it was

expressly for the e.stabli.shment of a depot of charts and in.struments, the

report of the conunittee wdiich had .secured it was .so emphaticalh^ in

favor of astronomical, meteorological, and magnetic work that the vSecrc-

tar}^ of the Navy felt justified in a.ssuming that Congress had sanctioned

the broadest project for an observatory. Gilliss was at once sent abroad

to obtain in.struments and plans, wdiile L,ieutenant Matthew F. Maury
was placed in charge of the depot, and wdien the ob.servatory was com-

pleted in 1844 became its .superintendent.

Maur3''s attitude tow^ard a.stronomical w^ork has been severely critici.sed,

and, I think, misunderstood. He was, first of all, an enthusiastic ofiicer

of the Navy; second, an astronomer, and he deemed it appropriate that

the chief effort of the office should be directed tow^ard work wdiich had a

direct professional bearing. Although not neglecting astronomy (for

luider his direction two volumes of astronomical observations were pul)-

li.shed), his own attention, and oftentimes that of almost the entire office

was devoted to hydrographic suljjects. The work which he had accom-

plished was of the greatest practical importance to navigation, and noth-

ing of a scientific nature up to that time accomplished in America received

such universal attention and praise from abroad.

His personal popularity and his influence were very great, and the

necessity for the maintenance of a national ol)servatory was not in his

da}' fully appreciated by the pul)lic. It is not at all impo.s.sible that,

indirectly, through his meteorological and hydrographic work, he may
have done more for the ultimate and permanent welfare of the National

Observatory than could have been possible through exclusive attention

to Avork of a purely astronomical character.

In 1861 Gilliss again became the Superintendent, and under his direc-

tion the Ob.servatory took rank among the first in the world.

Before leaving the .subject of the 01)servatory, reference .should be

made to astronomical work almo.st national in character accomplished in

colonial days at Philadelphia under the direction of the American Pliilo-

.sophical vSociety, by wdiich a committee of thirteen was appointed to

make observations tipon the tran.sit of Venus in 1769.

Three temporary observatories were Iniilt, one in Philadelphia, one at

Norri.stown, and one at Cape Henlopen. Instruments were imported

from England, one of them a reflecting telescope with a Dollond microm-
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eter, purchased in London l)y Doctor Franklin with money voted l)y the

assembly of Pennsylvania. The transit was successfully observed and

an elaborate report was published.

This enterprise is worthy of mention because it was the first serious

astronomical work ever undertaken in this countrj-. Being under the

auspices of the only scientific society then in existence, it was in some
sense a national effort. Had not the Revolution taken place, it w^ould

undoubtedly have resulted in the establishment of a well-equipped observa-

tory in this country under the auspices of the home government. Doctor

Thomas Bwing, the provost of the University of Pennsylvania, who
seems to have been the first to propose the observations of 1769, and

under whose direction the}^ W'ere carried on, visited London a few 3'ears

later, and while there made interest with Lord North, the prime minister,

and with Mr. Maskelyne, the astronomer royal, for the establishment of

an observatory in Philadelphia, and that his efforts gave great promise

of success may be shown by the letter here presented, addressed to him
by Mr. Maskelyne in 1775:

Greenwich, August 4, 177J.

Sir: I received your late favor, together with 3-oiir observations of the comet of

1770, and some [copies] of that of 1769, for which I thank you. I shall communi-
cate [them] to the Royal Society, as you give me leave. In the present unhappy
situation of American affairs, I have not the least idea that anything can be done

toward erecting an observatory at Philadelphia, and therefore can not think it

proper for me to take a part in any memorial you may think proper to lay before my
Lord North at present. I do not mean, however, to discourage yoii from presenting

a memorial from yourself. Were an observatorj^ to be erected in that city, I do not

know any person there more capable of taking care of it than 3'^ourself. Slioi:ld

Lord North do me the honor to ask my opinion about the utility of erecting an

observatory at Philadelphia, I should then be enabled to speak out, being always a

well-wisher to the promotion of science. You did not distinguish whether the times

of your observations were apparent or mean time.

I am, your most humble servant,

N. ]Maskki,yne.
Rev. Dr. Ewing,

No. 2^ Liidgatr street.

In this connection mention should be made of the extended astronom-

ical work done from 1763 to 1767, by Charles Mason, an assistant of

Maskelyne, and Jeremiah Dixon, while surveying the boundar}- line

between Pennsi'lvania and Maryland, and especially of the sitccessful

measurement by them of a meridian of latitude. Mason was a man of

high scientific standing, btit, though he became a citizen of Philadelphia,

where he died in 17S7, little is known of him bej'ond the record of his

scientific work. He had been one of the obser\'ers of a transit of Venus

at the Cape of Good Hope in 1761, and it was no doubt he who inspired

the American Philosophical Society to its effort in 1769.

Another event in the Adams Administration was the beginning of the

National Botanic Garden. The foundation of such an institution was

one of the earliest of the projects for the improvement of the capital.

Washington decided that it should be closely connected with the
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National University, on tlic site now occupied b\' the National Observa-

tory, and stipulated that, should this site not be found availal)le, another

spot of <^round, appropriated on the early maps to a marine hospital,

might be substituted. The Columl)ian Institute, already referred to,

had l)eg'iui the formation of an arlx)retum as early as 1822, and in 1829

applied imsuccessfull}' to Congress for an appro])riation to reimburse it

for its expenditures. There was, however, no definite foundation until

1852, when the numerous living plants which had been brought back l^y

the Wilkes Exploring Kxpedition in the Pacific, and which had for

several years been kept in greenhouses adjoining the Patent Office, in

which the natural-history collections of the expedition were kept, were

removed to the present site of the Botanical Garden on the south side of

Penns^dvania avenue just west of the Capitol. This garden was first

under the direction of Mr. W. D. Brackenridge, who had been the horti-

culturist of the Wilkes P^xpedition. Mr. Brackenridge was succeeded by
]\Ir. William R. Smith, a pupil of the Kew Botanical Garden, who has since

been in charge of the establishment, and through whose industry it has

])een developed into a most creditable institution, which, it is lio])ed,

ma\- in time have an opportmiity to exhil)it its n:erits in a more suitable

and less crowded localit}'.

Under Jackson, from 1829 to 1837, notwithstanding the remarkable

commercial prosperity and an almost etiual advance in literature, science

tlid not prosper, and of actual progress there is little to record. The
Coast Sur\'ey was reorganized inider its original vSuperintendent, Has.sler,

in 1832, and Peatlierstonehaugh, an Paiglish geologist, made, in 1834,

a reconnoissance in the elevated region between the INIissouri and the

Red River.

Van Pjiu'cn's Administration, which l)egan in 1837 and ended in 1841,

presents more points of interest, for although the country was in a state

of financial depression, his Cabinet was composed of extremely lil^eral

and i)ublic-sj)iritedmen. Poinsett as vSecretaryof War, Kennedy as vSec-

retary of the Navy, and other public men did nuich to promote science.

The United vStates ICxploring Ivxpedition was sent out under Ca])tain

Charles Wilkes, on a voyage of circunuiavigation. Although i)ul)lished

in an extremely limited edition, the magnificent volumes of its report

are among the classics of scientific exploration.

The Wilkes Expedition was the first of the series of naval ex]^lora-

tions which have contributed largely to science—Eynch's Dead Sea
ICxpedition, Gilliss's Naval Astronomical ]vx])edition to Chile, Ilerndon

and Gibbons's Exploration of the Valley of the Amazons, Page's Para-

guay P^xpedition, the Cruise of the Dolphin, Perry's Japan Expedition,

Rogers's North Pacific P^xploring Expedition, and the various expedi-

tions made under the Hydrographic Office and the Coast vSurvey.

In 1840 two important national societies were founded—the National

Institution for the Promotion of vScience, and the American vSociety of

Geologists and Naturalists—the (jue an association with a great mem-
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bersliip, scientific and otherwise, including a large number of Govern-

ment officials; the other composed exclusively of professional naturalists.

The purpose of each was the advancement of the scientific interests of

the nation, which seemed more likel}^ to receive substantial aid now that

the money bequeathed by Smithson was lying in the Treasury vaults,

waiting to be used.

The National Institution under the leadership of Joel R. Poinsett, of

South Carolina, then Secretary of War, assisted by General J. J. Abert,

F. A. Markoe, and others, had a short but l^rilliant career, which endured

until the close of the Tyler Administration, and had an important influ-

ence on public opinion, bringing aljout in the minds of the people and

of Congress a disposition to make proper use of the Smithson bequest,

and which also did much to prepare the way for the National Museum.

The extensive collections of the National Institution, and those of the

Wilkes Expedition and other Government surveys were in time merged

with those of the Smithsonian Institution, and having been greatly-

increased at the close of the Centennial Exposition, began in 1879 to

receive substantial support from Congress.

The vSociet}^ of Geologists was not so prominent at the time, but it

has had a longer history, for in 1850 it became the American Association

for the Advancement of Science. Although it dated its origin from

1840, it was essentially a revival and continuation of the old American

Geological Society, organized September -6, 18 19, in the philosophical

room of Yale College, and in its day a most important bod^^ Its mem-

bers, following European usage, appended to their names the symbols

M. A. G. S., and among them were many distinguished men, for at

that time almost every one who studied any other branch of science

cultivated geology also.

The American Association prepared the way for the National Acad-

emy of Sciences, which was established by Congress in 1863, having

for its first president Alexander Dallas Bache, who in his presidential

address at the second meeting of the American Association, twelve years

before, had pointed out the fact that "an institution of .science supple-

mentary to existing ones is much needed to guide public action in ref-

erence to .scientific matters,
' '

' and whose personal influence was very

potent in bringing that institution into existence. In advocating before

Congress the plan for the National Academy of vSciences, Senator Sum-

ner avowedly followed the lead of Joel Barlow, the projector of the

National Institution in 1806.-

^Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1851,

pp. 6, 48.

-The idea of an Academy of Sciences with unlocalized niembenship and, like the

Royal Society and the French Academy, holding advisory relations with the General

Government, appears to have been present in the minds of many of the early .states-

men. Washington, in his project for a great national university, doubtless intended

to include everything of this kind. Joel Barlow and Tliomas Jefferson at the begin-
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Tile SNSteni of national scientific organizations thus inangnrated is

still expanding". Within the past few years there have sprung into

existence a considerable numljer of learned societies devoted to special

subjects, usually with inilocalized nieinl)ershi]), and hokhng meetings

from year to j-car in dilTerent cities. Among these are those named
below

:

'J'he American .Vnatoniical Society.

The American Dialect Society.

The American I'olk-lore Society.

The American Geographical vSociety (of

New York) and the Xatit)nal Geo-

graphic Societ}' (of Washington).

The American Geological Society.

The American Historical Association.

The American Institute of IMining Ivn-

gineers.

The American Meteorological vSociety.

The American yietrolojjical vSociety.

The .\merican Oriental Society.

The American Oniithologi.sts' Union.

The American Philologica.l Association.

The American Physiological vSociety.

The American Society of Naturalists.

The American vSociety for r,sychical Re-

search.

The Archaeological Institute of America.

The Botanical Club of the American

A.ssociation.

The rVanklin Institute.

That the organization of such societies has been so long delayed was

perhaps due to the fact that during the first six decades of the century

the number of .scientific investigators ^vas comparatively .small, and

.scientific work of original character was confined to a few of the large

cities, .so that local organizations, stippleniented by the annual summer
meetings of the American A.s.sociation for the Advancement of Science,

answered all needs. vSince the close of the ci\il war, and of the period

of ten years which elapsed before our cotuitr>- was restored to commercial

prosperity, and indeed l)efore it had begun to fully feel the eiTects of the

great .scientific renai.ssance which originated in 1S59 with the pul)lication

of Darwin's Origin of vSjJecies, there has been a great increase in the

numljer of persons whose time is chiefly devoted to original .scientific

work.

Nothing has contrilmted ,so materially to this state of affairs as the

pa.s.sage by Congress in 1862 of the bill, introduced ])y the Hon. Jti.stin

vS. Morrill, of \"ermont, to e.stabli.sh scientific and industrial educational

institutions in every vState, supplemented in 18S7 b}- the Hatch bill for

the founding of the agricultural experiment .stations.' The movement
was at first unpopular among American educators, but after a quarter of

ning of the century were engaged in correspondence " about learned societies,

imiversities, and public instruction." John Adams in a letter to Cutler, dated Ouinc}^

May I, 1802, referred to a .scheme for the establishment of a national academy of

arts and sciences, in which Mitchill, of New York, was interested, and which was to

come up for di.scu.ssion at a meeting in that city in the following month. (Life of

Manasseh Cutler, 11, p. 87.

)

'See Appendix D, and also A. C. True's A Brief Accomit of the Ivxperiinent

Station Movement in the ITnited States, United {States Department of Agriculture,

Experiment Station Bulletin No. i, 1889, pp. 73-78.
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a century of trial the land-grant college system has not onl}- demon-

strated its right to exist, but is by many regarded as forming one of the

chief strongholds of our national scientific prosperity.

'

One of the most important effects of the movement has been to stimulate

the establishment of State scientific schools and universities, and every

one of the forty-two Commonwealths has already a university or a college

performing, or intended to perform, university functions.

It is worthy of remark that with six exceptions every State has in less

than twenty years of its admivSsion had a vState college or university of

its own. Onh' twelve have delayed more than ten years, and fifteen

have come into the Union already equipped. Ten of these were colonies

and original States. All l)Ut one of the remainder were those admitted

in 1889, for each of our four new States was provided with the nucleus

of a State universit}^ before it sought admission to the Union. Twenty-
eight of the State and Territorial universities had their origin in land

grants from the General Government other than those for agricultural

and mechanical colleges.'

The completeness of the State system of scientific educational institu-

tions is in marked contrast with that of the scientific .societies in the

same vStates, organized by the direct action of the people rather than by

government.

Academies of science bearing the names of the States of our confedera-

tion and often sanctioned by their laws, may be regarded as in some sense

national. Although nearly all of our States have historical societies, only

twelve of the forty-two have academies of science, or organizations which

are their equivalent. That there should be in 1889 thirty States with-

out academies of science, and fourteen States and Territories in which

' The following .statements were made in a report of the committee of the Honse
of Representatives, March 3, 1886:

The act appropriating script to the amount of 30,000 acres for eacn Senator and

Representative in Congress for the endowment of colleges for the benefit of agricul-

ture and the mechanic arts, which was passed in 1862, has been fruitful. Some of

the States endowed single colleges while others divided the gift between two or

three. There were 17,430,000 acres of script and land granted, and the fund arising

from their sales is 1^7,545,405. This has been increased by gifts from the States and
from benevolent individuals of grounds, buildings, and apparatus to the amount of

15,000,000 more. And the last reports show that the.se colleges employed more than

400 profes-sors, and had under instruction more than 4,000 students. This donation

of the public funds has been eminently profitable for the Government and the countr}-.

Many thousands of young men educated in science have already gone out from their

colleges to engage in the practical duties of life, and the provision is made for

sending out a continued succession of the.se for all future time. And as science is

not limited by State l>oundaries, it makes but little difference for the connnon good
which of the.se institutionsorStatestlie.se graduates come from; their attainments

are for the common good.

^'See Appendix E, and also F. W. Blackmar's Hi.story of Federal and vState Aid to

Higher Education, etc., Washington, 1890.
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there are no scieiitifie societies of any description whatever, is a note-

worth}' fact.'

Durin.t;- A'an liuren's Presidency, the Department of .\.gi'i*-''^ilture had

its formal l)ei^inning'.

The chief ])romoter of this idea was Henry Iv. Ellsworth, of Connect-

icnt, Commissioner of Patents, whose efforts culminated twenty-six years

later in the estal)lishment of a department, and, after another period of

twenty-six years, in the elewation of the head of that Department to the

dignity of a Cabinet olTicer. Ivllsworth Ijegan work by distributing- seeds

and plants for ex])erimental t-ulture, ac([niring- these without expense,

and .sending them out under the franks of friendly Congressmen. After

three j-ears (in 1H39) Congress recognized the value of the work in this

direction by appropriating $1,000 from the Patent Office funtl to enable

him to collect and distribute seeds, to collect agricultural statistics, and to

make agricultural investigations. Appointed by Jackson in 1S36, Ivlls-

worth served through the two successive terms of Van Buren and Tyler,

and iu his nine years of official work his devotion to the interests of agri-

culture produced excellent results, and placed the service on a firm

foundation. Though Newton was in name the first Conunissioner of

Agricultiu'e, PUlswortli deserves to be kept in memory as the real founder

of the Dei)artment.

The approjiriations at first were insignificant, and occasionally, as in

1841, 1842, and 1846, Congress seems to have forgotten to make any

provision whatever for the work, which consequently went forward under

difficulties. In 1S53 the first ap]M-opriation directly for agricultiu'e was
made, in 1855 the whole amount up to that time withdrawn for this pur-

pose from the Patent Oflice fund was reimbursed, and from that time on
the money grants became yearly larger, and the work was allowed slowly

to expand. The seed work increased, and in 1856 a propagating garden

' The following is a list of those ah^eady in existeiiee:

State academies of science, etc., 1890

Califdrnia.—The California Academy of vSciences, vSan I'Vancisco, i<S54.

Coluuibia.—The Affiliated Scientific vSocieties of Washinirlon City; the Philo-

sophical Society, 1S71; llu- Anthropological Society, 1S79; the Biological

Society, iHSo; the Chemical Society, 1889; the National Geographic vSociety,

i88S.

Co)iiiecticiil. — '^\\Q Connecticnt Academy of' Arts and Sciences, 1799.

Indiana.—The Indiana Academy of Sciences, 1SS5.

Io7i>a.—The Iowa Academy of Sciences, Iowa City, 1875.

Kansas.—The Kansas Academy of Science, To2)eka, 1868.

Maryland.—The Maryland Academy of Sciences, Baltimore, 1S22.

Massachusetts.—The American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston, i78<:x

Minnesota.—The Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences, Minneapolis, 1873.

Missoicri.—The St. Louis Academy of vScience, St. Louis, 1S57.

Nciv York.—The New York Academy of Science, New York City, 181 7.

Pennsylvania.—The American rhiloso])hical Society, Philadelphia, 1743.

Wisconsin.—Wiscon.sin Academy of Arts, vScience, and Letters, Madison, 1870.
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was begun. The Agricultural Report, which began in 1S41, and was
until 1862 printed as a part of that of the Patent Office, became 3'early

more extensive, and showed a general average annual growth in value.

In 1854 work in economic entomology began, with the appointment

of Townend Glover to investigate and report upon the habits of

insects injurious and beneficial to agriculture. In 1855 the chemical and

botanical divisions were inaugurated.

David P. Holloway, of Indiana, the thirteenth Commissioner of Pat-

ents, was instrumental in effecting a most important reform in the scien-

tific administration of the Government. In his first annual report, made
in January, 1862, he advocated enthusiastically the creation of a depart-

ment of the productive arts, to be charged with the care of agriculture

and all the other industrial interests of the country, and he was so far

successful that on May 15 Congress established the Department of Agri-

culture. The first Commissioner was Isaac Newton, who had been for

a 3'^ear or more superintendent of the agricultural division of the Patent

Office. From 1862 to 1889 there were six Commissioners: Newton
(1862-1867), Capron (1867-1871), Watts (1871-1877), I,e Due (1877-

1881), Loring (1881-1885), and Colman (1885-1889), and under the

administration of each important advances were made, and the value of

the work became 3'early greater. Buildings were erected, a chemical

laboratory established, the departments of animal industry, economic

ornithology and mammalogy, pomology, vegetable pathology, silk cul-

ture,' microscopic, forestr}^ and experiment stations were added, and the

system of publications greatly extended. The Department, as now
organized, is one of the most vigorous of our national scientific institu-

tions, and with its powerful staff and close affiliations with the forty-six

State agricultural experiment stations, manned as they are b}^ nearl}'

four hundred trained investigators, it has possibilities for the future

which can .scarcely be overestimated.'

The term of the ninth President was too short to afford matter for

' The first agricultural experiment station under that specific designation in

the United States was established at Middletown, Connecticut, in 1S75, by the joint

action of Mr. Orange Judd, the trustees of the university at Middletown, and the

vState legislature, with Professor W. O. Atwater as director, and was located in the

Orange Judd Hall of Natural Science. The example was .speedily followed else-

where, .so that in 18S0 there were four, and in 1886 some seventeen of these institu-

tions in fourteen States. The appropriation by Congress of f 15,000 per annum to

each of the States and Territories which have established agriculttiral colleges, or

agricultural departments of colleges, has led to the establishment of new stations or

the increased development of .stations previou.sly established under State authority,

.so that there are to-day forty-six stations in the United States. Several of these

have substations working luider their management. Every vState has at least one
station, several have two. one has three, and Dakota has .set the Territories an exam-
ple by establishing one within her boimdaries.

The.se forty-six stations employ nearly four hundred men in the prosecution of

experimental inquiry. The appropriation by the United vStates Govennnent for the

current year, for them and for the Office of Experiment Stations in this Department,
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conuueiit. It should be lueiitioiied, lunvcvcr, lliat General Harrison pub-

lished in Cincinnati, in 183S, A Discourse on the Aborii;ines of the

Valley of the Ohio, and was the only President, except Jefferson and

John Onincy Adams, who has ever produced a treatise upon a scientific

theme.

In 1841 John Tyler, of \'ir<.^inia, became President. His period of

administration was a stormy one, and the atmosphere of W'ashinj^ton at

that time was not favorable for scientific pro'^ress. During this Admin-

istration, however, important reforms took place in the organization of

the Navy, which resulted in great benefit to science. These were largely

the result of the interest of Hon. A. P. Upshur, Secretary of the Nav\',

at whose instance President Tyler abolished the existing Board of Naval

Commissioners and vested the authority formerly exercised by them in

.separate bureaus. To man}- of the pressing necessities for reform of the

service, lyieutenant IMaury had called attention in his essays, published

in the vSouthern Literary Messenger, inider the title of Scraps from a

lyUcky Bag, and over the signature of Harry Bluff. As a result of this

movement, experiments in applying steam to war vessels were acti\-ely

prosecuted, and the first bill was passed for the establishment at Annap-

olis of the United States Naval Acadeni}-, finally accomplished in ICS45,

and a little later (in 184S) the position of the professors of mathematics

in the Navy was dignified and improved, and their nundjers limited, with

manifest advantage to the scientific .service of the Government.

'

Iridirectly, the reorganization of the Nav}- had a powerful infiuence in

the development of the Coast Survey, which was reorganized in 1843-44,

with Alexander Dallas Bache as its superintendent, for this new system

afforded am}:)le means to that organization for ascertaining the topog-

raphy of this coast and making contril)Utions to the science of ocean

physics.

Another enterpri.se was the sending of the P'remont exploring exi)edi-

tion to California and Oregon. It is interesting to know that Ca])tain

Fremont was appointed the leader of this expedition against the indig-

is |i6oo,OfX). The several vStates appropriate about |;i 25,000 in addition, niakint;^ the

.sum total of about 1725,000 given from pu1)lic funds the present year for the support

of agricultural experiment stations in the United States.

Of all the scientific eiiterpri.ses which the Government has undertaken, [wrote

Secretary Colman,] scarcely any other has impressed its value upon the people

and their representatives in the State and national legislatures so .si)ee(lily and .so

strons^ly as this. The rapid growth of an enterprise for elevating agi-icuUure by the

aid of science, its espousal by the United States Government, its develojnnent to its

present dimensions in the short period of fourteen years, and, finally, the favor with

which it is received by the piiblic at large, are a striking illustration of the apprecia-

tion on the part of the American people of the wisdom and the usefulness of calling

the highest science to the aid of the arts and industries of life.

'The names of W. A. Chauvenet, J. IF. C. Cofini, Mordecai Yaruall, Jose])!! Win-
lock, Simon Newcomb, A-sajjli Hall, William Harkncss, and J. R. Ivistman are a few
of those to be found on this list of astronomers and mathematicians.
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iiaiit protests of the topographical engineers, who insisted that a gradu-

ate of West Point should be chosen.'

The final establishment of the Naval Observatory took place also at

this time. The history of this enterprise from the scientific standpoint,

has alread}' been discussed, but it may be well to note that it derived its

chief political support from Mr. Upshur, then Secretary of the Nav}'."

' The secret history of this appointment is told as follows by Doctor vSilas Reed, of

Boston, in Lyon G. Tyler's Letters and Times of the Tylers (II, p. 696):

I called upon Mr. Tyler the next day, and found Him about as well pleased over

the result as I was, as it constituted a triumph that had never been achieved before

(nor since), as shown by the annals of the Senate. While in this pleasant mood,
the President asked me if I could not suggest some means by which he might soften

the asperities of Senator Benton towards him and his administration. In an instant

the thought flashed through my mind as to how he could best accomplish his wLsh.

I said, '

' You have it in your power to touch his heart through his domestic affec-

tions. Six months ago his pride was humbled by the marriage of his highly edu-

cated daughter, Jessie, to a mere lieutenant of the United States engineer corps,

and he refused them his house. I have just learned that lately he invited them to

return to his home, and know they have done so. Now you have a chance to glad-

den the senator's pride, and by so doing serve both 5-ourself and the country, by
taking Lieutenant Fremont by the hand, and giving him a chance to rise in the

world by appointing him to head an expedition to explore the Rockj^ Mountains

and some part of the Pacific coast."

Mr. Tyler thought it might stir an excitement with the higher grade officers of

the engineer corps (as it did), and that he might not be fully competent to execute

the high duties entrusted to him. I replied that these objections need not prevent

his appointment, for Lieutenant Fremont had spent the last two years aiding the

eminent French scientist, Nicolet in taking the hydrography of the valle}^ of the

Mississippi, and' must be familiar with all instruments and modes of using them in

such an expedition. And even if he should not prove judicious in selecting scientific

men suitable for that part of his corps, he would have the able assistance of Colonel

Benton and his talented wife to fall back upon ; and that Senator Benton, on the

return of Mr. Fremont, would receive, examine, and present his report to the Senate,

and take great pride in making an eloquent speech of it (as he did), and thus cause

the American reader to examine and well consider its instructive contents—all of-

which events took place, and the report of his first, if not his second, expedition

gained sufficient notoriety to insiure its republication in Germany.

At the close of our interview, the President, in his most earnest manner, said : "I
will at once appoint Lieutenant Fremont to the head of such an expedition, and

start him off this spring, so that the country ma}'' know as soon as po.s.sible what to

say and believe of that vast and unknown region, and I shall learn how nuicli effort

to expend in striving to acquire it by purchase from Mexico by the time that Texas

can be annexed."

Fremont made ready to .start from St. Louis with his expedition as soon as there

was green grass to subsist his animals upon, with an outfit of fifty to sixty men,

after leaving Independence, Missouri, he moved up the Platte river and its north

branches to the old "South Pass," and thence to the head waters of Snake (or Lewis)

river, and down it and the Columbia river to Astoria, thus avoiding Mexican
Territor}', but kept close along its northern border until after he entered Oregon

Territory.

- Letters and Times of the Tylers, by Lyon Gardner Tyler, \\, \). 387.
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To this period Ijcloiigs also the promotion of experinients with the

electric telegraph by our Government. The line from Washington to

Baltimore was erected by means of an appropriation of $30,000, the pas-

sage of which was warmly urged In- the President, who fifteen years

later wrote the following letter, full of historical reminiscences:

Sherwood Forest, September /, iS^S.

To his Honor tlie mayor, and to the Honorable the Common Council of the City oj

Neza York :

OexTlEmen : In consequence of my absence from this place, I did not receive

until to-day your polite invitation to be present at the festivities of to-day, and the

municipal dinner to be given to Cyrus W. Field, Esq., and others at the Metropoli-

tan Hotel to-morrow, in commemoration of the laj'ing of the "Atlantic Cable."

To be present, therefore, at the time appointed is a thing impossible. All that I can

do is to express my cordial concurrence with you in according all praise to tlujse

through whose indomitable energy this great work has l)een accomplished.

When, in 1843, ^ modest and retired gentleman, the favored child of .science,

called upon me at the executive mansion, to obtain from me some assurance of mj'

cooperation with him in procuring from Congress a small appropriation to enable

him to test his great invention; and when at an after-day I had the .satisfaction of

]:)lacing my signature in approval of the act making an appropriation of |;3o,cxk) to

enable him to connect Washington with Baltimore l)y his telegraph wire; and when
at a .still later day I had the pleasure, from the ba.sement of the Capitol, to exchange
greetings with the Chief-Justice of the United States, who was at the Baltimore end
of the line, I confess that it had not entered my mind that not only was lightning

to become the messenger of thought over continents of dry lands, but that the same
all pervading agent was to de.scend into the depths of the ocean, far Ijclow tin- habi-

tations of living things, and over tho.se fathomless depths to convey, almost in the

twinkling of an eye, tidings from nation to nation, and continent to continent. To
the great inventor of this, the greatest invention, is due the laurel wreath that can
never wither, and to those that have given it a halntation and a home in the waters

of the great deep all prai.se is due.

With .sentiments of high consideration, I have the honor to Ije, most res])ecU"ully

and truly yours, etc.,

John Tvi,i-;r.

Pre.sident Polk .served from 1845 to 1849. During this ])eri<)d was
organized the Smithsonian Institution, which, though it bears the name
of a private citizen and a foreigner, has been for nearl>' half a centur>-

one of the ]n-incipal rallying points of the .scientific workers of America.

It has also been intimately connected with very man\- of the most impor-

tant scientific undertakings oi the Government.

Many wi.se and enlightened scholars have given to the vSmith.sonian

Institution the best years of their lives, and some of the most eminent

.scientific nu-n of our country have passed their entire lifetime in work
for its .success. Its publications, six luuidred and seventy in nund)er,

which when combined make up over one luuidred dignified \-olumes, are

to be found in every important library in the \vorld, and some of them,

it is ' " *n .say, on the working table of every scientific investigator in

A'ho can read luiglish.
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Through these books, through the reputation of the iiieu who have

worked for it and through it, and through the good accomplished by its

system of international exchange, by means of which within the past

thirty-eight years 1,262,114 packages of books and other scientific and

literary materials have been distributed to every region of the earth, it

has acquired a reputation at least as far-reaching as that of any other

institution of learning in the world.

No one has been able to show wh}- vSmithson selected the Ihiited States

as the seat of his foundation. He had no acquaintances in America, nor

does he appear to have had any books relating to America except two.

Rhees quotes from one of these. Travels through North America, by

Isaac Weld, secretary of the Ro3'al Societ}^, a paragraph concerning

Washington, then a small town of five thousand inha1)itants, in which it

is predicted that "the Federal cit}^, as soon as navigation is perfected,

will increase most rapidly, and that at a future day, if the affairs of the

United States go on as prosperously as they have done, it will become

the grand emporium of the West, and rival in magnitude and splendor

the cities of the old world."

Inspired by a belief in the future greatness of the new nation, realiz-

ing that while the needs of England were well met b}' existing organiza-

tions such as would not be likeh' to spring up for many 3'ears in a new,

poor, and growing country, he founded in the new I^ngland an institu-

tion of learning, the civilizing power of which has been of incalculaljle

value. Who can attempt to say what the condition of the United

States would have been to-day without this bequest?

In the words of John Ouincy Adams:

Of all the foundations of establislinients for pious or charitable vises which ever

signalized the spirit of the age, or the comprehensive beneficence of the founder,

none can l)e named more deserving the appro))ation of mankind.

The most important service by far which the Smithsonian Institution

has rendered to the nation from year to 3'ear since 1846—intangible, but

none the less appreciable—has been its constant cooperation with the

Government, public institutions, and individuals in every enterprise,

scientific or educational, which needed its advice, support, or aid from its

resources.

There have been, however, material results of its activities, the extent

of which can not fail to impress anyone who will look at them; the most

important of these are the library and the musetnn, which have grown

up luider its fostering care.

The library has l^een accunuilatcd without aid from the Treasury of

the United vStates ; it has, in fact, been the result of an extensive system

of exchanges, the pul^lications of the institution having been used to

obtain similar publications from institutions of learning in all parts of

the world.
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In return for its own i)ublications the Institution has received the great

collection of books which form its library'.

This library, consisting of more than a quarter of a million volumes

and parts of volumes, has for over tweut}' years been deposited at the

Capitol as a portion of the Congressional Library-, and is constantly

l)eing increased. In the last fiscal year nineteen thousand titles were

thus added to the national collection of books.

Chiefly through its exchange .system the vSmithsonian had, in 1865,

accumulated about forty thotisand volumes, largel}^ publications of

learned societies, containing the record of the actual progress of the

world in all that pertains to the mental and physical development of the

human family, and affording the means of tracing the history of at lea.st

every branch of positive science since the days of revival of letters until

the present time.

The books, in many cases presents from old European libraries, and

not to be obtained by purchase, formed even then one of the best collec-

tions of the kind in the world.

The danger incurred from the fire of that year, and the fact that the

greater portion of these volinnes, being tuiboinid and crowded into in.suf-

ficient space, could not be readily consulted, while the expen.se to be

incurred for this binding, enlarged room, and other purposes connected

with their use threatened to grow bej'ond the means of the Institution,

appear to have been the moving causes which determined the regents to

accept an arrangement by which Congress was to place the Smithsonian

library with its own in the Capitol, .subject to the right of the Regents

to withdraw the books on paying the charges of binding, etc. Owing
t(j the same causes (which have affected the Library of Congress it.self)

the.se principal conditions, except as regards their custody in a fireproof

building, have never been fulfilled.

The books are still depo.sited chiefly in the Capitol, but though they

ha\-e now increased from 40,000 to ftilly 250,000 volumes and parts of

volumes, forming one of the most valuable collections of the kind in

existence, they not only remain unbound, but in a far more crowded and

inaccessible condition than they were before the transfer. It is hardly

nece.ssar}' to add that these facts arc deplored by no one more than by

the lyibrarian of Congress.

The purchasing power of the publications of the Institution, when
offered in exchange, is far greater than that of money, and its benefit is

exerted chiefly in behalf of the National lyibrary, and also, to a consid-

erable extent, in behalf of the National Mu.seum,

The amount expended during the past forty years from the private

fiind of the Institution in the publication of books for gratuitous distri-

bution has been $350,000, a sum nearly half as great as the original

Smithson bequest.

NAT MUS 97, PT 2 2 1
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These publications have had their influence for good in many ways,

but, in addition to this, a hbrary much more than equal in value to the

outlay has, through their buying power, come into the possession of the

nation.

In addition to all this, a large amount of material has been acquired

for the Museum by direct expenditure from the private fund of the

Smithsonian Institution. The value of the collections thus acquired is

estimated to be more than equal to the whole amount of the Smithsonian

bequest.

The early history of the Museum was much like that of the library.

It was not until 1S58 that it became the authorized depository of the

scientific collections of the Government, and it was not until after 1876

that it was officially recognized as the Natioual Museum of the United

States.

But for the provident forethought of the organizers of the vSmithso-

nian Institution the United States would probably still be without even

a reputable nucleus for a national nuiseum or a scientific library.

For nearly half a century the Institution has been the object of the

watchful care of many of America's most enlightened public men. Vice-

Presidents Fillmore and Dallas, and Roger B. Taney, Salmon P. Chase,

Morrison R. Waite, and Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justices of the United

States, have in succession occupied the Chancellor's chair. George Ban-

croft, John C. Breckinridge, Lewis Cass, Rufus Choate, Samuel S. Cox,

Schuyler Colfax, Garrett Davis, Jefferson Davis, Stephen A. Douglas,

William H. English, Wilham P. Fessenden, James A. Garfield, Hanni-

bal Hamlin, Henry W. Hilliard, George P. Marsh, James M. Mason,

Justin S. Morrill, Robert Dale Owen, James A. Pearce, Wilham C.

Preston, Richard Rush, General W. T. Sherman, Lyman Trumbull, and

William A. Wheeler have been at various times leaders in the delibera-

tions of the Board of Regents.

The representatives of science on the Board, Professor Agassiz, Pro-

fessor Bache, Professor Coppee, Professor Dana, General Delafield, Pro-

fessor P'elton, Professor Gray, Professor McLean, General Meigs, Presi-

dent Porter, General Totten, and Dr. Welling, have usually held office

for long periods of years, and have given to its affairs the most careful

attention and thought.

The relation of the vSmithsonian Institution to the Government has

l)een unique and iniparalleled elsewhere. No one will question the a.sser-

tion that the results of its work have been far wider than those which its

annual reports have ever attempted to show forth.

During the administration of Van Buren and the succeeding ones,

governmental science, stimulated by Bache, Henry, and Maury, scien-

tific administrators of a new and more vigorous type than had been pre-

viously known in Washington, rajndly advanced, and prior to 1861 the

institutions then existing had made material progress.
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Those of more recent s^rowth, such as the Army Medical Museum,

founded in 1S62;' the Bureau of Kducation, founded in 1867;"' the I'ish

Commission, founded in 1870;' the Bureau of I\thnoloti:y, founded in 1879/

although not less important than many of those already discussed, are

so recent in origin that the events connected with their development have

not passed into the domain of history.

The material results of the scientific work of the Government during

the past ten years undoubtedly surpass in extent all that had been accom-

plished during the previous hundred years of the independent existence

of the nation. With this recent })eriod the present paper has n(j concern,

for it has been written from the standpoint of Carlyle, who, in vSartor

Resartus, states his belief that "in every phenomenon the beginning

remains always the most notable moment."

It is nevertheless very encouraging to be assured that the attitude of

our Government toward scientific and educational enterprises is every

3'ear l)ecoming more and more in harmony with the hopes of the founders

of our Republic, and in accord with the views of such men as Washing-

ton, Franklin, Jefferson, John Adams, Madison, Monroe, John Ouincy

Adams, Gallatin, and Rush.

It is also encouraging to know that the national attitude toward science

is the subject of constant approving comment in luirope. Perhaps the

most significant recent utterance was that of vSir I^yon Pla}-fair in his

address before the British Association for the Advancement of vScience,

at the Aberdeen meeting. He said:

On September 14, 1.S59, I sat on tliis ])lalforni and listened to the elocjnenl address

and wise counsel of the Prince Consort. At one time a member of his household,

it was my privilege to cooperate with this illustrious prince in many (jue.stions

relating to the advancement of science. I naturally, therefore, turned to his presi-

dential address to see whether I might not now continue those counsels which he
then gave with all the breadth and comprL-hensivcness of his masterly .speeches. 1

found, as I expected, a text for my own discourse in some iiregnant remarks which
he made vipon the relation of Science to the State. They are as follows: " We may
be justified in hoping . . . that the I^-gislature and the State will more and more
recognize the claims of .science to their attention, so that it may no longer require

the begging-box, but .speak to the State like a favored child to its parent, sure of his

paternal solicitude for its welfare; that the State will recognize in science one of its

elements of .strength and prosperity, to foster which the clearest dictates of .self-

interest demand."
This opinion, in its broadest .sen.se, means tliat the relations of .science to the .State

.should be made more intimate becau.se the advance of .science is needful to the

public weal.

' See J. S. Billings, Medical Mu.seums, with Special Reference to the Army Med-
ical Mu.seum at Wa.shington. President's address, delivered before the Congress of

American Physicians and vSurgeons, vSeptember 20, 18S8.

" See the eighteen annual reports of the Connnissioner of Ivducation.

3vSee G. Brown Goode, The .Status of the United States I'ish Commission in 1884,

etc., Washington, 1884.

-•See the six annual reports of the Bureau, and the Sniith.sonian reports, 1S79-1S88.
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The importance of promoting science as a duty of statecraft was well enough

known to the ancients, especially to the Greeks and Arabs, but it ceased to be recog-

nised in the dark ages, and was lost to sight during the revival of letters in the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries. Germany and France, which are now in such active

competition in promoting science, haveonly publicly acknowledged its national impor-

tance in recent times. Even in the last centur}', though France had its Lavoisier

and Germany its Leibnitz, their Governments did not know the value of science.

When the former was condemned to death in the Reign of Terror, a petition was

presented to the rulers that his life might be spared for a few weeks in order that he

might complete some important experiments, but the reply was, "The Republic has

no need of savants." Earlier in the century the umch-praised FrederickWilliam of

Prussia shouted with a loud voice, during a graduation ceremony in the University

of Frankfort, "An ounce of mother-wit is worth a ton of university wisdom."

Both France and Germany are now ashamed of these utterances of their rulers, and

make energetic efforts to advance science with the aid of their national resources.

More remarkable is it to see a young nation like the United States reserving large tracts

of its national lands for the promotion of scientific education. In some respects this

young country is in advance of all European nations in joining science to its admin-

istrative ofiices. Its scientific publications .... are an example to other Gov-

ernments. The Minister of Agriculture is surrounded -with a staff of botanists and

chemists. The Home Secretary is aided by a special Scientific Commission to inves-

tigate the habits, migrations, and food of fishes, and the latter has at his disposal

two specialh'-constructed steamers of large tonnage.

In the United Kingdom we are just beginning to understand the wisdom of Wash-

ington's farewell address to his countrymen, when he said: "Promote as an object

of primary importance institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge. In pro-

portion as the structure of a government gives force to public opinion, it is essential

that public opinion should be enlightened. '

'

APPENDIX A.

PLAN OF A FEDERAL UNIVERSITY.

[From the Pennsylvania Gazette, 17SS. Quoted in the Massachusetts Centinel, Saturdaj-, Novem-
ber 29, 17S8.]

" Your government cannot be executed. It is too extensive for a republick. It

is contrary to the habits of the people," say the enemies of the Constitution of the

United States. However opposite to the opinions and wishes of a majority of the

citizens of the United vStates these declarations and predictions may be, they will

certainly come to pass, unless the people are prepared for our new form of govern-

ment, by an education adapted to the new and peculiar situation of our countr}-.

—

To effect this great and necessary work, let one of the first acts of the new Congress

be, to establish within the district to be allotted for them, a Federai< university

into which the youth of the United States shall be received after they have finished

their studies, and taken degrees in the -colleges of their respective States. In this

University let those branches of literature only be taught, which are calculated to

prepare our youth for civil and publick life. These branches should be taught by

means of lectures, and the following arts and sciences should be the subject of them:

I. The principles and forms of government, applied in a particular manner to the

explanation of every part of the constitution and laws of the United States, together

with the laws of nature and nations, which last slu)ul(I include everything that relates

to peace, war, treaties, ambassadors, and the like.
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2. History, both ancient and modern, and chronolo.ij^y.

3. Agriculture in all its numerous and extensive branches.

4. The principles and practice of manufactures.

5. The history, princijiles, objects, and channels of connnercc.

6. Those parts of matliematicks which are necessary to the division of property,

to finance, and to the principles and practice of war—for there is too much reason to

fear that war will continue, for some time to come, to be the unchristian mode of

decidin,^- dispi;tes between christian nations.

7. Those parts of natural philosophy and chemistry, which admit of an application

to as^riculture, manufacture, connnerce, and war.

8. Natural history, which includes the history of animals, vegetables, and fossils.

To render instruction in these branches of science easy, it will be necessary to estab-

li.sli a nmseum, as also a garden, in which not only all the shrubs, etc., but all the

forest trees of the I'nited States should be cultivated. The great LinuLtns, of I'psal

enlarged the connnerce of Sweden, by his discoveries in natural history. He once

saved the Swedish navy by finding out the time in which a worm laid its eggs, and

recommending the innnersion of the timber, of which the ships were l)uilt, at that

season wholly under water. So great were the services this illustrious naturalist

rendered his country by the application of his knowledge to agriculture, manufac-

tures, and commerce, that the present King of vSweden pronounced an eulogiuni upon

him from his throne, .soon after his death.

9. Philology, which should include, besides rhetorick and criticism, lectures upon

the construction and pronunciation of the English language. Instruction in this

branch of literature will become the more necessary in America, as our intercourse

must soon cease with the bar, the stage, and the pulpits of Great Britain, from whence

we receive our knowledge of the pronunciation of the English language. Even modern

English books should cease to be the models of stile in the United States. The

present is the age of simplicity in writing in America. The turgid stile of Johnson

—

the purple glare of Gibbon, and even the studied and thickset metaphours of Junius,

are all equally unnatural, and .should not be admitted into our country. The cultiva-

tion and perfection of our language becomes a matter of con.sequence when viewed

in another light. It will probably be spoken by more people in the course of two or

three centuries, than ever spoke any one language at one time since the creation

of the world. When we consider the influence which the prevalence of only Irco

languages, viz, the Ivnglish and the Spanish, in the extensive regions of North and

South America, will have upon manners, commerce, knowledge, and civilization,

scenes of human happiness and glory open before us, which elude from their magni-

tude the utmost grasp of the human understanding.

10. The German and French languages should be taught in this I'niversity. The

many excellent books which are written in both the.sc languages uiK)n all subjects,

more especially upon tho.se which relate to the advancement of national improve-

ments of all kinds, will render a knowledge of them an es.sential part of the educa-

tion of a legislator of the United vStates.

1 1. .-VU those athletick and manly exercises .should likewise be taught in the Uni-

versity, which are calculated to impart health, strength, and elegance to the human

body.

To render the in.struction of our youth as ea.sy and extensive as po.ssible in several

of the above-mentioned branches of literature, let four young men of good education

and active minds be sent abroad aL the publick expense, to collect and tran.smit to the

professors of the said branches all the improvements that are daily made in Europe,

in agriculture, manufactures, and commerce, and in the arts of war and practical

government. This measure is rendered the more necessary from the distance of the

United States from Europe, by which means the rays of knowledge strike the United

States so partially, that they can be Ijrought to a useful focus, only by employing suit-
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able persons to collect and transmit them to our country. It is in this manner that the

northern nations of Europe have imported so much knowledge from their southern

neighbors, that the history of the agriculture, manufactures, commerce, revenues,

and military art of one of these nations will soon be alike applicable to all of them.

Besides sending four young men abroad to collect and transmit knowledge for the

benefit of our country, hvo young men of suitable capacities should be employed at

the publick expense in exploring the vegetable, mineral, and animal productions of

our cotintry, in procuring histories and samples of each of them, and in transmitting

them to the professor of natural history. It is in consequence of the discoveries

made by yoving gentlemen employed for these purposes, that Sweden, Denmark, and

Russia have extended their manufactures and commerce, so as to rival in both the

oldest nations in Europe.

Let the Congress allow a liberal salary to the Principal of this Universit}'. Let it

be his business to govern the students, and to inspire them by his conversation, and

by occasional publick discourses, with federal and patriotick sentiments. Let this

Principal be a man of extensive education, liberal manners, and dignified deportment.

Let the Professors of each of the branches that have been mentioned, have a mod-

erate salary of 150 or 200 pounds a year, and let them depend upon the number of

their pupils to sujDply the deficiency of their maintenance from their salaries. Let

each pupil pay for each course of lectures two or three guineas.

Let the degrees conferred in this University receive a new name, that shall desig-

nate the design of an education for civil and pviblick life. Should this plan of a

federal University, or one like it be adopted, then will begin the golden age of the

United States. While the business of education in Europe, consists in lectures upon

the ruins of Palmyra and the antiquities of Herculaneum; or in dispute about Hebrew

points, Greek particles, or the accent and quantity of the Roman language, the youth

of America will be employed in acquiring those branches of knowledge which increase

the convenience of life, lessen human misery, improve our country, promote popula-

tion, exalt the human imderstanding, and establish domestick, social, and political

happiness.

Let it not be said, "that this is not the ti))ic for such a literary and political estab-

lishment. Let us first restore publick credit, by funding or paying our debts—let

us regulate our militia—let us build a navy—and let us protect and extend our com-

merce. After this, we shall have leisure and money to establish a University for the

])urposes that have been mentioned. '

' This is false reasoning. We shall never restore

publick credit—regulate our militia—build a navy—or revive our commerce, until we
remove the ignorance and prejudices, and change the habits of our citizens, and this

can never be done mitil we inspire them with federal principles, which can only be

effected by our young men meeting and spending two or three years together in a

national University, and afterwards disseminating their knowledge and principles

through every county, town, and village of the United States. Until this is done

—

Senators and Representatives of the United States, you will luidertake to make

bricks without straw. Your supposed union in Congress will be a rope of sand.

The inhabitants of Massachusetts began the business of government by establishing

the University of Cambridge, and the wisest kings in Europe have always found

their literary institutions the surest means of establishing their power, as well as of

promoting the prosperity of their people.

These hints for establishing the Constitution and happiness of the United States

upon a permanent foundation, are submitted to the friends of the federal govern-

ment, in each of the States, by a private citizen oK pennsyi^ania.
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APPENDIX B.

ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, BY BENJAMIN
RUSH, M. D., 1787. '

[Reprinted from Niles's Principles and Acts of the Revolution in America, pp. 234-236.]

There is nothing more conmKMi, than to confound the terms of American Revolu-

tion Avith those of tlie late American 7car. The American war is over: but this is far

from 1)eing the case with the American revolution. On the contrary, nothing but

the first act of the great drama is closed. It remains }et to establish and perfect

our new fomis of government; and to prepare the principles, morals, and manners

of our citizens, for the.se forms of government, after they are established and brotight

to perfection.

The confederation, together with most of our state constitutions, were formed

under very unfavorable circumstances. We had just emerged from a corrupted

monarch}-. Although we understood perfectly the principles of liberty, yet most of

us were ignorant of the forms and combinations of power in republics. Add to this,

the British army was in the heart of our country, .spreading desolation wherever it

went: our resentments, of course, were awakened. We deserted the British name,

and unfortunatel}- reftised to copy .some things in the administration of justice and

power, in the British government, which have made it the admiration and envy of

the world. In otir opposition to monarchy, we forgot that the temple of tyranny has

two doors. We bolted one of them bj^ proper restraints; but we left the other open,

by neglecting to guard against the eflfects of our own ignorance and licentiousness.

]Most of the present diflfictilties of this cotmtry arise from the weakness and other

defects of our governments.

My business at present .shall be only to suggest the defects of the confederation.

These consi.st— ist. In the deficiency of coercive power. 2d. In a defect of exclusive

power to i.ssue paper money and regulate commerce. 3d. Investing the .sovereign

power of the United vStates in a single legislature: and, 4th. In the too frecjuent

rotation of its members.

A convention is to sit .soon for the purpose of devising means of obviating part of

the two first defects that have been mentioned. But I wi.sh thej' may add to their

recommendations to each state, to surrender up to congress their power of emitting

money. In this way, a uniform currency will be produced, that will facilitate trade,

and help to l)ind the states together. Nor will the states be deprived of large .sums

of money by this means, when sudden emergencies require it; for they may always

l)orrow them, as they did dtiring the war, out of the treasury of congress. Even a

loan office may be better instituted in this way, in each state than in any other.

The two la.st defects that have been mentioned, are not of less magnitude than the

first. Indeed, the single legislattire of congress will become more dangerous, from
an increase of jiower, than ever. To remedy this, let the stipreme federal power be
divided, like the legislatures of most of our .states, into two distinct, independent

branches. I^et one of them be .styled the council of the states and the other the

assembly of the states. Let the fir.st con.si.st of a single delegate—and the .second, of

two, three, or four delegates, cho.sen annually by each state. Let the pre.sident

be chosen annually by the joint ballot of both hou.ses; and let him possess certain

])owers, in conjunction with a privy council, especially the power of appointing
mo.st of the officers of the United vStatcs. The officers will not only be better, when
appointed this way, but one of the principal causes of faction will be thereby removed
from congress. I apprehend this division of the power of congress will become more
nece.s.sary, as .soon as they are invested with more ample powers of levying and
expending public money.
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The custom of turning men out of power or office, as soon as they are qualified for

it, has been found to be absurd in practice. Is it virtuous to dismiss a general—

a

physician—or even a domestic, as soon as they have acquired knowledge sufficient to

be useful to us, for the sake of increasing the number of able generals, skillful phy-

sicians—and faithful servants? We do not. Government is a science, and can never

be perfect in America, until we encourage men to devote not only three years, but

their whole lives to it. I believe the principal reason why so many men of abilities

object to serving in congress, is owing to their not thinking it worth while to spend

three years in acquiring a profession, which their country immediately afterwards

forbids them to follow.

There are two errors or prejudices on the subject of government in America, which
lead to the most dangerous consequences.

It is often said, "that the sovereign and all other power is seated /;/ the people."

This idea is unhappily expressed. It should be— '

' all power is derived f)-0)ti the peo-

ple," they possess it only on the days of their elections. After this, it is the prop-

erty of their rulers ; nor can they exercise or resume it, unless it be abu.sed. It is of

importance to circulate this idea, as it leads to order and good government.

The people of America have mistaken the meaning of the word sovereignty: hence
each state pretends to be sovereign. In Europe, it is applied onl)' to those states

which possess the power of making war and peace—of forming treaties, and the like.

As this power belongs only to congress, they are the only sovereign power in the

United States.

We commit a similar mistake in our ideas of the word independent. No individual

state, as such, has any claim to independence. She is independent onlv in a luiion

with her sister states in congress.

To conform the principles, morals, and manners of our citizens, to our republican

forms of government, it is absolutely necessary, that knowledge of every kind should

be disseminated th-ough every part of the United States.

For this purpose, let congress, instead of laying out a half million of dollars, in

building a federal town, appropriate only a fourth of that sum, in founding a federal

university. In this university let everything connected with government, such as

history—the law of nature and nations—the civil war—the nmnicipal laws of our

country—and the principles of commerce—be taught by competent professors. I^et

masters be employed, likewise, to teach gunnery—fortification—and everything con-

nected with defensive and offensive war. Above all, let a professor of, what is called

in the European universities, economy, be established in this federal seminary. His
business should be to unfold the principles and practice of agriculture and manu-
factures of all kind, and to enable him to make his lectures more extensively useful,

congress should support a traveling correspondent for him, who should visit all the

nations of Europe, and transmit to him, from time to time, all the discoveries and
improvements that are made in agriculture and manufactures. To this seminarv,

young men should be encouraged to repair, after completing their academical studies

in the colleges of their respective states. The honors and offices of the United States

should, after a while, be confined to persons who had imbibed federal and republican

ideas in this university.

For the purpose of diffusing knowledge, as well as extending the living principle

of government to every part of the United States—every state—city—county- -vil-

lage—and township in the union should be tied together by means of the post-office.

This is the true nonelectric wire of government. It is the only means of conveying
heat and light to every individual in the federal commonwealth. "Sweden lost her
liberties," .says the abbe Raynal, " because her citizens were .so scattered, that they
had no means of acting in concert with each other." It should be a constant injunc-

tion to the postmasters, to convey newspapers free of all charge for postage. They
are not only the vehicles of knowledge and intelligence, but the sentinels of the

liberties of our country.
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The conduct of some of those strangers, who h;ue visited our country, since the

peace, and who fill the British papers with accounts t)f our distresses, shows as j^reat

a want of s^ood sense, as it does of s^ood nature. They see nothing but the founda-

tions and walls of the temple of liberty; and yet they undertake to judge of the

whole fabric.

Our own citizens act a still more absurd part, when they cry out, after the experi-

ence of three or four years, that we are not proper materials for repu1)lican govern-

ment. Remember, w-e assumed the.se forms of government in a hurry, before we
were prepared for them. lyct every man exert him.self in promoting virtue and

knowledge in our countr\-, and we shall soon become good republicans. I^ook at the

steps by which governments have been changed, or rendered stable in Europe. Read

the history of Great Britain. Her boa.sted government has ri.sen out of wars and

rebellions that lasted above six hundred years. The United States are traveling

peaceably into order and good government. They know no strife—but what arises

from the collision of opinions; and, in three years, they have advanced further in

the road to .stability and happiness, than mo.st of the nations of Kuro])e have done,

in as many centuries.

There is but one path that can lead the United States to destruction; and that is

their extent of territory. It was probable to effect this, that Great Britain ceded to

us so much wa.ste land. But even this path may be avoided. Let but one new .state

be exposed to sale at a time; and let the land office be shut up, till every part of this

new state be settled.

I am extremely sorrj- to find a passion for retirement .so imiversal among the

patriots and heroes of the W'ar. They resemble skillful mariners who, after exert-

ing themselves to preserve a ship from sinking in a storm, in the middle of the ocean,

drop asleep as soon as the weaves subside, and leave the care of their lives and prop-

erty, during the remainder of the voyage, to sailors without knowledge or experience.

Every man in a republic is public property. His time and talents—his youth— his

manhood—his old age—nay more, his life, his all, belong to his country.

Patriotsof 1774, 1775. 1776—heroes of 1778, 1779, 17H0! come forward ! your country

demands your services !—Philo.sophers and friends of mankind, come forward ! your

country demands your .studies and speculations ! Lovers of peace and order, who
declined taking part in the late war, come forward ! your country forgives your

timidity and demands your influence and advice ! Hear her proclaiming, in sighs

and groans, in her governments, in her finances, in her trade, in her manufactures,

in her morals, and in her manners, "THE REVOLUTION IS NOT OVER!"

APPENDIX C.

PROSPECTUS OF A NATIONAL INSTITUTION TO BE ESTABLISHED IN
THE UNITED STATES.

By Joel B.\rlow, iSo6.

[Reprinted from a defective copy of Barlow's pamphlet in the Congressional I<ibrarj', supplemented
by the reprint in the National IiUelligeiicer of iSo6, and a manuscript copy in the possession of

Doctor J. C. AVellinj;.]

The project for erecting a university at the seat of the federal government is

brought forward at a happy moment, and on liberal principles. We may therefore

reasonably hope for an extensive endowment from the munificence of individuals,

as well as from government it.self. This expectation will naturally lead us to enlarge

our ideas on the subject, and to gi\e a greater scope to its practical operation than

has usually been contemplated in institutions of a similar nature.
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Two distinct objects, which, in other countries have been kept asiander, ma}- and
ought to be united; they are both of great national importance; and by being

embraced in the same Institution they will aid each other in their acquisition. These
are the advancement of knowledge by associations of scientific men, and the dissem-

ination of its rudiments by the instruction of youth. The first has been the business

of learned corporations, such as the Royal Society of London and the National Insti-

tute of France; the second is pursued by collections of instructors, under the name
of universities, colleges, academies, etc.

The leading principle of uniting these two branches of improvement in one Insti-

tution, to be extended upon a scale that will render it truly national, requires some
development. We find ourselves in possession of a country so vast as to lead the
mind to anticipate a scene of social intercourse and interest unexampled in the expe-

rience of mankind. This territory presents and will present such a variety of pro-

ductions, natural and artificial, such a diversity of connections abroad, and of manners,
habits, and propensities at home, as will create a strong tendency to diverge and
separate the views of those who shall inhabit the different regions within our limits.

It is most essential to the happiness of the peoi^le and to the preservation of their

republican principles, that this tendency to a separation should be overbalanced by
superior motives to a harmony of sentiment; that they may habitually feel that

community of interest on which their fedf ral system is founded. This desirable

object is to be attained, not only by the operations of the government in its several

departments, but by those of literature, sciences, and arts. The liberal sciences are

in their nature republican; they delight in reciprocal communication; the}- cherish

fraternal feelings, and lead to a freedom of intercourse, coni1:)ined with the restraints

of society, which contribute together to our improvement.

To explore the natural productions of our country, give an enlightened direction

to the labors of industry, explain the advantages of interior tranqiiillit}-, of moderation
and justice in the pursuits of self-interest, and to promote, as far as circumstances

will admit, an assimilation of civil regulations, political principles, and modes of

education, must engage the solicitude of every patriotic citizen; as he nmst perceive

in them the necessary means of securing good morals and every repuljlican virtue; a

wholesome jealousy of right and a clear understanding of duty; witliout which, no
people can be expected to enjoy the one or perform the other for anv numl)er of

years.

The time is fast approaching when the United States, if no foreign disputes should
induce an extraordinary expenditure of money, will be out of debt. From that time
forward, the greater part of their public revenue may, and pro1)ably will, be applied

to public improvements of various kinds; such as facilitating the intercourse through
;ill parts of their dominion by roads, bridges, and canals; such as making more exact

surveys, and forming maps and charts of the interior country, and of the coasts, ba3-s,

and harT)ors, ]>erfecting the system of lights, buoys, and other naiitical aids; such as

encouraging new l^ranches of industry, so far as may be advantageous to the pul)lic,

either by offering premiums for discoveries, or by purchasing from their i)roprietors

such inventions as shall apj^ear to 1)e of immediate and general utility, and rendering

them free to the citizens at large; such as exploring the remaining parts of the wil-

derness of our continent, both within and without our own jurisdiction, and extend-

ing to their savage inhabitants, as far as may be practicable, a taste for civilization,

and the means of knowing the comforts that men are capable of yielding to each
other in the peaceable pursuits of industry, as they are understood in our stage of

society.

To prepare the way for the government to act on these great objects with intelli-

gence, economy, and effect, and to aid its operations when it shall be ready to apply

its funds to that purpose, will occupy in part the attention of that branch of the

Institution composed of men of scientific research; whose labors, it is expected, will
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be ill a great measure gratuitous. It cannot ])e too early, even at this moment, to

direct the researches of science to occupations of this nature. By these means, at the

end of the eleven years, the epoch at which the government may expect to be free

of debt, the way can be prepared to begin with system, and proceed with regularity

in the various details of public iinj)rt)vement; a business which, if the rulers of all

nations did but know it, ought to l)e considered among the first of their duties, one

of the principal objects of their appointment.

The .science of political economy is still in its infancy; as indeed is the whole .sci-

ence of government, if we regard it as founded on principles analogous to the nature

of man, and designed to promote his happiness. As we believe our government to

be founded on these principles, we cannot but perceive an immense field of improve-

ment opening before us; a field in which all the physical as well as the moral .sciences

should lend their aid and unite their operation, to place human .society on such a

footing in this great section of the habitable world, as to secure it against further

convulsions from violence and war. Mankind have a right to expect this exam])le

from us; we alone are in a situation to hold it \ip before them, to connnand their

esteem, and perhaps their imitation. Should we, by a narrowness of views, neglect

the opportunity of realising .so many benefits, we ought to reflect that it never can

occur to us again; nor can we foresee that it will return to any age or nation. We
.should grievously di.sappoint the expectations of all good men in other countries, we
should ourselves regret our error while we live; and if po.sterity did not load us with

the reproaches we slioi;ld merit, it would be because our conduct will have kept them
ignorant of the possibility of obtaining the blessings of which it had deprived them.

It would h<i superfluous, in this Prospectus, to point out the objects merely scien-

tific, that will naturally engage the attention of this branch of the In.stitution. We
are .sen.sible that many of the .sciences, physical as well as moral, are very little

advanced; .some of them, in which we .seem to have made considerable progress, are

yet .so uncertain as to leave it doubtful whether even their fir.st principles do not

remain to be discovered; and in all of them, there is a great deficiency as to the mode
of familiarizing their results, and applying them to the u.seful arts of life, the true

object of all labor and research.

What a range is open in this country for inineralogj- and botany! How many new
arts are to arise, and how far the old ones are to be advanced, by the pursuit of these

two sciencies, it is impo.ssible even to imagine. Chemistry is making a rapid and
useful progress, though we still di.spute about its elements. Our knowledge of

anatomy has laid a necessary and sure foundation for .surgery and medicine ; surgery

indeed is making great proficiency ; but, after three thou.sand years of recorded

experience, how little do we know ()f me<licine! Mechanics and hydraulics are

jirogressing fa.st, and wonderful an- the facilities and comforts we draw from them
;

but while it continues to be necessary to make use of animal force to move heavy
bodies in any direction by land or water, we have a right toanticipate new discoveries.

Could the genius of a Bacon place itself on the high ground of all the .sciences in

their present state of advancement, and marshal them before him in .so great a

couiitr}- as this, and under a government like ours, he wtmld point out their objects,

foretell their .successes, and move them on their march, in a manner that .should ani-

mate their votaries and greatly accelerate their progress.

The mathematics, considered as a .science, may probably be su.sceptible of higher

])owers than it has yet attained ; considered as the handmaid of all the sciences and
all the arts, it doubtless remains to be simplified. Some new processes, and perhaps

new modes of expressing quantities and numbers, may yet be di.scovered, to assist

the mind in climbing the difficult .steps that lead to an elevation so much above our

crude conceptions; an elevation that subjects the material universe, w'ith all its

abstractions of .space and time, to oiir inspection; and ojiens, for their combinations,

.so many useful and satisfying truths.
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Researches in literature, to which may be united those in morals, government, and
laws, are so vague in their nature, and have been so little methodised, as scarcely to

have obtained the name of sciences. No man has denied the importance of these

pursuits; though the English nation, from whom we have borrowed so many useful

things, has not thought proper to give them that consistency and standing among
the objects of laudable ambition, to which they are entitled. Men the most eminent
in these studies have not been members of their learned associations. Locke, Ber-

kely. Pope, Hume, Robertson, Gibbon, Adam Smith, and Blackstone, were never

admitted into the Royal Society. This is doubtless owing to the nature of tneir gov-

ernment
; though the government itself exerts no influence in these elections. The

science of morals connects itself so intimately with the principles of political insti-

tutions, that where it is deemed expedient to keep the latter out of sight, it is not

strange that the former should meet no encouragement.

This polic}' is strikingly exemplified in the history of the French Institute. That
learned and respectable body was incorporated by the national convention in the

year 1795, and took place of all the old academies, which had been previously

abolished. It was composed of three classes, according to the objects to be pursued

by its members. The first was the class for the physical sciences, the second was
the class for the moral and political sciences, the third was for the fine arts. Thus
it went on and made great progress in its several branches, till the j'ear 1803, when
Bonaparte's government assumed that character which rendered the pursuit of moral

and political .science inconvenient to him. He then new modeled the Institute, and
abolished that class. But lest his real object should be perceived, and he be accused

of narrowing the compass of research, he created two new classes in the room of this

;

one for ancient literature, and one for the French language. On the same occasion

an order was issued to all the colleges and great schools in France, suppressing the

professorships of moral and political philosophy.

But in our country, and at this early epoch in the course of republican experiment,

no subjects of research can be more important than those embraced by these branches

of science. Our representative system is new in practice, though some theories of

that sort have been framed by speculative writers ; and partial trials have been made
in the British dominions. But our federal system, combined with democratical

representation is a magnificent stranger upon earth ; a new world of experiment,

bursting with incalculable omens on the view of mankind. It was the result of

circumstances which no man could foresee, and no writer pretended to contemplate.

It represented itself to us from the necessity of the situation we were in ; dreaded at

finst as an evil by many good men in our country, as well as by our friends in

Europe; and it is at this day far from being imderstood, or properly appreciated, by
the generality of those who admire it. Our practice upon it, as far as we have gone,

and the vast regions of our continent that present themselves to its embrace, must
convince the world that it is the greatest improvement in the mechanism of govern-

ment that has ever been discovered, the most consoling to the friends of liberty,

humanity, and peace.

Men who have grown old in the intrigues of ca1)inets, and those who, in the

frenzy of youthf^il ambition, present themselves on the theatre of politics, at the

head of armies, which they cannot live without, are telling us that "no new principle

of government has been discovered for these two tliou.sand years;"' and that all

propo.sals to ameliorate the .sy.stem arc vain ab.stractions, unworthy of sound philos-

oi)hy. They may tell us too that no new principle in mechanics had been discovered

since we came to the knowledge of the lever ; no new principle in war, since we first

found that a man would cease to fight the nu)ment he was killed. Yet we .see in the

' This is asserted in a book written to sujjjjort the present government in I'rance.

I forget the title
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two latter cases thai new coni1)iiiati()ns of ])rinciple have been discovered
; they are

daily now discovered and carried into practice. In these there are no books written

to inform lis we can go no fnrther; no imperial decrees to arrest onr proi^ress.

Why, then, should this be the case in those condnnations of the moral sense of man,
which compose the science of government?

But whether we consider the principles themselves as new, or the combinations

only as new, the fact with respect to our government is this: although the principle

has long since been known that the powers necessarily exercised in the people at

large, and that these powers cannot conveniently be exercised by the people at large,

yet it was not discovered how these powers could be conveniently exercised by a

few delegates, in such a manner as to l)e constantly kept within the reach of the

people at large, so as to be controlled l)y them without a convulsion. Ihit a mode
of doing this has been discovered in latter years, and is now for the first time car-

ried into practice in our country; I do not say in the utmo.st perfection of which
the principle is capable; yet in a manner which greatly contributes, with our other

advantages, to render us the happiest people on earth. Again, although the principle

has long since been known, that good laws faithfully executed within a state,

woidd protect the industry of men, and preserve interior tranquillit}-; yet no method
was discovered which would effectually preserve exterior tranqiullity between state

and .state. Treaties were made, oaths were exacted, the name of God was invoked,

forts, garrisons, and armies were established on their respective frontiers ; all with

the sincere desire, no doubt, of preserving peace. The whole of these precautions

have been constantly found ineffectual. But we at last, and almost by accident,

have discovered a mode of preserving peace among states without am- of the old

precautions; which were alwaj'S found extremely expensive, destructi\e to libertv,

and incapable of securing the object. We have found that states have some interests

that are common and nnitual among themselves; that, so far as these interests go,

the states should not l)e independent; that, without losing anything of their dignity,

but rather increasing it, they can bind themselves together by a federal government,

compo.sed of their own delegates, frequently and freely elected, to whom they can

confide these common interests; and that by giving up to these delegates the exercise

of certain acts of sovereignty, and retaining the rest to themselves, each state puts

it out of its own power to withdraw from the confederation, and out of the power
of the general govermnent to deprive them of the rights they ha\e retained.

If these are not new principles of government, they are at least new combinations

of principles, which require to be developed, stiidied, and understood better than
they have l>een, even by our.selves; but especiall}' by the rising generation, and by
all foreign ob.scrvers who shall study our institutions. Foreigners will thus give us

credit for what we have done, point out to om- attention what we have omitted to

do, and perhaps aid us with their lights, in bringing towards perfection a .sj-stem,

•which may be destined to ameliorate the condition of the liuman race.

It is in this view that moral and political research ought to be regarded as one of

the most important objects of the National Institution, the highest theme of literary

enudation, whether in prose or verse, the constant stinudus to excite the ambition

of youth in the course of education.

What arc called the fine arts, in distinction from what are called the useful, have
been but little cultivated in America. Indeed, few of them have j-et arrived, in

tnodern times, to that degree of splendor which they had acquired among the

ancients. Here we must exanune an opinion, entertained by some persons, that the

encouragement of the fine arts savors too much of luxury, and is unfavorable to

republican principles. It is true, as is alleged, they have usually flourished most
under despotic governments ; but so have corn and cattle. Republican principles

have never been organised or understood, so as to form a government, in anv conn-
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try but our own. It is therefore from theory, rather than example, that we must

reason on this subject. There is no doubt but that the fine arts, both in those who
cultivate and those who only admire them, open and expand the mind to great ideas.

They inspire liberal feelings, create a harmony of temper, favorable to a sense of

justice and a habit of moderation in our social intercourse. By increasing the circle

of our pleasures, they moderate the intensit}' with which pleasures, not dependent on

them, woiild be pursued. In proportion as they multiply our wants, they stimulate

our industry, they diversify the objects of our ambition, they furnish new motives

for a constant activity of mind and body, highly favorable to the health of both.

The encouragement of a taste for elegant luxuries discourages the relish for lux-

uries that are gross and sensvial, debilitating to the body, and demoralising to the

mind. These last, it must be acknowledged, are prevailing in our country ; they are

perhaps the natural growth of domestic affiuence and civil liberty. The govern-

ment, however mild and paternal, cannot check them by any direct application of its

powers, without improper encroachments on the liberty and affluence, that give them
birth. But a taste for the elegant enjoyments which spring from theculture of the fine

arts, excites passions not so irresistible, but that they are easily kept within the limits,

which the means of each individual will prescribe. It is the friend of morals and of

health ; it supposes a certain degree of information ; it necessitates liberal instruc-

tion ; it cannot but be favorable to republican manners, principles, and discipline.

A taste for these arts is peculiarly desirable in those parts of our country, at the

southward and westward, where the earth yields her rich productions with little

labor, and leaves to the cultivator considerable vacancies of time and superfluities of

wealth, which otherwise will, in all probability, be Avorse employed. The arts of

drawing, painting, statuary, engraving, music, poetry, ornamental architecture, and

ornamental gardening, would employ a portion of the surplus time and money of our

citizens; and at the same time be more likely to dispose their minds to devote another

portion to charitable and patriotic purposes, than if the first portion had not been

thus employed.

In England there is a Royal Academy for the fine arts, as well as a Royal Society

for the sciences ; though men of merit in other learned labors are not associated.

In France the two classes of eminent men who pursue the sciences and the arts, are

united in the National Institute. Besides those, and besides the colleges and univer-

sities, there exists in each of those countries a variety of institutions useful in their

different objects, and highly conducive to the general mass of puljlic improvement,

as well as to private instruction.

The French Government supports,

1. The School of Mines ^ an extensive establi.shment ; where is preserved a collec-

tion of specimens from all the mines, wrought and vmwrought, that are known to

exist in that country ; where, with the free use of a laboratory, lectures are given

gratis one day in the week for nine months in the year, and where young men receive

what is called a mineralogical ecUication. At this place the proprietor of a mine,

whether of metals, coals, or other valuable fossils, may have them examined without

expense ; and here he can appl}' for an able and scientific artist, rcconnnended by the

j)rofcssors, to 1)e the conductor of his works, as well in the engineering as the metallur-

gical branch.

2. The School of Roads and Brid<^es ; whose title ought to extend likewise to

canals, river navigation, and hydraulic architecture; since it embraces all these

objects. Here are preserved models and drawings of all the great works, and many
of the abortive attempts, in these branches of business. It is a curious and aiseful

collection. This establishment, too, maintains its professors, who give lectures

gratis, and produce among their pupils the ablest draftsmen and civil engineers,

ready to be emi)loyed where the pu])lic service or private enterprise may require.
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3. The Conservatory of ^Irts; meaning the useful arts and trades. This, in

appearance, is a vast Babel of materials; consisting of tools, models, and entire

machines, ancient and modern, good and bad. For it is often useful to preserve for

inspection a bad machine. The professor explains the reason why it did not answer

the purpose; and this either prevents another penson from spending his time and

money in pursuit of the same impracticable scheme, or it may lead his mind to some
ingenious invention to remedy the defect and make it a u.seful object. Here is a

professor for explaining the use of the machines, and for aiding the minister in dis-

charging the duties of the patent office. Here likewise several trades are carried on,

and persons are taught gratis the use of the tools by practice as well as by lectures.

4. The MuscHUi of Natural History. This consists of a botanical garden, an

extensive menagery, or collection of wild animals, and large cabinets of minerals.

To this institution are attached several professorships; and lectures are given on

every branch of natural history.

5. The iMiiseiiin of Arts; meaning the fine arts. This is the school for painting,

statuary, music, etc. The great splendor of this establishment consists chiefly in

its vast gallery of pictures, and its awful synod of statues. These are as far beyond

description as they are above comparison. vSince, to the collections of the kings of

France, the government has added .so many of the best productions of Italy, Flan-

ders, and Holland, there is no other assemblage of the works of art where students

can be so well accommodated with variety and excellence, to excite their enudation

and form their taste.

6. The National Library. This collection is likewise unparalleled both for the

number and variety of works it contains; having about five hundred thousand vol-

umes, in print and manuscript; besides all of value that is extant in maps, charts,

engravings; and a nuiseum of coins, medals, and inscriptions, ancient and modern.

8. Tlic JSIint; which is a scientific, as well as a laboratorial establishment; where

lectures are given in mineralogy, metallurgy, and chemistry.

9. Tlie Military School, where field engineering, fortification, gunnery, attack

and defence of places, and the branches of mathematics, necessar}' to these .sciences,

are taught by experienced masters.

10. The Prytaiieiiiii ; which is an excellent school of general science, more espe-

cially military and nautical; but it is exclusively devoted to what are called eiifaiis

dc la patrie, children of the country, or boys adopted by the government, and idu-

cated at the public expense. They are generally those whose fathers have died

in the public service. But this distinction is often conferred on others, through

particular favor. The .school is supplied with able instructors; and the pupils are

very numerous. They are taught to consider themselves entirely devoted to the

service of their country, as is indicated both by their own ajjpellation and that of

their seminary.

11. The College of France retains all its ancient advantages, and has been

improved by the revolution.

12. llie School of ]\Iediciiu\ united with anatomy and surgery, is in able hands,

and well conducted.

13. The Veterinary School; where practical and scientific lessons are given on

tlie constitution and di.seases of animals.

14. The Observatory is an appellation still retained 1)y an eminent school of

astronomy; though its importance has grown far bej^ond what is indicated by its

name. It publishes the annual work called la connaissance dcs tcnis; a work not

only of national, but of univer.sal utility for navigators and astronomers.

15. Another institution, whose functions have outgrown its name, is the Bureau

of Longitude. It not only offers premiums for discoveries, tending to the great

o1)ject of finding an easy method of ascertaining the longitude at sea, and judges of
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their merit; but it is the encourager and depositary of all nautical and geographical

discoveries; and, in conjunction with the school of astronomy and that of natural

history, it directs and superintends such voyages of discovery as the government
chooses to undertake.

1 6. The last public establishment for liberal instruction, that I shall mention in

the capital, though not the only remaining one that might be named, is the Poly-

technic Schojol. This, for the variety of sciences taught, the degree of previous

attainment necessary for admission, the eminent talents of the professors, and the

high state of erudition to which the pupils are carried, is doubtless the first institu-

tion in the world.

The Prytaneum, the Polytechnic vSchool, the Museum of Arts, the Conservatory of

Arts, and the Veterinary vSchool, are new institutions, established during the revolu.

tion. The others existed before; but most of them have been much improved'

There were likewise erected during the same period, a great number of provincial

colleges. The general provision was to have one in each county, or department, of

which there are upwards of a hundred in France. The provision likewise extended

to what are called primary schools, to be erected and multiplied in every town and
village. This is also executed in part, but not completely.

On the whole, the business of education in France is on a much better footing at

present than it ever was before the revolution. The clamor that was raised by the

emigrants against the convention, reproaching them with having destroyed educa-

tion, were unfounded; and, we may almost say, the reverse of truth. Their plans

on this subject were great, and in general good; much good, indeed, has grown out

of them; though they have not been pursued by the government during its subse-

quent changes, in the manner contemplated by the projectors.

Besides the public foundations, established and partly supported by the govern-

ment, there is a variety of private associations for collecting and diffusing informa-

tion; such as agricultural societies, a society for the encouragement of arts and
manufactures; and another which, though neither scientific nor literar}-, is a great

encourager of literature. It is a charitable fund for giving relief to indigent authors,

and to their widows and orphans.

The Lyceum of Arts, as a private society, merits a distinguished place in this

hasty review of the liberal establishments in Paris. This foundation belongs to a

number of proprietors, who draw no other advantage from it than the right of

attending the lectures, and of vising the laboratory, reading rooms, library, and
philosophical apparatus. It emploj-s able professors in all the sciences, in tech-

nology, in literature, and in several modern languages. It admits annual subscrib-

ers, who enjoy the.se advantages during the year; and it is particularly useful to

strangers and to yoving men from the provinces, who might otherwise eniplov their

leisure hours in less profitable amusements.

If, in speaking of the state of public instruction in England, we are less particu-

lar than in those of her neighbors, it will not be for want of respect for her institu-

tions; but because most of them are better known in this countr}-, and some of them
similar to those we have described. Her universities and colleges, her numerous
agricultural societies, her society of arts and manufactures, her royal society, royal

academy, ro3'al observatory, British museum, marine and military academies, her

society for exploring the interior of Africa, her missionary society, and her board of

longitude, are jirobably familiar to most of the readers of this Prospectus. We shall

particularise only two or three others; which, being of recent date, are probably less

known.
The Literary Fund, for the relief of indigent authors and their families, is an

institution of extensive and increasing beneficence. It is not merely a charitable,

but a patriotic endowment; and its influence must extend to other nations, and to

posterity. For an author of merit belongs to the world at large ; his genius is not
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the property of one age or nation, but the general heritage of all. When a fund

like this is administered by men of discernment and fidelity, worthy of their trust,

as the one in question certainly is, lending its aid to all proper objects, without

regard to party or system, whether in politics, science, or religion, it gives inde-

I)endence to literary pursuits. Men who are fostered by it, or feel a confidence that

they may, in case of need, partake of its munificence, become bold in the develop-

ment of useful truths; they are not discouraged by the dread of opposing the

t)pinioiis of vulgar minds, whether among members of the government, or powerful

individuals.

This generous and energetic establishment owes it foundation to David Williams;

whose luminous writings, as well as other labors, in favor of liberty and morals, are

well known in this country. It was a new attempt to utilize the gifts of fortune, and

the eflforts of timid merit. It was not till after many years of exertion by its patri-

otic founder, that the institution assumed a vigorous existence, became rich by the

donations of the opident, and jiopular from the patronage of the first names in the

kingdom. It was from this fund that the one of a similar nature in Paris was copied;

but the latter is hitherto far inferior to the former, both in its endowments and its

activity.

On the other hand, the Royal Institution and the London Institution have been

copied from the Lyceum in Paris. But in these instances the copies have already

equaled, if not surpassed, the original.

We have traced this rapid sketch of what is doing for the advancement of liberal

knowledge and public improvements in other countries, for the sake of grouping the

whole in one general view; that we may compare their establishments with our situ-

ation, our wants, our means, and our prospects; reject what is unsuitable to us, adopt

such as would be \iseful, and organize them as shall be advantageous in our National

Institution.

It is proposed, as already observed, that this Institution should combine the two

great objects, researcti and instruction. It is expected from every member that he

will employ his talents gratuitouslj' in contributing to Wxo: first of these objects. The

second will be the special occupation of a branch of the In.stitution, to be styled the

Professorate. And, as it is expected from the members of this branch, that they

devote their time as well as talents to the labor of instruction, they will receive a

suitable compensation, to be fixed by the board of trustees.

The members of the National In.stitution .shall be elected from citizens of the

United vStates, eminent in any of the liberal sciences, whether physical, moral, politi-

cal, or economical ; in literature, arts, agriculture; in mechanical, nautical, or geo-

graphical discoveries. The number of members shall at no time exceed the decuple

of the number of states, composing the confederation of the United States. Rut in

addition to these, it may elect honorary members abroad, not exceeding in number

one-half of that of its members. And it may likewi.se elect corresponding members

within the United States, or elsewhere, not exceeding the last-mentioned proportion.

The members of the Institution may divide them.selves into .several sections, for

their more convenient deliberations on the objects of their several pursuits, not

exceeding five sections. ICacli .section .shall keep a register of its proceedings. It

shall be the duty of each section to nominate candidate.'} for members of the In.sti-

tution, suitable for such section. Which nomination, if there be vacancies, shall

entitle such candidates to be balloted for at the general meetings.

There shall be a Chancellor of the National In.stitution; whose duty it shall be to

superintend its general concerns. He shall, in the fir.st instance, be appointed by

the President of the United States; and hold his ofiice during the pleasure of the

Institution. He shall pre.side in its general meetings; direct the order of its deliber-

ations, and sign the diplomas of its members. He shall be president of the board

of trustees; and, in consequence of their appropriations, order the payment of
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monies, and otherwise carry into execution their ordinances and resohitions. He
shall be director of the Professorate ; order the courses of lectures and other modes
of instruction and objects of study ; confer degrees in the central universit}' ; appoint

examiners, either at the district colleges or at the central university, for the admis-

sion of students into the latter; fill vacancies in the Professorate, until the next

meeting of the board of trustees; and he shall have power to suspend from office a

professor, until the time of such meeting. He shall instruct and direct in their mis-

sion, such traveling professors as the board of trustees shall employ, for the objects

of science, in our own country or abroad.

The board of trustees shall consist of fifteen members; they shall be first appointed

by the President of the United States, and hold their office during the pleasure of

the Institution. They shall give bonds with surety for the faithful execution of

their trust. They and the chancellor are, of course, members of the Institution. As
soon as convenient after their appointment, they are to assemble at the seat of gov-

ernment, elect by ballot fifteen additional members of the Institution, appoint three

professors, and transact such other business as they may think proper. But no more
than the second fifteen members of the Institution shall be elected, until the last

Wednesday in November next. On which day a general meeting of the Institution

shall be held at the seat of government; and the members then present may proceed

to elect fifteen additional members. Two months after which, another election of

fifteen members may take place; but no more until the November then next. Thus
tliey may proceed to hold two elections in each year, of fifteen members each, if they

think proper, till the whole number allowed by law shall be elected. The Institu-

tion will fill its own vacancies, and those in the board of trustees, appoint its treas-

urer and secretaries and, on all occasions after the first, elect the chancellor.

The chancellor and board of trustees shall have the sole management of the funds

of the Institution, whether in lands or movables; they shall organize the Professorate,

appoint the professors and other masters and teachers; assign them their compensa-

tions, and remove them at pleasure. They shall establish a central university at or

near the seat of government, and such other universities, colleges, and schools of

education, as the funds of the Institution will enable them to do, whether in the city

of Washington, or in other parts of the United States; and make the necessary regu-

lations for the government and discipline of the same. They may likewise establish

printing presses for the use of the Institution, laboratories, libraries, and apparatus

for the sciences and the arts; and gardens for botany and agricultural experiments.

Thus organized, and with proper endowments, the National Institution will be able

to expand itself to a large breadth of public utility. It will, by its correspondence,

its various establishments, its premiums, its gratuities, and other encouragements,

excite a scrupulous attention to the duties of education in every part of the United

States. By printing school books in the vast quantities that are wanted, and .selling

them at prime cost, it will furnish them at one-third of the price usually demanded

;

and by an able selection or composition of such as are best adapted to the purpose, it

will give a uniformity to the moral sentiment, a republican energ}- to the character,

a liberal cast to the mind and manners of the rising and following generations.

None will deny that these things are peculiarly essential to the people of this coun-

try; for the preservation of their republican principles, and especially of their federal

system.

Add to this the advantages that the government will draw, in its projected plans of

public improvement, from this facility of concentrating the rays of science upon the

most useful objects ; from directing the researches of so many of the ablest men in

the country to the best modes of increasing its productions and its happiness ; from

having a greater choice of young and well-taught engineers, civil and military; as

well as mechanicians, architects, geologists; and men versed in the mathematical

sciences and political economy.
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Attached to the university iu Washington, and inider the direction of the Institu-

tion, might be the best position for the military academy, now at West Point; as

likewise for the naval academy and for the mint of the United States. The patent

ofllce is now an embarrassing appendage to the department of state. It might

occupy very usefully one of the professors of this universit}-. The machines and

models belonging to it would be useful ornaments in a lecture room, where mechanics,

hydraulics, and other branches of natural philosophy are taught. Such professor

might be the proper person to examine the applications for patents, and report upon

their merits; the chancellor might grant the patents. It might likewise be advan-

tageous, that the trustees, when the state of their funds will permit, should purchase

from their proprietors such inventions as, in their opinion, might be of innnediate and

general use ; and perhaps the chancellor might be authorized to refuse patents for

impracticable things, and expose to public view such imposters as sometimes apply

for them, with the intention of imposing upon the credulous, by selling their fallacious

privileges either iu whole or in part.

The geographical and mineralogical archives of the nation might be better placed

in this university than elsewhere. Being confided to professors, they might draw

advantages from them in the course of their instructions. Thus the Institution might

become a general depositary of the results of scientific research ; of experiments in

art,' manufactures, and husbandry; and of discoveries by voyages and travels. In

short, no rudiment of knowledge should be below its attention, no height of

improvement above its ambition, no corner of our empire beyond its vigilant activity

for collecting and diffusing information.

It is hoped that the legislature, as well as our opulent citizens, will assist in making

a liberal endowment for so great an object, and as soon as circumstances will admit;

as too much time has already been lost since the government has taken its definitive

stand, in so advantageous a position for the development of this part of our national

resources.

Appendix.

Such is the outline of a S5'stem of Public Instruction, that wotild seem to promise

the greatest benefits. And, although under present circmnstances, it is doubtless too

extensive to be carried into immediate practice in all its parts; yet there are strong

reasons to wish that its general basis may be preserved entire, in the law for incor-

porating the Institution; and that such law may be enacted during the present session

of Congress. Believing that no possible disadvantage could arise from adopting

both of the.se propositions, we will endeavor to elucidate the advantages by a few

additional observations.

1. As we must solicit donations from individual citizens, and depend principally

on them for its endowment, we ought to have a basis on which they can repose their

confidence. This can only be done by a board of trustees, .standing on the ground

of a corporation; whose object is clearly defined; and which is composed of men of

known character and re.sponsibilitj', anxious themselves to promote the object, and

])ledged in honor and reputation for its ultimate success.

2. The present appears to be a more favorable moment for an establishment of this

kind, and especially for obtaining donations, than can be expected to arrive hereafter.

A general opinion now prevails, that education has been too much and too long neg-

lected in most parts of our country ; and this opinion is happily accompanied by a

liberal spirit on the subject; a spirit worthy of the age and country in which we live,

and of the government that conducts our affairs. It is a patriotic spirit, that only

requires to be directed; but if not directed, may soon be lost. The opinions and dis-

positions of men are changeable. The race of patriarchs who framed our political

systems, and are peculiarly solicitous to ensure their permanent support, are pas.sing

off the stage of public life. Children are growing up, to take the legacy we are
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Ijequeathing them, insensible of its value, and ignorant of the means by which it can

1)e preserved. It will seem as if we had labored in vain, if we leave our work but

half accomplished. And surely the task of preserving liberty, if not as bold, is at

least as difficult, as that of acquiring it.

To acquire liberty, comparativeh' speaking, is the work of few ;
to preserve it is the

sober and watchful business of all. In the first operation, a group of well-informed,

enthusiastic, and patriotic leaders, step forward to the field of danger, impress their

own energy on the nmltitude of followers; who cannot go wrong, because the object

is palpable, and clearly understood ; but in the second, the impetuosity of enthusiasm

is no longer the weapon to be used; the mass of the people are masters; they must

be instructed in their work; and they may justly say, that when their leaders taught

them how to gain their liberty, they contracted the obligation to teach them how to

use it.

3. The Institution, though established on the broad foundation we here propose,

will begin upon a small scale; no larger than its means will render convenient. And

the magnitude of the perspective will not discourage its infant exertions, but rather

increase them. Its expenditures will not be greater at the beginning than they

would be if it were always to be confined to the narrow compass in which it will

move at first. It will immediately open a few schools at Washington, where they are

much wanted. It may soon begin to receive donations for this and other objects;

and by its correspondence, it will be learning the wants of the different districts of the

United States, and directing its enquiries how to supply them.

4. It is believed that several men of science, without any compensation, Init the

pleasure of being useful, may be engaged to give courses of lectures during the next

winter, on .some of the higher branches of knowledge; such as chemistry, mathemat-

ics, natural and moral philosophy, political economy, medicine, and jurisprudence:

that it mjy no longer be .said of the capital of the United vStates, that it offers no

attractions as a winter residence to strangers or citizens ; no amusements but .such as

are monotonous, and unimproving ; nothing to variegate the scene and enliven the

labors of those whom the confidence of their country has called to this place, to man-

age her great concerns. A few courses of lectures on these subjects, annoimced in

the public papers, to be delivered next winter, would draw to this place many young

men from the different states; who, being at a loss for the means of finishing their

education, are often driven to Europe for that purpose. This would be a beginning

for the university, and lead to its interior organisation. It would help to bring the

Institixtion into notice, be the means of augmenting its endowments, and enable the

trustees to devi.se measures for some of their buildings.

5. It ought not to be forgotten that a central Institution of this kind in the

United States would not only remove the disadvantages that our 3'oung men now

experience, in being obliged to obtain a European education; but it would federalize,

as well as republicanise their education at home. Coming together from all parts of

the union, at an age, when impressions on the mind are not easily effaced, the bent

of intellect will attain a .similarity in all, diversified only by what nature had done

before; their moral characters would be ca.st in a kindred mould; they would form

friendships, which their .subsequent pursuits in life would never destroy. This

would greatly tend to .strengthen the political union of the states, a union which,

though founded on permanent interest, can only be supported by a permanent sen.se

of that interest. In addition to the other advantages of .study, we ought to notice

the great political school that will be open to the .student, during the sessions of Con-

gress ; the school of jurisprudence in the federal courts ; the constant examples of

enlarged ideas, and paternal solicitude for the national welfare, which he will see in

the several departments of the executive government.

When the men, who shall have finished their education in this central .seat, .shall

return to it in maturer life, clothed with the confidence of their fellow citizens, to

assist in the councils of the nation, the scene will enliven the liberal impressions of
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youth, combined with the cautious that experience will have taught. They will

])ring from home the feelings and interests of their own districts; and they will

mingle them here with thos;i of the nation. From such men the Institution may
perceive the good it may have done; and from them it will learn what new openings

may be found in the different .states, for the extension of its benefits.

W.VSHIXGTON, 2.jth January, 1S06.

APPENDIX D.

THE MORRILL ACT.t

AN ACT (loiu'itiiiK Public T.ands to the several States iuul Territories which may provide ColIeKes

for the Benefit of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.

Be it enacted by tlie Senate and House of /^Representatives of the United States of

Aiuerica in Congress assei/it>ted, That there be granted to the .several States, for the

purposes hereinafter mentioned, an amount of public land, to be apportioned to each

State a quantity equal to thirty thou.sand acres for each senator and representative

in Congress to which the States are respectively entitled b}- the apportionment inider

the cen.sus of eighteen hundred and sixt\' : Provided, That no mineral lands shall be

selected or purcha.sed under the provisions of this act.

Sec. 2. And he itfurther enacted. That the land aforesaid, after being surveyed,

shall be apportioned to the several vStates in .sections or .subdivisions of .sections, not

less than one-qtiarter of a section ; and whenever there are public lands in a State

subject to sale at private entry at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, the

qttantity to which said State shall be entitled shall be selected from such lands within

the limits of such State, and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed to issue to

each of the States in which there is not the quantity of public lands subject to sale at

private entry at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, to which said State may
be entitled under the provisions of this act, land .scrip to the amount in acres for

the deficiency of its distributive share : .said .scrip to be sold by said States and the

l)roceeds thereof applied to the u.ses and purposes prescribed in this act, and for no

other use or purpose what.soever : Provided, That in no case .shall any State to which
land scrip may thus be issued be allowed to locate the .same within the limits of any
other vState, or of any Territory of the United States, but their assignees may thus

locate .said land scrip upon any of the unappropriated lands of the United States

subject to .sale at private entry at one dollar and twenty-five cents, or less, per acre

:

^1nd provided
,
further , That not more than one million acres .shall be located by such

assignees in any one of the States: ^Ind provided, further. That no such location

shall be made before one year from the passage (jf this act.

SiiC. 3. And he itfurther enacted. That all the expenses of management, superin-

tendence, and taxes from date of selection of said lands, previous to their sales, and
all expenses incurred in the management and disbursement of the moneys which may
be received therefrom, shall be paid by the States to which they may belong, otit of

the treasury of said States, .so that the entire proceeds of the sale of said lands shall

be applied without any diminution whatever to the purpo.ses hereinafter mentioned.

Si'X". 4. And be itfurther enacted. That all moneys derived from the sale of the

lands aforesaid by the States to which the lands are apportioned, and from the .sales

of land scrip hereinbefore provided for, shall be invested in stocks of the United

States, or of the States, or some other safe stocks yielding not less than five per

centum upon the par value of said stocks; and that the moneys .so invested shall

constitute a perpetual fund, the capital of which shall remain forever luidiminished,

(except so far as may be provided in .section fifth of this act,) and the interest of

'Introduced in the Hou.se of Representatives by the Hon. Justin S. Morrill, of

Vermont, and aj^proved by Tresident Ivincoln, July 2, 1862.
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which shall be inviolably appropriated, by each State which may take and claim the

benefit of this act, to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one col-

lege where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical

studies, and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are

related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the legislatures of

the States may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical

education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life.

Sec. 5. And be it further enacted. That the grant of land and land scrip hereby

aiithorized shall be made on the following conditions, to which, as well as to the

provisions hereinbefore contained, the previous assent of the several States shall be

signified by legislative acts :

First. If any portion of the fund invested, as provided by the foregoing section, or

any portion of the interest thereon, shall, by an}^ action or contingency be diminished

or lost, it shall be replaced by the State to which it belongs, so that the capital of the

fund shall remain forever undiminished; and the annual interest shall be regularly

applied without diminution to the purposes mentioned in the fourth section of this

act, except that a sum, not exceeding ten per centum upon the amount received by

any State under the provisions of this act, may be expended for the purchase of lands

for sites or experimental farms, whenever authorized by the respective legislatures

of said States.

Second. No portion of said fund, nor the interest thereon, shall be applied, directly

or indirectly, under any pretence whatever, to the purchase, erection, preservation,

or repair of any building or buildings.

Third. Any State which may take and claim the benefit of the provisions of this

act shall provide, within five years, at least not less than one college, as described in

the fourth section of this act, or the grant to such State shall cease ; and said State

shall be bound to pay the United States the amount received of any lands previously

sold, and that the title to purchasers under the State shall be valid.

Fourth. An annual report shall be made regarding the progress of each college,

recording any improvements and experiments made, with their costs and results, and

such other matters, including vState industrial and economical statistics, as may be

supposed useful ; one copy of which shall be transmitted by mail free, by each, to all

the other colleges which may be endowed under the jirovisions of this act, and also

one copy to the Secretary of the Interior.

Fifth. When lands shall be selected from those which have been raised to double

the minimum price, in consequence of railroad grants, they shall be computed to the

vStates at the maximum price, and the number of acres proportionally diminished.

Sixth. No State while in a condition of rebellion or insurrection against the gov-

ernment of the United States shall be entitled to the benefit of this act.

Seventh. No State shall be entitled to the benefits of this act unless it .shall express

its accej)tance thereof by its legislature within two years from the date of its approval

by the President.

SiCC. 6. And be itfurther enacted. That land scrip issued under the provisions of

this act shall not be subject to location until after the first day of January, one thou-

sand eight hundred and sixty-three.

SivC. 7. And be it further enacted. That the land officers .shall receive the same

fees for locating land scrip issued inider the provisions of this act as is now allowed

for the location of military bounty land warrants under existing laws: Provided,

Their maximum compen.sation shall not be thereby increased.

vSi%c. 8. And be it further enacted, That the Governors of the several States to

which scrip shall be is.sued under this act shall be required to report annually to

Congress all sales made of such scrip until the whole shall be disposed of, the amount

received for the same, and what appropriation has been made of the proceeds.

A])proved, July 2, 1S62.
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THE HATCH ACT.'

[Forty-ninth Conjjress, second session, chapter 31.1, Statutes of tlic United States, Vol. XXIV,
pafie 440.]

AN ACT to establish agricultural experiment stations in connection with tlic colleges established

in the several States under the provisions of an act approved July second, eighteen hundred and
si.vty-two, and of the acts supplementary thereto.

/>V it enacted by tJie Senate and House of Representatives of ttic United Slates of
ylnierica in Conj^ress assembted , That in order to aid in acquiring and diffusing

among the people of the United States useful and practical information on subjects

connected with agriculture, and to promote scientific investigation and experiment

respecting the principles and applications of agricultural science, there shall l)e

establi.shed, under direction of the college or colleges or agricultural department of

colleges in each State or Territory established, or which may hereafter be established,

in accordance with the provisions of an act approved Jttly second, eighteen htmdred

and sixty-two, entitled "An act donating ptiblic lands to the several States and Ter-

ritories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic

arts," or any of the supplements to said act, a department to 1)e known and desig-

nated as an "agricultural experiment station:" Provided, That in any vState or Ter-

ritory in which two such colleges have been or may be so established the appropria-

tion hereinafter made to stich vState or Territory shall 1)e equally divided between

such colleges, vinless the legislature of such State or Territory shall otherwise direct.

vSkc. 2. That it shall be the object and duty of said experiment .stations to conduct

original researches or verify experiments on the physiology of plants and animals;

the di.seases to which they are severally subject, with the remedies for the .same;

the chemical composition of useftil plants at their different .stages of growth; the

comparative advantages of rotative cropping as ptir.stied under a varying series of

crops; the capacity of new plants or trees for acclimation; the analysis of .soils and

water; the chemical composition of mantires, natural or artificial, with experiments

designed to test their comparative effects on crops of different kinds; the adaptation

and value of gra.sses and forage plants; tht^ composition and digestibility of the dif-

ferent kinds of food for domestic animals; the scientific and economic questions

involved in the production of butter and cheese; and such other researches or experi-

ments l)earing directly on the agricultural industry of the United States as may in

each ca.se be deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying conditions and

needs of the respective States or Territories.

vSkc. 3. That in order to secure, as far as practicable, uniformity of methods and

re.stilts in the w'ork of said stations, it .shall be the dtity of the United States Com-
missioner of Agriculture to furnish forms, as far as practicable, for the tabulation of

results of investigation or ex])eriments; to indicate, from time to time, such lines of

iiKjuiry as to him .shall .seem mo.st important; and, in general, to furni.sh .such advice

and assistance as will best promote the purposes of this act. It shall be the duty of

each of said stations, annually, on or before the finst day of February, to make to the

governor of the State or Territory in which it is located a full and detailed report of

it.i operations, including a .statement of receipts and expendittires, a copy of which
report shall be .sent to each of said stations, to the said Commi.ssioner of Agricidtm-c,

and to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States.

Skc. 4. That bulletins or reports of progress shall be publi.shed at .said .stations at

least once in three months, one copy of which shall be .sent to each newspaper in the

States or Territories in which they are respectively located, and to such individuals

actually engaged in farming as may request the same, and as far as the means of the

' Introduced in the House of Representatives in iSS5by thelTon. William H. Hatch
of Missoiu'i, and approved ])y President Cleveland, I\Iarch 2, 1S87.
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station will permit. Such bulletins or reports and the annual reports of said stations

shall be transmitted in the mails of the United States free of charge for postage,

under such regulations as the Postmaster-General may from time to time prescribe.

Sec. 5. That for the purpose of paying the necessary expenses of conducting inves-

tigations and experiments and printing and distributing the results as hereinbefore

prescribed, the sum of fifteen thousand dollars per annum is hereby appropriated to

each State, to be specially provided for by Congress in the appropriations from year

to year, and to each Territory entitled under the provisions of section eight of this

act, out of any money in the Treasury proceeding from the sales of public lands, to

be paid in equal quarterly payments, on the first day of January, April, July, and
October in each year, to the treasurer or other officer duly appointed by the govern-

ing boards of said colleges to receive the same, the first payment to be made on the

first day of October, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven: Provided^ hoivcver. That
out of the first annual appropriation so received by any station an amount not exceed-

ing one-fifth may be expended in the erection, enlargement, or repair of a building

or buildings necessary for carrying on the work of such station; and thereafter an

amount not exceeding five per centum of such annual appropriation may be so

expended.

Sec. 6. That whenever it shall appear to the Secretary of the Treasury from the

annual statement of receipts and expenditures of any of said stations that a portion

of the preceding annual appropriation remains unexpended, such amount shall be

deducted from the next succeeding annual appropriation to such station, in order that

the amount of money appropriated to any station shall not exceed the amount actually

and necessarily required for its maintenance and support.

Sec. 7. That nothing in this act shall be construed to impair or modify the legal

relation existing between any of the said colleges and the government of the vStates

or Territories in which they are respectively located.

Sec. 8. That in States having colleges entitled under this section to the benefits

of this act and having also agricultural experiment stations established b}- law sep-

arate from said colleges, such States shall be authorized to apply such benefits to

experiments at stations so established by such States; and in case any State shall

have established under the provisions of said act of July second aforesaid, an agri-

cultural department or experimental station, in connection with any university, col-

lege, or institution not distinctively an agricultural college or school, and such State

shall have established or shall hereafter establish a separate agricultural college or

school, which .shall have connected therewith an experimental farm or station, the

legislature of such State may apply in whole or in part the appropriation by this

act made, to such separate agricultural college or school, and no legislature shall by

contract express or implied disable itself from so doing.

Sec. 9. That the grants of moneys' authorized by this act are made subject to the

legislative as.sent of the several States and Territories to the purposes of .said grants:

Provided^ That payment of such instalments of the appropriation herein made as

shall become due to any State before the adjournment of the regular session of its

legislature meeting next after the passage of this act shall be made upon the assent

of the governor thereof duly certified to the Secretary of the Treasury.

Sec. 10. Nothing in this act shall be held or construed as binding the United

States to continue any payment from the Treasury to any or all the States or institu-

tions mentioned in this act, but Congress may at any time amend, suspend, or repeal

any or all the provisions of this act.

Approved, March 2, 1887.

' The grants of money to carry out the provisions of this act amounted in 1887-88

to 1585,000, in 188S-89 to 595,000, in 1S89-90 to|6oo,(xx), and for 1890-91 the amount
estimated is 1630,000.
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APPENDIX E.

A LIST OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND FEDERAL LAND-GRANT
COLLEGES, ^A'ITH THE DATES OF THEIR ORGANIZATION.

Note.—-IVIost of the State universities owe their origin wholly or in part to Fed-

eral land grants in connection with the Morrill act, or by special acts passed by Con-

gress. The thirteen original States and six others have received no land grants,

except for agricultural and mechanical colleges. All the Territories have had land

grants for educational purposes except the District of Columbia and Alaska. Of
the thirteen original States only four—Virginia, Georgia, and North and South Caro-

lina—have founded and maintained State universities; six—Massachusetts, Connecti-

cut, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire—founded in

colonial days in.stitutions which have become practically State universities; New
York, though fairly liberal to its colleges, has never concentrated its patronage;

Maryland and Delaware have practically ignored the university question. In the

other States without grants—Vermont, Maine, Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas, and
West Virginia—the efforts to found State institutions have been attended with nmch
difficulty, and it is evident to one who studies the subject that their educational sys-

tems are probably much less prosperous than they would have been had they received

assi.stance from the General Government similar to that given their sister States.'

In the following list institutions wholly or in part supported by the State are des-

ignated b)' the symbol f. Institutions organized or extended in scope in connection

with the Morrill act of 1862 are designated by the .symbol *. Institutions main-

tained in connection with the Hatch act are designated by the symbol A. Institu-

tions whose names are indented are subordinated to those which precede them.

The total amount of land given by the General Government for State educational

work has been 1,995,920 acres. The total amount appropriated by the vStates for

higher education is shown by Blackmar to have been ^27,475,646.

I am indebted to Professor l'"". W. Blackmar, Professor W. O. Atwater, and Mr. A.

C. True for the facts embodied in the following tables:

ALABAMA.
(Territory, 1817 ;

State, 1.S19
; land grant, 1818-19.)

t University of Ai^abama, Tuscaloosa, 1819-1S21.

^•Ai.ABAMA Agricui.TuraIv AND MKCHANiCAiy CoixEGiv, Auburn, 1872.

A Agricultural Experiment Station, Auburn, 1883.

A t t^A-NEBRAKE Agricultural Experiment Station, Uniontown, 1885.

Alabama Historical Society, Tuscaloosa, 185L

No scientific society in the State.

AIvASKA.

(Territory, 1872.)

No colleges.

Alaska Historical Society, Sitka, 1890.

Society of Alaskan Natural Ili.story and Ivthnology, Sitka, 18S7.

ARIZONA.
(Territory, 1863; land grant, 1S81.)

University of Arizona, Tucson, 1889.

College of Agriculture, University of Arizona, Tucson, 1889.

No historical or scientific society.

'See Blackmar's Federal and State Aid to Higher Education.
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ARKANvSAS.
(Territory, 1S19 ; State, 1836; land grant, 1836.)

*t Arkansas Industriai. University, Fayetteville, 186S-1S72.

A Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Fayetteville, iSSS.

(Substations at Pine Bluff, Newport, and Texarkana.

)

Arkansas Historical Society, L/ittle Rock.

No scientific society.

CALIFORNIA.
(Territory, 1846; State, 1850; land grant, 1S53.)

t* University of California, Berkeley, 1868-69.

College of Agriculture, Mechanics, Mining, Engineering, and Chem-
istry, University of California, Berkeley, 1866-1868.

A Agricultural Experiment Station, University of California,

Berkeley, 1876 and 1888.

(Outlying stations at Paso Robles, Tulare, Jackson, Cupertino, Fresno, Mission

San Jose.

)

California Historical Society, San Francisco.

California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, 1S54.

COLORADO.
(Territory, 1861 ; >State, 1S76 ; land grant, 1S75.)

t University of Colorado, Boulder, 1875-1877.

*vState Agricultural College, Fort Collins, 1879.

A Agricultural Experiment Station of Colorado, Fort Collins, 18S8.

( Substations at Del Norte and Rocky Ford.

)

t STATE School of Mines, Golden, 1874.

Colorado State Historical Society, Denver.

Colorado Scientific Society, Denver.

CONNECTICUT.
(Settled, 1634; State, 1788.)

Yale University, New Haven, 1700.

*Sheffip:ld Scientific School of Yale University, 1847 and 1S64.

At Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, New Haven, 1875

and 1877.

Storrs Agricultural School, Mansfield, 1S81.

Storrs School Agricultural Experiment Station, 1888.

Connecticut Academy of Sciences, New Haven, 1799.

Connecticut Historical Society, Hartford, 1825.

DAKOTA, NORTH.
(Territoi-y of Dakota, iSfii

; State, 1889; land grant, 1S81.)

(?) University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, 1S83-4.

North Dakota Agricultural College, Fargo, 1S90.

No State historical or scientific society.

DAKOTA, SOUTH.
(State, 1889 ; land grant, 1881.)

(?) University of South Dakota, Vermilion, 1883.

t South Dakota Agricultural College, Brookings, 18S9.

South Dakota Agricultur.\l Expertmf:nt Station, Brookings, 1S88.

South Dakota School of Mines, Rapid City, 1886.

No State historical or scientific society.
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Dl<:ivAWARK.

(Settled, 163S ; State, 17S7.)

t* Delaware College, Newark, 1834, 1851, and 1871.

A Delaware College Agricultural Experiment Station, Newark, 1888.

Historical Society of Delaware, Wilinington, 1884.

No scientific society.

FLORIDA.
(Territory, 1S21 ; State, 1S45 ; land grant, 1S45.)

* Florida State Agricultural and Mechanical College, Lake City, 1884.

A Agricultural Experiment Station ok Florida, Lake City, 1888.

Historical vSociety of Florida, St. AtiL(ustine.

GEORGIA.
(Settled, 1732; State, 17SS.)

t University oe Georgia, Athens [1784], 1801.

Georgia State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, of the
LTniversiTv of Georgia, Athens, 1S72.

A Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station, Athens, 188S.

Southwest Georgia Agricultural College, University of Georgia,

Cnthbert, 1879.

North Georgia Agricultural College, Unu'ersity of Georgia, Dah-

lonega, 1S73.

West Georgia Agricultural and Mechanical College, Hamilton, 18S2.

Middle Georgia Milit.\ry and Agricultural College, University of
Georgl\, Milledgeville, 1880.

South Georgia College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,

University of Georgia, Thonia.sville, 1879.

tATL.\NT.\ University (colored), Atlanta, 1859.

Georgia Historical Society, vSavannah, 1839.

No scientific society.

ILLINOIS.

(Territory, 1S09; State, iSiS; land Ri'ants, 1S04 and iSiS.)

t University of Illinois, Urbana, 1868. (Formerly Illinois Indnstrial Uni-

versity.

* College of Agriculture of the University of Illinois, Urbana, 1867.

A Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Illinois,

Champaign, 1888.

Illinois State Historical Society, Champaign.

No State scientific society.

INDIANA.
(Territory, iSoo ; Stale, iSiTi; land grants, 1S04 and 1S16.)

tlNDi.\NA University, Bloomington, 1820-26. (Successor to Vincennes Uni-

versity, 1806.)

Purdue University, Lafayette, 1874.

* School of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Veterinary Scii';nce of

Purdue University, Lafayette, 1873.

A Agricultur.\l Station of Indiana, Lafayette, 1SS7.

Indiana Historical Society, Indianapolis, 1832.

Indiana Academy of Sciences (unlocalized), 1885.
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IOWA.

(Territory, 1838; State, 1S46; land grant, 1845.)

t State University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1847-60.

*IowA State Cohege oe Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Ames, 185S;

opened for students October 21, 1868.

A Iowa Agricui^tural Experiment vStation, Ames, 1888.

Iowa State Historical Society, Iowa Cit}-.

Davenport Academy of Sciences, Davenport, 1867.

Iowa Academy of Sciences, Iowa City, 1875.

KANSAS.

(Territory, 1857 ; State, 1861 ; land grant, 1S61.)

t University of Kansas, L,awrence, 1861-1866.

Kansas State Agriculturai, College, Manhattan, 1863.

A Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Manhattan, iS88.

Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka.

Kansas Academy of vScience, Topeka, 1868.

KENTUCKY.
(State, 1792.)

*Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, Lexington, 1S65;

reorganized, 1880. (Successor to Transylvania University, organized 179S.

)

.A Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Lexington, 1885.

Kentticky Historical Society, Frankfort.

No State scientific society.

LOUISIANA.

(Territory, 1S03 ; State, 1812
; land grants, 1S06, iSii, 1827.)

TuLANE University of Louisiana, New Orleans, 1847.

fSouTHERN UNIVER.SITY (colored). New Orleans, 1880.

t* Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical Col-

lege, Baton Rouge, 1873; reorganized, 1877.

(Sugar Experiment vStation No. i, Kenner, 1885.

Sugar Experiment Station No. 2, Baton Rouge, 1886.

North Louisiana Experiment Station, Calhoun, 1888.

Louisiana Historical Society, Baton Rouge.

No State scientific society.

MAINE.
(Settled, 1622 ; State, 1S20.)

* Maine State College of A(;riculture and the Mechanic Arts, Orono,

1865/

A Maine State College Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono,

1885 and 1887.

Maine Historical Society, Portland, 1822.

No State scientific society.

'State grants have been made to Bowdoin College, 1 794-1802, and to Colby ITni-

versity, formerly Waterville College, 1818.
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MARYLAND.
(Settled, i6v; State, i-SS.)

*

aXT.^^. ACK,™«U-. EXPKk.M..X S.«,OK. Agvicultu™, CUegC,

1888.

Maryland Aca.lemv of Sciences, 1822.

Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore.

MASSACIIUSKTTS.
(Settled, 1620 ;

State, 17SS.)

HxRVVRD FnivKR-SITY, Cambridge, 1636.^

^•M.SS.CHUSKTTS INSTITUTK O.^ TKCHNOLOCV, Boston, TS63-1865.

iMtsstcHUSK^S AOKXCUi.XURAr. CoiXKGK, Atnherst, 1S56, 1863, at.d ,867

tMl^SHUSKrrs ST..TE ACKxcu..t;KA. Exphkxmenx Sx.vrtoN, Atnher.t,

AH:^1™MK.. SX..:0. O. M.SSACH.SKX.S ACK:Ct.X.UK.. CO...

LEGE, Amherst, 1888.

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 17S0.

Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston.

I\nCHIGAN.

(Territor>-, 1S05 ;
State, 1S36 ;

land grant, 1836-)

+ TTNTVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, Ann Arbor [1817], 1S36, 1840.

Un „,G. J AcK,cv,.x™.. CO..KC.E, Agricultural College ['SSSL .S^y.

AEXPERIMENT STATION OF MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGH, A;,ncul

tural College, 1888.

Historical Society of ^lichigan, Detroit.

No academy of sciences.

MINNESOTA.

(Territory, 18,9 ; State, .S^S ; land grants, ,^57, .^^r, and .870.)

*-v.TT^'Ti7T.-w^TTv OF Minnesota, Minneapolis [1857], 1868.

*
C^'eOE OK AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS OE THE VN.VEKSITV o.

,s"::rsr;r"Tcr^,™* oTt„e Universu,.- o,.. Minnesota,

A^:;:^ru;^.";S;E:SENT STATION OE the X,N,VERSIXV OE MINNE-

SOTA, Saint Anthony Park, 1888.

Minnesota Historical Society, St. Tanl.

Minnesota Academy of Science, Minneapolis, 1873.

St. Paul Academy of Sciences, St. I'atd.

MISSISSIPPI.

(Territory, t79« ; State, .^.7 ;
la.ul grants, tSo;,, .8,9.)

[JEFFERSON COEUCGE, Washington, 1803-discontinued.]

t University of Mississippi, Oxford, 1874.

-Ta^l^^^pp^p-^ilS^r^^ylh^^^^^o Harvard have antounted to
^7«4^93,^;;':;^;;

tion to 46000 acres of land. The State has also given $157,500 to ^^dhams, and

152,500 to Amherst.—Blackmar.
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*AgricuIvTurai, and Mechanical, College of Mississippi, Agricultural College

(Starkville), 1880.

AMississiPPi Agricultural, Experiment Station, Agricultural College,

1888.

*Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College (colored), Rodney, 1871,

reorganized in 1878.

Mississippi Historical vSociety, Jackson.

No academy of sciences.

MISSOURI.

(Territory, 1812; State, 1S21; land grants, iSiS and 1S20.)

t* University of Missouri, Columbia [1820], 1839.

Missouri Agricultural and Mechanical College of the University
OF Missouri, Columbia, 1870.

AMissouRi Agricultural Experiment Station, Cohmibia, 18S1.

* Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy of the University of
Missouri, Rolla, 1870.

Missouri Historical Society, St. L,ouis.

St. Louis Academy of Sciences, 1857.

MONTANA.
(Territory, 1S64; land grant, 1S81.)

College of Montana, Deer Lodge, 1883.

Montana Historical Society, Helena.

NEBRASKA.
(Territon,^ 1S59; State, 1867; land grant, iSSi.)

t*UNivER.siTY OF Nebraska, Lincoln, 1869.

Industrial College of the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1869;

opened for students 1871.

AAgricultural Experiment Station of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1887.

Nebraska State Historical Society, Lincoln, 1878.

No scientific society.

NEVADA.

(Territory, 1S61; State, 1S64; land grant, 1S66.)

t* State University of Nevada, Reno [1865], 1874.

School of Agriculture' of the Nevada State University, Reno, 1877.

ANevada State Agricultural Station, Reno.

No scientific or historical society.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

(Settled, 1629; State, 17SS.)

Dartmouth CollEGic, Hanover [1758], 1770.

*New Hamp.shire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts (in

connection with Dartmouth College), Hanover [1866], 1868.

ANEW Hampshire Agricultural Experimp:nt Station, Hanover, 1888.

New Hampshire Historical Society, Concord, 1823.

No academy of science.
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NEW JKRvSKV.

(Settled, 1614-20; State, 17.^7.)

Corj^EGE OE New Jersey, Princeton, 1746.

* Rutgers Scientieic vSchooe oe Rutgers Coi^i^ege, New Brnnswick. Rhulc

State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts [1.S64], 1S65.

fNEW Jersey State Agricui^turae Experiment Station, New I5runswick,

1S80.

ANEW Jersey Agricueturae College Experiment Station. New Bruns-

wick, 1 888.

New Jersey Historical Society, Newark, 1845.

No academy of science.

NEW MEXICO.

(Territory, is.so; land grant, 185.}.)

University oe New Mexico, Santa Fe, i8Si.

tAgricultural College oe New Mexico, Las Cruces. Establi.shed by Ter-

ritorial legislature, 1888-89.

Historical Society of New Mexico, Santa Fe.

NEW YORK.

(Settled, 161;,; State, 17SS.)

The University op" Ne;w York, 1787, is not a teaching body. It is in indirect

relationship with Columbia College, 1754, Union College, Hamilton College,

and numerous collegiate and technical .schools.

* Cornell University, Ithaca [1865], 1868.

College of Agriculture oe Cornell University, Ithaca, 1888.

A Cornell Univp:rsity Agricultural ECxpp;riment Station, Ithaca, 1879.

tNEw York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, 1882.

New York Hi.storical Society, New York, 1804.

New York Academy of vSciences, 181 7.

NORTH CAROLINA.

(Settled, i6,s3; State, 1789.)

tUNivERSiTY OE North Carolina, Chapel Hill [1789], 1795.

* North Carolina College oe Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Raleigh.

Established by State, 1889.

At North Carolina Agricultural Expp;rimicnt Station, Raleigh, 1877

and 1887.

OHIO.

(Tcrritorj-, 17SS; State, 1S03 ; land grants, 1792 and 1S03.
)

Ohio University, Athens, 1804.

Mi.\Ml Univp;rsiTY, Oxford, 1809, 1816.

t*OHio StaTp; UnivicrsiTy, Coluni])us. Chartered 1870; organized SejitcMnber

17, 1873-

AOhio Agricultural Ivxpickimi'.nT Station, Columl)us, 1882 and 1888.

Historical and Philosophical Society of Ohio, Cincinnati.

No State scientific society.
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OREGON.

(Territorj', 1S4S ; State, 1859.)

tUNivER.siTY OF Oregon, Eugene City [1850], 1S76.

* Oregon State Agricultural College, Corvallis, 1S88.

A Oregon Experiment Station, Corvallis, 1888.

Pioneer and Historical Society, Astoria.

No scientific society.

PENNSYLVANIA.

(Settled, 1626; State, 17.S7.)

University oe Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1751.

* Pennsylvania State College, State College, 1859, 1862, and 1874.

Afl^HNNSVLVANIA vSTATE COLLEGE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT vSTATION,

State College, 1887.

American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, 1769.

Historical Society of Pennsj-lvania, Philadelphia, 1824.

RHODE ISLAND.

(Settled, 1636; State, 1790.)

*Brown University, Providence, 1764.

Agricultural and Scientific Department of Brown University, Prov-

idence,

t Rhode Island State Agricultural vSchool, Kingston, 1888.

A Rhode Island State Agricultural College Experimental Station,

Kingston, 1888.

Rhode Island Historical Society, Providence.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

(Settled, 1670; State, 1788.)

*tUNivERSiTY OF South Carolina, Columbia, i8or ; reorganized, 1865.

South Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Univer-

vSiTY of South Carolina, Columbia 1879.

A South Carolina AgriculTual Experiment Station, Columbia, 1888.

*Claflin University and South Carolina Agricultural College and
Mechanics' Institute (Department of University of South Carolina),

Orangeburg, 1S72.

Sotith Carolina Historical vSociety, Charleston.

tennp:ssee.

(Territory, 1790; State, 1796.)

Univp;rsiTY of NashvillI': (Cmnberland College), 1806; discontimied, 1875.

t* University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1806.

State Agricultural and Mechanical College of the Univicksity of

Tennessee, Knoxville, 1869.

A Tennessee Agricultural Experimicnt Station, Knoxville, 1882 and

1887.

Tennessee Historical Society, Nashville.
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TivXAvS.

(Annexed, 18.(6; State, 1S45.)

t Univicksitv oi'" TivXAS, Austin [1.S39], 1866.

^Statk AGRicui;ri'RAi< and MkcjianicaIv Corjj'X".]'; ok Tkxas, Col les^je Station

[1S71], 1876.

ATkxas AgriculturaIv I';xPKRiivnCNT vStation, College .Station, 1S8S.

No historical or scientific society.

UTAH.

(Territory, 1S50; land .^nint, iS,S5.

)

UnivI';ksiTv of DeskrKT, .Salt Lake Citj', i.Sso.

tUTAii Af.RiCfi/ruRAi, Cow^KGK, Logan City. Established by Territorial legis-

lature, March 8, 18S8.

VERMONT.

(Settled, 1755-55; State, 1791.)

^University of Vermont [1791], 1800, and

STATE Agricultural College, Burlington, 1865-67.

At Vermont State Agricultural Experiment ST.vrroN, Ihniington, iSS;,

Vermont Hi.storical Society, Montpelier.

VIRGINIA.

(Settled, 1609; State, 17SS.)

[CoLLEGiv OF Hp:nriC(). Projected in 1620].

William and Marv College, Willianis))urgh, 1691.

fUNiVERvSiTv of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1819.

*ViRGi?iL\ Agricultural and Mechanical College, 151acksbin-g, 1872.

A Virginia Agricultural Eximcriment vStation, Blacksburg, 1888.

* Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Hampton. Organized by
American Missionary vSociety, April, 1868; reorganized under charter from
State, June, 1870.

Virginia Historical Society, Richmond, 183 1.

WASIIINOTON.

(Territory, 1S.S3; State, iSSy.)

UnivivrsiTv OI' Washington, .Seattle, 1862.

WEST VH^GINIA.

(State, 1862.)

t*Wi';sT Virgin L\ UnivI';rsiTv, Morgantown, 1867.

Agricultural DepartmivNT of Wicst Virginia ITniversiTy, Morgantown.

AWe.st Virginia ExperimicnT vStaTion, Morgantown, 18S8.

West Virginia Historical Society, INIorgantowu.
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WISCONvSIN.

(Territory, 1S36 ; State, 1S47 ; land grants, 1S46 and 1S54.)

t
"• University of Wisconsin, Madison [1S38], 1S48.

Department of Agricui,ture of the University of Wisconsin, Madison,

1866.

A t Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, 1883 and 1888.

Wisconsin Historical Society, Madison.

Wisconsin Academy of Science, Arts, and I^etters, Madison, 1S70.

WYOMING.
(Territory, 1S68

; State, 1889.)

University of Wyoming, Laramie City.

Wyoming Academy of Arts, Science, and Letters, Cheyenne.
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Zebulon Montgomery Pike.


